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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
3 
FOUR-YEAR AGREEMENT 
JULY 1,2001-JUNE 30, 2005 
136 pages 
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CITY OF GLENDALE 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMUNICATION 
DATE: July 23, 2001 
TO: All Holders of City - GCEA Memorandum of Understanding 
FROM: John F. Hoffman, Director of Personnel and Employee Relations 
SUBJECT: Summary of Significant Negotiated Language Amendments 
New City-GCEA Four-Year Memorandum of Understanding 
(July 1, 2001 - June 30, 2005) 
BACKGROUND 
Recently, the City and Glendale City Employees' Association (GCEA) ratified a new four (4)-year 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) covering the period July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2005. A 
number of economic and non-economic changes were agreed to in the new contract. 
SUMMARY OF CHANGES 
Attached for your review is a brief summary of the significant changes in the new MOU. The 
subject, article, section and page numbers as well as brief description are provided. 
ATTACH TO YOUR MOU 
You should attach this summary of changes to your copy of the MOU for future reference. 
CONTACT PERSONNEL DIVISION 
Should you need further information, interpretation or clarification regarding any of the MOU 
language, please contact the Personnel Division staff. 
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS AND CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 
Good employee relations and contract administration are developed and maintained through trust, 
respect, open lines of communication and a clear understanding of the terms and conditions of the 
MOU as well as divisional rules and regulations. I hope this information provided is of some 
assistance towards our mutual goal of a continued positive employee relations program. 
n F. Hoffman 
Director of Personnel & Employee Relations 
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CITYOFGLENDALE 
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT NEGOTIATED LANGUAGE AMENDMENTS 
CITY-GCEA MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
NEW FOUR-YEAR MOU 
(July 1, 2001 - June 30, 2005) 
SUBJECT ARTICLE SECTION PAGE BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
OF CHANGES 
Term of Agreement Nine VII 101 Four Years 
July 1,2001-June 30, 2005 
Agency Shop Provision - Refer 
to Appendix ttBw Agency Shop 
MOU in back of new MOU 
One IV Agreement regarding procedures 
for the implementation and 
administration regarding Agency 
Shop requirements for all unit 
employees. 
Salary Schedule Adjustments 
Salary Schedule: 
July 1,2001-June 30, 2002 
Salary Schedule: 
July 1,2002-June 30, 2003 
Salary Schedule: 
July!, 2003-June 30, 2004 
Salary Schedule: 
July 1, 2004 - June 30, 2005 
Two l l - V 9-10 
1st Year: Effective 7/1/01, all 
general employees shall receive 
a 3.7% salary increase. 
2nd Year: Effective 7/1/02, all 
general employees shall receive 
a 3.5% salary increase. 
3rd Year: Effective 7/1/03, all 
general employees shall receive 
a 3.5% salary increase. 
4th Year: Effective 7/1/04, all 
general employees receive 
minimum 1.5% to maximum 7% 
salary adjustment based on CPI 
April 2003-April 2004. 
M-Step - Not Appealable to CS 
Commission 
M-Step removals are not 
appealable to the Civil Service 
Commission (based on City 
Attorney legal opinion 2001) 
Two XA8 12 M-Step removals are not 
appealable to the Civil Service 
Commission. 
Water Stand-By Assignment 
Assignment Pay 
Two XVI 16 Water stand-by coverage to be 
distributed on an equitable basis, 
as approved by management. 
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SUBJECT 1 
Police Communications CSO -
1 Prisoner Sfearch Assianment 
i ' i j
1 5 * 
Actina appointment eliaibilitv -
1 expanded 
Meet and Discuss-PERS 
Retirement Benefit Options 
Meet and Disc^ssf- Impact of 
[state actions 
. . • . ' • - • • • < K - .'•' ; . < • • . • ' . ' ' "" 
Cornpsffme In Excess of 64 
Hours - Transfer to RHSP 
Medical Insurance Premiums 
Effectwe^Auaest 1.2001 
ARTICLE I 
Two 
Two 
Two 
Two 
Three 
Four 
I 
SECTION I 
XXVIA-B 
XXVII A-2 
XXXA 
XXXB 
XE 
MB 
PAGE I 
25 
25 
27-28. j 
28 
47 
50 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
OF CHANGES 
Trained end qualified CSO 
Communications Operators, 
CSO general employees, and 
Communications Shift 
Supervisors shall receive $50>0fi), 
per search of a prisoner as 
required, not to exceed a total of 
$100 per employee's work 
schedule per day. 
A unit employee may be eligible 
for an acting pay assignment if 
they fill a vacant position when a 
unit employee has been 
transferred to another job 
assignment in a different section 
of the same division. 
The City and GCEA agree to 
meet and discuss existing or 
new PERS retirement benefit 
options that are made available 
but NOT limited to PERS COLA 
adjustment. 
The City and GCEA agree to -
meet and discuss the impact i n 
the City of any actions on the 
part of the state that would 
significantly impact the City's 
ability to fund its budget during 
the term of this agreement. 
Unit employees must transfer 
any comp time over 64 hours at 
'the employee's current rate of 
pay to the employee's RHSP. 
18t year: Effective 8/1/01, the 
employees and City medical 
insurance monthly contribution 
shall be as follows. 
i n I I 11 -•—• •mini 1 I I ' 
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SUBJECT 1 
Medical Insurance Premiums 
Effective August 1v£001 
(Cont'd.) , , ; 
Medical Insurance Premiums 
Effective Auaust 1,2002 
Medical Insurance Premiums 
Effective Auaull "i? 2003 
Medical Insurance Premiums 
Effective August 1. 2004 
MedicaUnsuranae Indemnity 
Plan Coverage 
Retiree Health Savings Plan 
(RHSP) - Employees retiring on 
or after July 1,2001 
RHSP - Sick Leave Conversion 
Rate 
ARTICLE I SECTION I PAGE I BRtEF DESCRIPTION ] 
OF CHANGES I 
EMPLOYEE CITY - | 
Contribution 
Prudent Buver Indemnity PPO Plan 
Employee $12.16 
Employee+ 1 $42.78 
Employee + family $63.90 
California Care - HMO Plan 
Contribution ; 
$168.59 
$417.87 
$592.34 
Employee $34.28 $143.26 I 
Employee + 1 $83.98 $288.90 
Employee + family $113.74 $418.92 
CIGNA HMO Plan 
Employee $31.00 $144.28 
Employee+ 1 $66.88 $279.85 
Employee + family $92.94 $371.65 
KAISER HMO Plan Effective 8/1/01 Effective 9/1/01 
Employee $27.38 $142.72 $12.92 $142.72 
Employee + 1 $54.90 $285.30 $25.98 $285.30 
Employee + family $77.48 $403.90 $36.56 $403.90 
Four I 
Four 
Four 
Four ; 
Four 
Four 
IID I 
HE. 
II F 
I I G 2 h 
III F 1 
111 F 2 a 
51 • | 
5 1 
51 
52 
54 
54 
2na year;: Effective 8/1/02, City I 
shall pay up to 50% of any 
medical insurance premium 
increase or receive 50% of any 
premium decrease. 
3rd year: Effective 8/1/03, City 
shall psy^ up to 50% of any 
medical insurance premium 
increase or receive 50% of any 
premium decrease. 
4th year: Effective 8/1/04, City 
shall pay up to 50% of any 
medical insurance premium 
increase or receive 50% of any 
^premium debase : ; 
Mental and nervous (mental 
health care) benefits shall be 
included in the Indemnity 
WsurBi^ ce: Plan and paid same 
New RHSP shall be 
implemented by or before 
12/15/01. Employees who retire 
on or after 7/1/01 will be eligible 
for RHSP. 
Each unused accumulated sick 
leave hour at retirement shall be 
converted at $20/hr. and placed 
in eligible retired employee's 
RHSP. 
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SUBJECT 
RHSP - Limitations 
ARTICLE 
Four 
Four 
Four 
Four 
Four 
SECTION 
F 3 a 
F 3 b 
F 3 c 
F 3 d 
III F 3e 
PAGE 
54-55 
55 
55 
55 
55 
Four I I IF3e-h 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
OF CHANGES 
Employees who terminate prior 
to retirement age (50) or do not 
retire from City are not eligible 
for this benefit. 
Employees who retire must have 
their accumulated vacation leave 
paid at their current rate of pay 
and placed in their RHSP. 
(See Article Five, Sec. 3, E2-3) 
Employee must have their comp 
time in excess of the limits set 
forth in MOU transferred to their 
RHSP. 
Employee pays for any post 
retirement RHSP fees. 
Employees who retire on or after 
July 1,2001 prior to RHSP 
implementation shall participate 
in the current sick leave 
conversion, then convert to 
RHSP upon its implementation. 
55 The current sick leave 
conversion plan associated 56% 
cash-out provision which shall no 
longer be available to retiring 
employees. 
Retiring City Employees - PERS 
Sick i.eave Service Time 
Conversion 
Three G1-4 55-56 Prior to participation in Retired 
Sick Leave Medical insurance 
Conversion Plan or RHSP, 
retiring employees may apply 
any of their remaining accrued 
sick leave hours towards PERS 
service time subject to procedure 
that complies with IRS 
regulations unless: 
It is determined the PERS sick 
leave to PERS service time 
conversion conflicts with IRS 
regulations. Then, the PERS 
sick leave conversion to sick 
leave service credit shall no 
longer be available to unit 
employees upon implementation 
of RHSP. 
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SUBJECT ARTICLE SECTION PAGE BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
OF CHANGES 
>Sick Leave Deduction Three H1 56 Effective 7/1/2001 -retiring 
employees shall have the 380 
hrs. (reduced from 760 hrs.) 
deducted from their accrued sick 
leave bank upon their retirement. 
Three H2 56 Effective 7/1/02, there shall be 
no sick leave deducted (reduced 
form 380 hrs. to 0) from retiring 
employee's accumulated sick 
leave bank. 
Long-Term Disability (LTD) 
Insurance 
Four V I IA1&2 59 Effective 7/1/02, the City shall 
pay 100% of the LTD monthly 
insurance premium for unit 
employees who are members of 
the GCEA. The City has the^ 
right to select insurance carrier. 
Mileage Reimbursement Plan -
Limitations 
Four X l t t2b 67 Any unit employees using their 
own personal vehicle for City 
business and who receives a 
mileage reimbursement on 
monthly auto allowance must 
maintain a valid California 
Drivers License and automobile 
insurance on the vehicle they 
use for City business and must 
show proof of such upon request 
of supervision or management. 
Police Division Employees 
^Assigned to Support Services 
Division, Traffic Bureau, Parking 
l:rif6rcemerit>Detail 
Five M2d(1 ) 74 Parking enforcement detail 
employees s^al^not have the 
Friday after Thanksgiving as a 
mandatory fibliday for their 
employees. 
.Vacation CaslfrOut at Retirement 
- RHSP 
Five III E 2-3 80 Unit employees who plan to 
retire must notify the Finance 
Division's Payroll Section six (6) 
mos. prior to their official 
retirement date if they wish to 
use any or all of their 
accumulated vacation time 
cashed-out upon their retirement 
from the City. Employees who 
do not put in a request to 
Finance for vacation hours 
placed into their RHSP account 
upon their retirement subject to 
procedures that comply with IRS 
regulations. 
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SUBJECT 
General Service Classifications 
" ' if-, '; . *••.• "' 
Agency Shop MOU 
ARTICLE SECTION 
Appendix A 
Appendix B 
PAGE 
104 
111 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
OF CHANGES 
Updated General Service 
Classifications and Employee 
Relations Confidential 
Designated Classifications 
positions. 
New Agejicy Shop provision for 
all unit employees. 
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Adopted 
7-17-01 
Weaver/Manoukian 
All Ayes RESOLUTION NO. 01-124 
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF GLENDALE APPROVING 
AND ADOPTING A FOUR-YEAR MEMORANDUM OF 
UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE CITY OF GLENDALE AND THE 
GLENDALE CITY EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION (GCEA) 
COAAMENCING ON JULY 1, 2001 AND TERMINATING AFTER JUNE 30, 2005 
WHEREAS, the City of Glendale (hereinafter referred to as "City") and 
the Glendale City Employees' Association (hereinafter referred to as "Association") 
have met and conferred over wages, hours, terms and conditions of employment 
pursuant to Government Code 3500, as amended; and 
WHEREAS, the City and the Association have agreed to and signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding for the period of four years commencing on July 1, 
2001 and terminating after June 30, 2005; and 
WHEREAS, the City Council intends to enact ordinances covering the 
financial portion of the Memorandum of Understanding. 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 
GLENDALE: 
Section 1. The City does hereby approve, ratify, and authorize the 
implementation of each economic and non-economic benefit and right set forth in 
the Memorandum of Understanding between the City and Association, attached 
hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit "B", and said economic and non-economic 
benefits arid rights shall be implemented to the extent the City may legally do so in 
accordance with the time constraints of said Memorandum of Understanding. 
Section 2. The City Council does further resolve that hereafter any 
motion or resolution of this Council, having for its object the appropriation, 
.S:\Fi«sc«el\DocdI^^ 
expenditure or use of public funds of the City of Glendale, may be reflected upon the 
Council minutes. 
Section 3. The City Council further authorizes the City Manager and the 
Director of Personnel and Employee Relations to negotiate and implement 
amendments to this Memorandum of Understanding affecting wages, hours, terms and 
conditions of employment subject to prior approval by the City Council. 
Section 4. Any provision set forth in said Memorandum of 
Understanding which is inconsistent with any provision of the Municipal Code shall 
prevail and supersede the inconsistent provisions of the code. 
Adopted this 17th day of July , 2001. 
C \ A ^ ^ W Y ^ ^ , 
Mayor 
ATTEST: 
dlo^^. ^2ox>Uf-
City Clerk 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) 
I, Doris Twudt, City Clerk of the C:^©f Glendale, certify that the 
foregoing resellJLi<>n \vas adopted ^/>he CpLicil of th^ City of Glendale, California, 
at a regular meeting held *m the ?.::- 17*h : > lay of J u l y , 2001, 
and that the same was adopted by the following vote: 
Ayes* Mahoukian, Quintero, Weaver, Yousefian, Gomez 
Noes: None 
Absent: None 
City Clerk 
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ARTICLE ONE 
ARTICLE ONE 
I- PARTIES TO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
This Memorandum of Understanding (herein referred to as MOU or Agreement, 
interchangeably) has been prepared pursuant to the terms of the City of Glendale Employee 
Relations ordinance, as amended, which is hereby incorporated by reference. This 
Agreement has been executed by representatives of the City of Glendale (hereinafter 
referred to as "City") on behalf of the City Manager and by representatives of the Glendale 
City Employees' Association (hereinafter referred to as "Association") pursuant to 
Government Code 3500, as amended, et seq., and hereby satisfies the City's duty to meet 
and confer with the Association during the life of this agreement. 
II. GENDER 
The terms "they" and "their" may be used in this agreement as substitutes for the terms "his", 
"hers", "his/her", "he", "she", or other terms which would indicate masculine or feminine 
gender. 
III. RECOGNITION 
A. GCEA - Recognized Employee Organization 
Pursuant to the provisions of the Employee Relations Ordinance of the City of 
Glendale, as amended, the City recognizes the Glendale City Employees' 
Association as the exclusive recognized employee organization on behalf of all full-
time salaried non-management and non-mid-management general employees of the 
City of Glendale. 
B. Exclusions 
Those classifications and positions excluded include employees designated as 
confidential, executive, management, mid-management, or hourly. 
C. Classifications Recognized 
Specific classifications recognized by the City of Glendale being represented by the 
Glendale City Employees' Association are listed in Appendix "A" of this agreement. 
D. Certification of Representative (GCEA) - Bonafide Under FLSA 
1. The GCEA has been certified as the bonafide representative by the National 
Labor Relations Board (NLRB) under the Fair Labor Standards Act. Asa 
consequence of this certification, some of the wages, hours, terms and 
conditions of employment stated in this memorandum of understanding were 
negotiated that otherwise would not have been changed. 
2. If, at any time the GCEA is voluntarily or involuntarily decertified as bonafide 
representative by the NLRB, the GCEA shall be obliged to inform the Director 
of Personnel and Employee Relations immediately of this fact in writing and 
01ART1 1 GCEA 
CITY im~ 
ARTICLE ONE 
those wage^ hours, terms and conditions of empibymentthat are affected by 
this decertification, namely, those sections affected by the Fair Labor 
Standards Act shall be null and void and subject to immediate renegotiation. 
IV. AGEMCY SHOP 
The City and the Association have a mutual agreement regarding the implementation and 
administration of Agency Shop. The entails of this agreement are set forth in Appendix ttBM 
of this Memorandum of Understanding. 
V. COMMITMENT TO EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY/VALUING DIVERSITY 
The City tnd the: Association are tearnimitied to working together to support a work 
^nvimnme^t-charactrr!^ed:-by:fd!r1b^tmcnt''and'access to equal opportunities for all 
protected groups under the lew. 
The City and the Association further agree to support encourage, nurture and value the 
-:-euftur£<l,^ thnte 
V?. ASSOaATiOK AND EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AND ftEJPONSIBILITIES 
A. Association and Employee Rights 
The City and the Association shall comply with the provisions of the Meyers-Milias-
Brown Act (MMB) or any subsequent State law governing meet and confer rights of 
employee organizations. The parties further agree that during the term of this 
f Memorandum of Understanding, each pirty shall retain those rights respectively 
vsst&d by local, state and federal law which cannot otherwise be waived by this 
agreement. 
B. Payroll Deducts 
' The City shall, during the term of tiiis Agreement, deduct monies for membership 
r
 < dues and insurance p. churns on a monthly basis from unit employees whose 
classification and posi;io, < are recognized to be represented by the Association and 
who voluntarily authorize the deduction in writing, on forms approved by the City. 
The City shall not bJ obiV ^d' >h>;, •! into jfft:st any new, changed, or discontinued 
deduction until the pay period commencing thirty (30) days after receiving the 
request Ttie Sity shall remit the monies from authorized deductions made in 
3! accordance with procedures est forth by theClty. 
• c. Indamiiificution '••• -r^"* '* 
The Association agrees to hold City harmless and indemnify the City against any 
olairri, causes of action, or law suits arijing out of the deduction or transmittal of such 
funds to the Association, sxt&pt the failure of the City to transmit monies legally 
deducted from employees pursuant to this article to the Association. 
01ART1 .*. 2 GCEA CITY
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ARTICLE ONE 
D. Association Representation Responsibilities 
The Association agrees and shall assume its responsibilities as recognized 
designated representative to represent all unit employees without discrimination, 
interference, restraint, or coercion, and to comply withe exclusive representation 
responsibilities as set forth in the City's Employee Relations Ordinance as amended. 
E. Association,Release Time * Meeting and Conferring •••? 
1. Time off for meeting and conferring 
a. The City and Assbcfatioh recognize ( ^ 
and Association that representatives designated by the Association 
t? serve as jtherAss^^ leave 
from duty with full pay during scheduled working hours.to participate 
in meet and confer sessions as requested by the City. 
b. The Associationnegotjating Goretnitt§e shall be allowed release time 
as approved by management in order to prepare for meet and confer 
- ^ sei^fis l^ecfufred; ^ t e ^subsfiguent::: new Kffermfandumsv of 
""" UnderSt^ 
c. Individual negotiating committee members shall give management as 
;; mMch 3dv?nce notice as.possible about the dates, times, and 
^.•Y:<^:i dyratipf5>of4he requested release time.: 
d. Mnless otherwise agreecj tp-by bot^ parties, the negotiating teams for 
the Association and^ity shall not exceed six <©) members each. 
«•*•
 i i ^ 
e. Full pay, as stated, shall mean the employee's current base salary, 
fringe benefits, and any assignee* bo|ui% r >;•'• . ' 
f. Each jaarty sball provide thp other a li§t of representatives at least two 
weeK?pj;ior to the^date s t^ for meeting and conferring unless both 
f^.,r parties agree su#j notiCQ^ is^ imgRadtiqiBil'.-, >^-:J 
F. .•;. > Release Time - Board of^Dfeictar Jte#tinc^ * : , ;*' 
: 1. Subje.pt to limitationsset forth in this agreement, each on-duty member of the 
A*80cta6w%$om^ designate^ alternate with prior 
notification shall be granted release time from their assigned duties to attend 
regular or special called Board meetings §£ithe Association)unless an 
emergency staffing need occurs. 
2. .v .By January 30 of ©ach salendar * ^ar, th$ Association shall provide to the 
: Director of Personnel er^tEnjF * F^lationsthe foNpwing: 
a. A list of names and clas ill officers and Board Members 
and their alternatives. 
01ART1 GCEA 
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ARTICLE ONE 
b. A list of all dates and times of all planned Board of Director's 
Meetings for the calendar year. 
Release Time - Reprosentation/Business/Recreational Issues 
1. Release time from their assigned duties for on-duty Association Officers, 
Board of Directors or other unit employees for all other representation and 
business and/or social/ recreational issues may be granted by Management 
with prior notification to a supervisor unless an emergency situation occurs 
which prevents such pnor notification. 
2- a In the^e emergency jsityftions the affected employee must notify a 
.-:- , supervisor as soon as p o s s ^ 
Association Office Space . 
1. The City agrees to provide an office space which isavailable and not needed 
for City functions and activities for the Association. The location and size of 
•such offioe space s^al!j continue to be designated by the City and may be 
changed by the City upcn prior notification Jo-the Association. 
2. *« Tho Association, therefore, agrees that Csty maintains the right of access 
without notice under emergency conditions as set forth in Article Nine of the 
Memorandum of Understanding between the parties and has the right to 
periodically inspedIfmspsce for maintenance of condition provided that a 
24 hour prior notice ?s given to the President or Vice President and the 
Association has the: opportunity to have a representative in attendance 
during inspection. 
Revo^atf en 
City reserves the right to revoke Association's use of any facility, space, or 
equipment for any reason upon prior notification of sixty (60) days to Association. In 
the event of an emergency, as set forth in Article Nine, the notification provision is 
waived. ,.; ,.;<..?.? 
Indemnification 
1 Jn liisu of charging a rental ff <Mhe AssQcNitipn agrees to hold City harmless 
i K and indemnify the. City agai^stany d^imHcauses of action, or lawsuits arising 
K out of £*iy Association's use, p!aoement,tinstallation, operation, goods, 
services, or devise or any publication of libelous matter on Association 
\-. bulletin board or ^ny use, plac^Tient,. instglletion of any equipment, furniture, 
floor ccverirf^- i^Sffte, or c^har personal property not owned by City. 
2. As r -• •"4>w.- agrees to r^imbyrseQJty for any costs of repair to any 
bi Hf ^ructure provided to them by the City under the terms of 
th Lilting from the deliberate, malicious, or negligent act of 
*, r ^yees related to the Association use of such facilities. 
GCEA 
'.&a 
ARTICLE ONE 
K. Limitations 
The Association, its officers, representatives, and/or members shall conduct 
Association business, including employee relations matters, as set forth in this 
L Agreement, or with the approval of management. 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
A. Management Rights ° 
The City continues to reserve, retain, and is vested with, solely and exclusively, all 
rights of management, regardless of the frequency of use, which have not been 
expressly abridged by specif^ provisions of the f^etnorandurn of Understanding or 
by law, to manage the City forthe citizens of Olendale, as such rights existed prior to 
the execution of the Memorandum of Understanding. The City continues to reserve 
and retain solely and exclusively all rights of managemanf ire uc'ing those City rights 
set forth in the City's Employee Relations Ordinance as amended, and including but 
not limited to ttiefolRiwing rights: • •:- M : 
1. ro manage'the City ahdl6cfetermiAe policies ahd procedures and the right 
to man&ge the affafte of th& City. *: r 
2. n To take into consideration the existence or non-existence of facts which are 
i
 :ij t; ,e $aSjS df the mariagfemfeht de&isidn. 
^ S. ; To determine the- ^icesslty, oifgariizatioh, and implementation and 
termination of any service dr Activity conducted by the City or other 
governmental jurisdictions, ahd to^expaiKl dr diminish services. 
4. To determine nature, manner, means, type, time, quantity, quality, 
technology, standards, level, and extent of SMvfeses Jbrbe provided to the 
public. 
5. To determine methods of financing* n-
6. To determine quality, quantity, and types of equipments technology to be 
used. 
7. To determine and/or change the facilities, methods, technology, equipment 
and apparatus^eai^, dperationstvbe performed, organizational structure, 
SLe, sndrc»mpOSitto^ of thfe work force and allocate and assign work by 
which theTCity operations and servfees are to t>e conducted. 
8. ? To plant determif^ and Cartage City budget which includes, but is not 
limited to; changes in the m-^ /^locations, relocations, and types of 
operations, processes, and jloyec^s to be used in carrying out all City 
fun&ion^ ineiucfifig the-rigt
 v ^ ^
 rmoor subcontract any work or 
0p3fa86nof4heCity. * i * sificationsoU ^ « 
9. To assign work to and schedu ncordance with requirements 
as determined by the City as tt changes to work hours, wok 
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schedules, including call back, standby, and overtime, and assignments 
except as otherwise listed by this agreement. 
To lay off employees of the City from duties because of lack of work or funds, 
or under conditions where continued work would be ineffective or non-
productive or not cost effectiva as determined by the City. 
To establish and modify goals and objectives related to productivity and 
, performance programs and standards, including, but not limited to, quality 
and quantity, and require compliance thereto. 
To direct, supervise, recruit, select, hire, evaluate, promote, transfer, 
discipline, discharge, ternrwaie, suspend, demote, reprimand, reduce or 
withhold salary increases arid benefits, and otherwise discipline employees 
,, for .cause.-, ••*••••;•• 
To determine qualifications, skills, abilities, knowledge, selection procedures 
apd standards, jcb classifications, and to reallocate and reclassify 
employees. 
To hire, transfer intra- or inter-division, promote, reduce in rank, demote, 
reallocate, and terminateerrplcyess and take other personnel action for nor* 
disciplinary reasons in accordance with this Agreement and Civil Service 
Rules and Regulations., 
To determine policies, procedures, and standards for selection, training, and 
promotion of employees. 
To establish employee performance standards, including quality, and 
quantity standards, and to require compliance therewith. 
To maintain order and efficiency in its facilities and operations. 
To establish, implement, and/or modify njies and regulations, policies and 
procedures related to productivity, performance, efficiency, standards of 
ethics, conduct, safety, health, and order in the City and to require 
compliance therewith. 
To restrict the activity of an employee organization on City property and 
facilities ard on Cify time expeptas set forth in this agreement. 
To determine the issues of public policy and the overall goals and objectives 
of the City's divisions and to take necessary action to achieve the goals and 
objectives of the City's divisiqns, 
To require the performance pf other services not specifically stated herein in 
the#\rent of emergency or disaster as deemed necessary by the City. 
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22. To take any and all necessary steps and action to carry out the service 
requirements and to determine the issues of public policy and the overall 
mission of the City and the mission of the Agency in emergencies or any 
othfef time deemed necessary'by the City not Specified above. 
B. Authority of Third Party Neutral 
All management rights, powers, authority, and functions, whether heretofore or 
hereinafter-exercised,* shall remain vested exciusively with City. No third party 
neutral shall have the Authority to diminish any ofthe management rights which are 
included in this Agreement. 
C. Impact of Management Riqlits 
The City agrees to meet and confer with the Association, except in emergencies as 
defined elsewhere in this Agreement, over the exercise of a management right which 
directly impacts Upon the wages, hours, and terms land conditions of employment of 
unit employees, iinless remedies for the impact Consequences of the exercise of a 
management right upon unit employees are provided for in this Agreement, Civil 
Service Rules and Regulations, or Departmental Rules and Regulations. 
NO SfRiK^J06 ACTION PRt)V>Sft>N" 
ln addition to the no strike/job action provisions and penalties in the City's Employee 
Relations Ordinance, the following provisions shall apply. 
A. Prohibited Conduct 
The Association, its officers, agents, representatives, and/or members when on duty, 
agree they will not call, cause, engage, ov condone any strike, walkout, sit down, 
work stoppage, slowdown, sickout, blue flu, pretended illness, or engage or honor 
any other fbfm of types of jbb action by uriit errtployfeeS or by any other employees of 
the City or employees of any other employer by withholding or refusing to perform 
services or honor any type or foirm of picket iine of any union or employee 
organization. •*>,,< • - • ^ . ^ -..^.. 
B. Employee Termination 
Any employee who participates in any conduct prohibited in Section A above shall be 
considered 6h unauthorized absence and shall be subject to discharge or other 
disciplinary action by the City, regardless of whether the Association carries out in 
good faith its r^ spbri§ibftftie£ $et fbrth below. * • 
C. Association Responsibilities 
1; in the event that the Asdbcia^ 
members erigageln any of th$ conduct prohibited in A. Prohibited Conduct. 
above, the Association shall immediately instruct any persons engaging in 
such conduct that their conduct is in violation of this Memorandum of 
Understanding and unlawful, and they must immediately cease engaging in 
conduct prohibited in A, Prohibited Conduct, above, and return to work. 
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If the Association performs all of the responsibilities in good faith set forth in 
C(1) above, its officers, agents, artd representatives shall not be liable for 
damages for prohibited conduct performed by employees who are covered 
by this Agreement in violation of A, Prohibited Conduct, above. 
IX. BIMONTHLY MEETING -CiTY-GCEA 
A Division head apd Director of Perspnnel shall meet bi-monthly with three (3) 
representatives of the Association apfpofnted by the Association's president. The purpose of 
said meeting is to discuss employee relations matters. 
•"•'.J •*?& ' -?-si.';U 
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ARTICLE TWO 
SALARIES AND CQWPENSATION 
'• SALARY SCHEDULES 
All Salary Schedules for unit employees for July 1,2001 through June 30,2005 are set forth 
in this Article. 
•!?; SALARY SCHEDULE - July 1 2001 through June 30, 2002 ; ^ 
Effective July 1,2001 through June 30,2002, ail ti ia classirications isUhe unit shall receive a 
three and seventy hundredths percent (3.70%) salary adjustment above their classification's 
current assigned salary range which was in effect in the salary range schedule on June 30, 
2001. 
III. SALARY SCHEDULE -July 1- 2002 through June 30, 2003 
Effective July 1,2002 through June 30,2003, all the classifications in the unit shall receive a 
three and one-half percent (3.5%) salary adjustment above their classification's current 
assigned salary range which was in effect in the salary range schedule on June 30, 2002. 
IV. SALARY SCHEDULE - July 1,2003 through June 30. 2004 
Effective July 1,2003 through June 30,2004, all the classifications in the unit shall receive a 
three and one-half percent (3.5%) salary adjustment above their classification's current 
assigned salary range which was in effect in the salary range schedule on June 30, 2003. 
V. SALARY SCHEDULE - July 1. 2004 through June 30. 2005 
A. CPI Salary Adjustment - Maximum - 7.0% 
Effective July 1, 2004 through June 30,2005, all the classifications in the unit shall 
receive salary increases above each classification's current assigned salary range 
which was in effect in the salary range schedule on June 30,2004, as ddermined by 
the following conditions: Classifications in this unit shall receive salary adjustments 
based on the nearest rounded one quarter percent (.25%) increment change of the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) All Urban Consumers Index (U) for the Los Angeles-
Orange County - Riverside area (1982-84 = 100 base) for the period of April, 2003 
through April, 2004 to a maximum salary increase not to exceed seven percent 
(7.0%). 
B. CPI Salary Adjustment Minimum -1 .5% 
Should the Consumer Price Index (CPI) All Urban Consumer Index (U) for the Los 
Angeles - Orange County - Riverside area (1982-84 = 100 base) for the period of 
April, 2003 through April, 2004 be less than one and one-half percent (1.5%), all unit 
employees shall receive a one and one-half percent (1.5%) salary adjustment in lieu 
of CPI. 
C. Examples 
Examples of the CPI adjustment are as follows: 
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1. Should the CPI as set forth in this agreement change one and twelve-
hundredths percent (1,12%), the total salary adjustment would be one and 
one-half percent (1.5%). 
2. Should the CPI as set forth in this agreement change five and twelve-
hundredths percent (5.12%), the total salary adjustment would be five 
percent (5%). 
3. If the CPI change would be seven and thirteen-hundredths percent (7.13%), 
the total salary adjustment would be seven percent (7%). 
VI. SALARIES ROUNDUP OFF 
-•>.<• All Parser. shnll be rounded to th© neares* r ^ ' e doller. 
VII. dEF^^RED CQ^PicNSATIQ»! - EMPLOYER PAID 
A. Effective July 1; 1393 
1. Effective July 1, 1993, the City agrees to pay on 3 percent (1%) above the 
Unit Employees' base salary into the Lhit Employees' deferred compensation 
t , . account . Suplr account shall be esteblish^d and administered in 
conformance with the provision set forth in the City's Supplementary Benefit 
Ordinance in effect the date this Agreement became effective. 
'"..-;. 2j this special benefit »^  provided to Unit tmpbyees to assist in their 
supplemental retirement allowance benefits. 
B. Included wn Base Salary - Effective JuPv 1,1997 
1. Effective J«jly 1? 1997, the C!ty shall cease to pay one percent (1%) of the 
unit employees base salary into a deferred compensation account. 
r
 ; 2. _ Effective Jy?y 1, 1997, tbe unit employees salary, as stated in the City's 
salary Ordinance, sh^!! include the one percent (1%) of base salary 
previously paid into a deferred compensation account. 
It is understood and agreed that this City-paid deferred compensation shall be 
included in al! sslary and co^^nsation com^^ons. 
VIIL AJPPRENTICESHII^SALARY SGHF^ULES 
-,,," A.-- falarySchedule —:.' 
All apprenticeship classifications shall be paid a salary schedule as set forth in the 
salary ord«nf ojcje effect^ Ju^t 1,1997 an<J a^ip^dec* by this agreement. 
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B. Relationship to Journey Classifications 
The Apprenticeship Classifications have their salaries set in relationship to journey 
classes as follows: 'V) -
Apprenticeship CfrSgifiQPtiQn Journey Classifications 
Electrical Mechanic Apprentice Top Step-85% of M Step (Step 6) of Base Salary of 
... Electrical .Mechanic 
Electrical Line MecH: Apprentice Top Step-8$% of M Step (Step 6) of Base Salary 
of ElectHcal Line Mechanic 
Powerline Apprentice Top Step-85% of M Step (Step 6) of Base Salary of 
Poweiiine Mecharoe u-. ~ pta;/;•?•., |••:-
Power Plant Mechanic Apprentice Top Step*86%cSf tffl S t e f f ( ^ p ^ ' o f BaseSalary 
of Power Plant Mechanic 
Power Plant Control Operator Ap^tfUtfoe T&p Step*85% fcfr M Step (Sftp 6p6f Bi&ste Salary of Power 
Plant Control Operator 
Water System Apprentice ., , - ,
 ATop Step^%^t^<Sfep^S(ep i6) of Bg»se Salary of Water 
' £"'"' -'?': .-s ',> •••'• '"'\' S^SICTJI' McdhJThic*'"1 "*$- - "^  •' / . ^ ,—,-iwl"? '' 
fX. STEP ADVANCEMENT IN RATE OF COMPENSATION ^k . * 
A. SatatVSteps - ^ ^ - ; ,r. .^ a - v,n. -.v. •• 
•-> 1 :-•' - Sfepf - Shalfbe entry-level step for new employees in all classifications in 
• '- •- ,:,,,.:.;: tflTunit.;- • - '•*••• •: ^ r w
 ; *, -..•,. .,:,* 
2. Step 2 - A unit employee who receives an evaluation that meets or exceeds 
•-*••• Sliafidar^^ 
servic^'frrSte^ in thelSsmr^  dfessificatidnT 
3. Step 3 - ^ Unit dfttyoy&$h5 redei«e& a&J^luatioti th^meets or exceeds 
standards should receive this step after the completion of one (1) year of 
serviced Step 2irr<He ssifne'crassificatton.} 
4. Step 4 - A unit employee whp/eceives an evaluation that meets or exceeds 
standards should receive this ^tep alW^^itipletion of one (1) year of 
'J" •** • X ' service in Step- 3 infthe sai^eda^Wcation. H S ' 
,. . . .X^f Ci* X- .-Vt »• V- k, V-. v &%• v& •o;--^« ' 
5. Step 5 - A unit employee who receives an evaluation that meets or exceeds 
standards should receive this step iftdf-^th^ic^pliei^of one (1) year of 
service in Step 4 in the same classification. 
6. BelovrStendardsEvaluation-A unit employee who receives an evaluation 
that is below standards shall not be advanced to the next step until they 
receive an evaluatioilf^t^eete & e ^ Unit 
employees so affected shall be reevaluated within ninety (90) days. Any 
employee denied a step increase shall be netified inwRing of reasons for 
denial. 
7. Stebttyl (Step 3)- should be reserved as a rowiW Ibr^performance which 
exceeds standards of performance. An employee should normally not be 
considered for this step until they have completed one (1) year of service in 
Step 5 in the same classification and the City Manager should 
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require division heads to furnish convincing proof of the qualifications of 
employees before granting this increase. 
8. Removal of "IW" Step (Step 6) - If subsequently an employee receives an 
evaluation which te Below Standards or lower, the employee may be 
reduced to Step 5. M Step (Step 6) may be reinstated after one (1) year 
or at a lesser time as permitted by management vtfith an evaluation that 
Exceeds Standard of Performance. M Step removals are not appealable 
to the Civil Service Commission. 
9. Step Advancement - Apprenticeship Classifications 
L ; "••:.; Step Bdvancemant for unit employees holding Apprenticeship 
*;,;•>.•• classifications; as listed \v VIII B above, shall be determined by the 
c ^ ^ respective Apprenticeship Committee, in compliance with the State-
certified Apprenticeship Standards. 
B. Effective Date of Step Increases and Extra Compensation 
All step increases and extra compensation shall be made effective at the start of the 
next regular pay period. 
C. Right to Raise Salaries, Other Compensation and Benefits 
The City reserves thedght tc raise salaries* othe^ compensation, and benefits 
during the term of this agreement. The City will meet and consult with the 
Association prior to implementing increased compensation and benefits. 
D. Y*R&li:*CI • ••:*.. • ;/*';' 
1. When a personnel action, such as a demotion due to layoff, reallocation, 
or reclassification, or job rehabilitation results in the lowering of the 
t" incumbent imit employes salary range^the affected incumbent's salary 
may be "Y-rated" by the City. 
2. "Y-rated" shall mean the maintenance of the incumbent employee's salary 
rate at the level effective the day preceding the effective date of the 
personnel action in lieiu Qf placing the employee in a lower salary range. 
3.: The employee's bas&salacy shall repain at the same level until the salary 
range of the; new classification equals or exeef ds the Y-rated salary. 
4. Those unit employees on a job rehabilitation shall be Y-rated upon written 
agreement and mutual consent between the affected employee and the 
E. Base Salary 
Base salary shall mean only the assigned salary to any unit classification 
exoluiw® of any other type ^ f form of compensation.,r-< 
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F. Extra Pav/Compensation 
Extra pay shall be defined as compensation above the ir.it employee's base salary 
for special assignments} differentials, and bonuses. 
X . ONE-PERSON REFUSE TRUCK ASSIGNMENT 
A. Assignment •* 
Unit employesfoJhe cls^tifsjutiohspi Inipgra^VV^slaTruck Operator or qualified 
designated-Jntegrateti Waste workers in the Integra :3tl Waste Management Section 
of the Public Works Division who are assigned by; management to one-person 
operation of a refuse collection truck shall receive extra compensation. 
B. Compensation 
1. This extra compensation shall be one hundred and sixty dollars ($160.00) 
per hXA'th jbove their base salary. 
2. It is not the intention of this provision to permanently replace the Integrated 
«1 ?r Waste TrucK Operators' positionsj but instead to ^ay the one person refuse 
truck assignment to the Integrated Waste Worker on those occasions when 
i > i ther services in this assignment are needed as qualified by this section. 
C. Limitation - • " • *'/ -(- - •• .•> 
This extra compensation shall be paid only during those per:ods or portions thereof 
when such employees are actually engaged in the one-person operation of a refuse 
: -truck.. • • - • 
XI. PUBLIC WORKS/INTEGRATED m ^ 
REFUSE ASSIGNMENT PAY 
A. /tesSgjiment . -
Unit employees in the $lassificaiion$ of Integrated Waste Truck Operator or 
Integrated Waste Worker in the Integrated Waste Manager t Section of the Public 
Works Division, who Sra assigned by Managements tsal refuse collection 
duties arid/a the "husitef driver assignment, shaf n compensation. 
B. Compensation - ">•<> 
Effective July 1, 1999, this extra comnen*' illars ($30.00) per 
month above their base salary. 
C. Limitation 
This extra co; npencuation t 
when such employees are 
and/or "hustler" driver assk 
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XII. PUBLIC WORKS INTEGRATED WASTE TRUCK MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE 
ASSIGNMENT 
A. Assignment 
Unit employees in the classifications of Senior Equipment Mechanic, Equipment 
Mechanic I, Equipment Mechanic II, Equipment Welder, Eqjipment Mechanic Helper 
and Equipment Service Worker, who are assigned to the Public Works Mechanical 
Maintenance Section and perform maintenance on Integrated Waste trucks shall 
receive extra compensation. The trucks being maintained under this provision 
^ 1 > > irolusb all Integrated W&ste packer units (frcntloaders, rear loaders, automated side 
Kr lo^^s aiid manual s5de loaders); 
•:>Bini;: Cdli ^r^sation ; ' 
This extra compensation shall be in the amount of eighty-five dollars ($85.00) per 
month above their base salary. 
C, LiraitatJoii • ' ;-'»*v>": 
This extra compensation shall bfe paid only during those periods or portions thereof 
when such unit employees are actually assigned to thfe Pjblife Works Mechanical 
Maintenance Section and perform maintenance on the Sanitation trucks describedin 
,,-vAfbc^e, on si regular fersis. ;;'v;/: . * . ,./.^r--) \ i 
XIII. UTILITY WELDER ASSIGNMENT 
A. Assignment 
* Unit employees, exclusive of those in the classification of Utility Wfelder, who receive 
certificaijcn fcy the California State Division of Industrial Safety to do electric arc and 
gas welding jnder Seclfori IX of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, and who 
are assigned in writing by management to perform this certified welding on an as-
needed basis shall receive extra comp~ns4*:bn, 
!t ^pens^tion shaft be in She amount of $1.60 per hour above their base 
r ¥ ich hour worked in said assignment/ with a minimum guarantee of 
^ oa1 i on!^ during those periods or portions thereof 
^signed an i certified to perform certified 
i 
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XIV. SUPERVISOR ASSIGNMENT PAY - POWER PLANT 
A. Assignment 
Employees in the classifications of Power Plant Control Operator and Power Plant 
Mechanic, who are assigned in writing by management to fill in for Power Plant Shift 
Supervisors or Power Plant Mechanic Supervisors* on a temporary basis, shall 
receive extra compensation. *, 
B. Compensation r^ 
This extra compensation shall be in the amount of $1.40 per hour above their base 
hourly rate for each hour workedjr^aid assignment. This eiftra compensation shall 
be adjusted by the same annual percentage salary range adjustment granted to the 
classification of Power Plant Control Operator and Powe^Rtent Mechanicias set forth 
in this article. 
C. Limitations 
This extra compensation shall be paid only during those periods or portions thereof 
when such employees are actually assigned to the supervisory duties. Such unit 
employees shall not be eligible for any acting pay compensation as set forth in this 
XV. FORTY-TWO (42) HOUR WORK WEEK - ASSIGNMENT PAY r PUBLIC SERVICE 
DIVISION EMPLOYEES 
•;-/;/*?.• - ' : ' / . . . . - ; ; • • ,vXr,:JA ; *••"' 
A. Assignment 
.•••••• •• ••*- ?-
The Director of Public Service, with the approval of the City Manager, may assign 
employees in the Public
 }Servioe Division to*work schedyjes, under which each 
employee averages, forty-two (42) working lioursper WG$k; inwhich event the work 
time so scheduled sjrall b ^ ^ 
B. 42-Hour Work W e ^ A^Jqnment Pay o* **u 
1. Compensation - Holidav-ln-Lieu Pav: p g W ^ S g g j ^ Division 
^wiiiem 
Durirg such time ®s an employee is tchedulco ddmmerc >2 hour work week 
rssignmertt a&provided in this section, fe| revive extrtll receive a twelve 
percent (12%) assignment pay above 7 rate otherwise 
applicable to the classification as sole ar nation paid for the 
extra two (2) hours worked per week a ^.e work cycle at an 
overtime pay rate of time-and-a-*^lf. Th* mwtt^ Jrt (12%) assignment 
pay forthe42-|NDur3«orkw##c;i imindt pe^lud®.pv^i^me payment for hours 
wori<^d in e ^ as defined in this 
agreem#" 
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2. Limitations 
This 42-hour work week assignment pay shall be the sole and entire 
payment in lieu of the Holiday sections of this agreement, which shall not 
apply to such employees, and the vacation allowance shall not exceed the 
vacation policy as set forth in this agreement. 
XVI. WATER 5TANP-BY ASSIGNMENT PAY - PUBLIC SERVICE DIVISION 
A. Assignment 
1. Unit employees of the Public Service Water Section assigned to Water 
Stand-By duties acknowledge and agree to provide year-round "stand-by" 
•'•• •y-• ;^v. -'s -u .'•• ^cQy^rage? - ' ''>v%;5;wv ':.'c' : u"- ' 
2. Year-round standby coverage is limited to the hours between 4:00 p.m. to 
'v- '*:v; •'?, ', • 6:30 a.m. r-,: •
 yy> 
3. Coverage to be distributed on rn equitable basis, as approved by 
management. 
4. Stand-by coverage shall include, but is not limited to providing year-round 
stand-by coverage including equitable distribution ^ vacations, sick leave, 
.**•*>;., and&ll other .leaves.;
 : 
B. v Com^^nsfitgon -fr Lfey of Water Sfrard-Bv Assignment Pav 
Unit employees assigned to W^er Stand-By duties shall receive an assignment pay 
M,::.- of six hundred fifty dollars ($650.00) per month over their base salary in lieu of any 
^ othor stand-by assignment pay for this classification. 
XVII. ASSIGNMENT PAY - ELECTRICAL LINE MECHANIC APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM 
A. Compensation 
V i Unit employees in the cl^sification of Electrical Mech 
; Supervisor I shall receive an extra) assignment pay of two and one-half (2.5%) 
percent above their current base salary while they are enrolled in the Electrical Line 
Mechanic Apprenticeship Program and assigned to a crew performing "cross-
training" activities. This assignment pay will cease once the employee either 
* completes the program and is prrm^led to the classification of Electrical Line 
Mechanic Supervisor I, or terminates from the Program. 
XVIII. ASSIGNMENT PAY - ELECTRICAL SECTION 12KV RUBBER GLOVING 
A, Compensation Upon fcomofetto^ ** T ^ ^ g Program 
IMt employees in the* c^rsif a\ Line Mechanic Apprentice, 
E fCtricrM 5 ^ *'*<*>*~s nic Supervisor I, Powerline 
: I 2cha ?eive an extra assignment pay of 
three p <ary following the completion of a 
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formalized training program on maintenance and construction work on energized 
12kV power lines using insulate / isolate procedures with rubber gloves. 
B. Compensation While Assigned to Crew 
Unit employees in the ciassiffcations of Electrical Line Mechanic Apprentice, Electrical 
Line Mechanic, Electrical Line Mechanic Supervisor I, Powerline Mechanic and 
Powerline Supervisor I, shall receive an additional assignment pay of three percent (3%) 
above their current base salary! for a total of six percent (6^) fer each day assigned to a 
crew performing maintenance and construction work on energized 12kV power lines 
using insulate/isolate procedures with rubber gloves. ^/ <"hi-: 
• C. Limitations • . .••;•.. .;< -^/';;- .->•- ^ ; : -y : c! 
1. When unit employees are assigned to the! duties set forth in UB" above during 
normal work hours, the assignment pay as set forth in "B" above shall apply for all 
normal wojfchoure qkthat work day.
 : n , 
2. When unit employees are assigned to the duties set forth in ttBM above during 
overtime work, the assignment pay as set forth in "B" above shall apply for all 
houte of overtime worked, o N 
XIX. SENIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICER PROGRAM 
A.. ,.-,>Purpose •,—. >.v:v..v ?• c • '-^l '..-• 
The purpose of the Senior Community Service Officer Program is to select and 
recognize those non-sworn employees in the position of Community Service Officer 
in genera!, 'communications or |a^ assiorments, Who ii&y-iBceive difficult and 
challenging assignments or are required to work independently with a minimum of 
supervision. These Onit femploy&esi^ shalfprovide leadership, direction and training 
for other unifemjployees? Atiditforially, "Ihey may b&* required'tb assist the Police 
Department in a wide variety of other duties and responsibiiities including but not 
limited to providing performance evaluation input. 
B. Compensation 
Extra Pay 
Community Servicte Officbre'assignedas^Seniors'lghaMMcS 
in theamoUmof^ 'hu^^ 
C. Aoministrktion ;<:*"- '' 
The Senior Cortimunity Service Officer Program shall be administered as follows: 
1. Eligibility 
a. CSO Communications/Jail/General Parking Assignment 
'~'~~
;fit. . < 
^ A' <m$m ©fficter in>the Cotirfnunications, Jail or 
l?
 <: '**i ^^tA^ignmcmtewte^Tneets the following 
j V :
"
w i ? ' -^-^ '-^ -4*w^ '^nii3^SBidBre*- by' P o f e management for 
- ^ >• ^as,*.^fftierit a ^ 
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1) Job performance is rated "exceeds standards" or above. 
• 2) •, Has three (3> years job experience in the specific field for 
whioh application is made. 
3) Has a minimum of two years experience with the Glendale 
Police De^giment in the specific field for which application is 
made. 
b. CSO General/Special Assignment 
Any Community Service Gfficor in general assignment whose job 
^performance exceeds standards, shall be considered by Police 
management for assignment as a Senior Community Service Officer 
if they possess the commensurate aptitude, skill and expertise 
necessary for such assignment. Such assignments are not subject 
; ^ to any review committee. 
c. Modification - Minimum ExEerfonce 
The minimum experience n@9essary for either "Senior" assignment 
may be temporarily modified whenever Police management 
deteitnineothe ^ ; i ^n insufficient amount of candidates possessing 
the required expertise for specialized assignments or eligibility 
c standards *vitNn fhe department from which to select. Modification 
*recommcndat? :m may be made by the review committee for 
approval by Police management. 
d. Review Committee 
1) Committee Size 
•.;••£. A rovievv committee of five (5) persons appointed by the Chief 
of Police shall establish selection criteria, screen, rank, and 
recommend qualified candidates for the position of Senior 
Community Service Officer. 
2) Committee Composition 
The Committee will consist of the appropriate division 
commander ind a total of four (4) managers and/or 
supsrviscrs rith demonstrated knowledge of the particular 
- function ^ ingap?!Sed for. The GCEA President or designee 
shall ©Jso se^ vo cm the Committee as a non-voting member. 
e. Revoc^tny) 
1) r Written Noteffcation 
Upon review by the "Senior Community Service Officer 
Committee", this assignment is revocable at any time by the 
Pol: •;,;> Chief 'f such determination is accompanied by written 
.*• - raotsfk Qtson stating the reasons for the revocation of the 
•-.« .• >;••..• •.:.-:-..ri./ .•)••-;, , - .^a^gnriid'At. . 
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2) N jn-AppSicafrle Specialized Assignment 
This provision cfoes not apply to assignments made by Police 
management as a specialized assignment, pursuant to the 
aforementioned paragraph. 
f. Authorization 
The total number of non-sworn Senior Community Service Officer 
assignments authorized* within the various Police Department work 
seetions^halt be determined by the City. 
g. Revaluation 
A reevaluatioft of the assi&hed Senior Community Service Officer's 
performance shall be conducted by the Review Board every six 
;^;monihs.V/^^.^i;H5^ Q-:--^^::•:':}^ 
h. Assignment **.•» •'••'•• 
••>,- ; \J ^1) • Re&p<m©ifffities and Duties 
1
 Noivswotfn <&fnpk>yoek assigned as Senior Community 
v \ Service Officer shalt be given responsibilities and duties as 
<tefinedandrecommer;dsd by the Police Review Board and 
approved by Police management. 
2) Additional Responsibilities 
As part of their routine assignment, Senior Community 
Settee ©fftears may assist their direct supervisor in 
preparing personnel performance evaluations, and act as that 
r
 ynilsupervisor-during short-term absences. 
i. Limitation 
1) Functioning in Assignment 
' The ^extra'compensation shall be paid only during those 
* 'v:i|ariois'or portions thereof, when such employees are 
actually assigned and functioning as a Senior Community 
Sdrvtde OfftcferJ 
2) Non-Job Reiafad JJirtesa -or iniurv 
However, §h(-jld an employee assigned as a Senior 
Comrrwanity Sendee Officer be unable to perform that function 
(15) wdfking^iys or more, this assignment compensation 
; shall be susj^hdetl for all scheduled work days not worked in 
excess -eHhe-first fifteen (15) working days and until the day 
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he/she returns to full duty assignment. 
3) Special ShorfrTc tm Assignments 
Periodically the need for additional Senior Community 
Service Officer assignments may occur throughout the 
Department to address special staffing requirements. Police 
management shaS! have the authority to fill those assignments 
with temporary Senior Community Service Officers on a 
short-term basis, as approved by City management. When a 
special short-term position is needed, the temporary 
assignment will be offered to the next employee on the 
> eligibility list which was created by the Review Committee. 
4. - Ternporr"/Asijg?iiyie:rrts ; 
Senior Community Service Officer assignments are 
temporary assignments, not a separate job classification. It 
does not have Civil Service status, and is not subject to Civil 
Service selection procedures, appeals, or seniority; it is not a 
t property right and may be revoked by Police management at 
, any time for job-related reasons or operational necessity. 
XX. POLICE COMMUNICATIONS ASSIGNMENT PAY 
c. A» •# Comrrreatkm - , * v. 
: ^ Unit employe ^ in the classification of Community Service Officer and 
^fC Communications Shift Supsrvis^r \±o ^re assigned to police communications 
v operations shall receive an extra assignment pay of one hundred and forty dollars 
v ($140) por month over their £ase salary. 
XXL JAIL ASSIGNMENT PAY 
^'A. :: Compor.saiiosi 
Unit employees in the classification of Community S^vice Officer and Jail Shift 
Supervisor who are assigned to Jail Operations shall receive an extra assignment 
ri
 *,.
 v 4
 #ay M'om hundred anti tfiiiyjJollim C$130) per month ovor thm base salary. 
XXII. POLICE RECORDS ASSIGNMENT PAY 
A; CotJittcruation -
1. Unit errtpfoyees in the classification of Police Records Specialist and Police 
Records &!l'./fc Supervisor who ate assigned tb work the Police Records Bureau 
shall receive an extra assignment pay of seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per month 
,-•••>* nrvr> overtfteif&ase^^ 
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XXIII. SHIFT PAY 
Unit employees who are assigned to certain fhffts shall receive extra pay as follows: 
A. Evening Shifts * 
Ui.it employees who are assigned to work any hours that begin on or after 3:00 p.m. 
but before 12:00 a.m. shall receive seventy cents ($0.70) per hour extra above their 
ba?e hourly rate for each hour worked within this time period. 
;r* B. Micitit Shifts 
Unit employees who are assigned to work any hours that begin on or after 12:00 
a.m. but before 8:00 a.m. of the next following day shall receive seventy-five cents 
($0.75) per hour extra aboveltef bas^hourly rate for each hour worked within this 
time period. 
C. Eligibility/Limitations 
1 Unit employees, excSpHhose working the night shift in the Police Record 
Bureau on ©rafter 4:Q0 am* and on or before 7:00 a.m., must work a 
r ^ , minimum of four £4) houte within^either shift or a combination of both shiftsto 
be eligible to receive shift pay extra compensation as provided for in this 
section. ... ' l ^ l — H / w i J V ^5 1 ;« " "' y£\C-„. ! - V ; i - / \ : 
2. In the Police and Fire Divisions only unit employ&ec in theclassr.lcations of 
Community Service Officers, Office Specialist I, Office Specialist II, Senior 
Office Specialist, Office Services Speciai^j, Office Services Specialist II, 
Senior Office iSteniloes Specialist* Police Redterds Specialist, Office Services 
Secretary, Office Services Secretary i(Steno)^ dSenior Identification 
Technician, Identification Techrwian, and Rolice:Records Shift Supervisor 
shall be entitled to receive the extra compensation provided for in this article. 
3. Unit employees receiving compensation for overtime, standby, call back or 
Communications Assignment Pay or Jaif Assignment Pay shall not be 
entitled to receive the shift pay extra compensation provided for in this 
..'• S#CtiOn. '.„.m^^X. . W- ;'::VO &r 
XXIV. FOBE5CM LANGUAGE OR SIGN LANGUAGE IMTERPRETER^ROFIOeNCY PROGRAM 
A. Purpose ••;;- j}:^h"'JUJJ.y • ^'-'?y^y;y•'^.Sr^ ^ 
1. The purpose of the Foreign Language Proficiency Program is to provide 
linguistic assistance for non-English speaking person(s) who represent a 
large segment of the Glendale Community, and. for hearing impaired 
indivif!^^ 
2. This service is provided through certain selected unit employees who have 
been certified as proficient in a designated foreign language or approved 
sign language for the hearing impaired. 
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B. Compensation 
1. Unit employees assigned to the Foreign Language or Sign Language 
Interpreter Proficiency Program shall receive extra compensation of eighty 
dollars ($80.00) per month abcve their base salary. 
2. This extra pay compensation shall become effective the first pay period 
following receipt of approval by the Director of Finance and Administrative 
•j Services. Thh extra compensation shall terminate immediately upon the day 
the assignment is revoked by division management. 
C. r Administration •-••./• 
' The City'siFcraign Language crS:gn Languagalnterpreter Proficiency Program shall 
be administered as follows: > ; 
•w•••^ •" '-.;.•• ••••-."• Qualifications • 
A un*: employee may ke authorized and may qualify for the program upon the 
determination of City Management that the employee possesses the 
following qualifications: 
a. The employee possesses and exercises: 
1) UI\QWG&Q skills aud abilities in both English and in a 
designated foreign language; including sign language; 
2) Knowledge of and sensitivity toward the culture and needs of 
the foreign language speaking group. 
b. The specific assignment of the employee requires a demonstrated 
< abilityTtbotfc English and in a designated foreign language used by a 
Ja j^e segment of the residents o^lhe community which the City 
serve sv or fcy hearing impaired individuals in need of City Services. 
c. The specific assignments must require the use of both languages by 
the employee on & conning, frequent, <i*nd recurring basis in order 
to meet the service demands and fulfill the mission, goals and 
v res'ponsitilitiec of the division in v^iich thf^  employee is employed. 
d. The specific assignment may require the employee to assist in 
inteiviews and interrogations of persons in criminal investigations or 
any other interactions with customers requiring the use of both 
languages. 
••;• *- e. The specific assignment will cybject designated employees to being 
subpoenaed to testify in a criminal or administrative proceeding 
regarding information reoeii^4tlirpuo^;-tran8lationl interrogation, or 
any other interaction with customers. 
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f. The employees annual performance and record of efficiency 
evaluation has and continues to be rated at meets standards or 
above. 
g. Unst employees receiving this assignment pay shall be available to 
provide their language skills in any Gity assignment or Division where 
the need for these skills arises. 
2. Foreign Language or Sign Language Fluency Certification 
a. Unit employees meeting the qualifications of the program and who 
wish to be placed in the Foreign Language totejpre^ Proficiency 
Program must first apply, test, and successfully demonstrate fluency 
in the givsm language; or fluency, in; sign language through 
examinations administered by the Personnel Division. 
b. The Personnel Division shall then certify to the appropriate division 
head the names of employees who have successfully demonstrated 
4^ foreign language fluency skills and abilities or sign language skills 
.-; /••}-:-? ;.,:• and abilities.••••>, •-,.•:£ . < 
3. Application 
Unit employees who have been certified in foreign language skills and 
abilities and seek consideration for assignment to the Foreign Language or 
Sign Language Interpreter Proficiency Program shall submit an application 
requesting consideration for the program. Application should be submitted to 
the employee's division head through the employee's section management. 
4. Eligibility Criteria 
When qualified and certified unit employees submit application for 
consideration to beplaced jn the Foreign Language or Sign Language 
Interpreter Proiciency, Program, the following eligibility criteria shall be 
utilized in determining which employees shall be selected: 
N& The most appropriate-position in terms of specific job assignment. 
b. Employees who have most frequently utilized foreign language 
interpreter skills on job assignments in the past. 
c. €:«iployee's total seniority in tii^e spent as a regular employee with 
the City of Glendele. 
d. Employees found to be eligible on an equal basis may be given 
: consideration for assignment appointments on a semi-annual basis. 
ADioin'meM ;'Ti. 
a. The division head shall be responsible for determining appointments 
to the Foreign Language or Sign Language Interpreter Proficiency 
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assignments based on the qualifications, certification, and eligibility 
requirements set fartfa for this program. 
b. A re-evaluation of each appointment may be made atany time and 
may be revoked at any time by division Management. 
6. Total Nimbcr of Authorized Assignments 
The total number of positions authorized and filled at any time is the sole 
I ;1 discretion of City Management. , •, 
D. Interpreter Skills of All Employees 
1'i AH unit employees wft0;have foreign language skills or sign language skills 
sre not iiscsssa^ for a Foreign Language or 
Sfgn Language Interpreter Proficiency assignment 
2 TN*$fores nothing herein intended tP relive or diminish in any way unit 
omphye^s possessing th^se skills and abilitie^frpm any responsibility and 
duty to utilize and exercise these skills and abilities in linguistic 
communication in the performance of their re^w§4tduties. 
3. Employees possessing such language ski(!$ will continue to use these skills 
without additional^mpensation on an occ^asionai^sneeded basis. 
-••i. ." f - - : v : - - . . . . : • . - • ' • • • • ; - ' / * •••.•>"•;,.." • - r l '<a*\,i « • • • . - - v ; - - ; . . • : . - . 
E. t iinifeition .' .;- -h ..•;.-* 
1. This extra compensation shall be paid only during those periods or portions 
thereof when such employees are actually assigned to the Foreign Language 
or Sign Language Interpreter Proficiency Program and are performing the 
assignment in *heiMaily scheduled duties. 
2. However, sh^Jd j^upit ^rnployee assigned to the Foreign Language 
Interpreter Prggjam#r SignFL<fngu§ge Interpreter Proficiency Program be 
. junable tb-peffocrQ thgt fui^ stioh.due to a^nqo-job related illness or injuiy for a 
pejiodcf twentyrocje (21) calejpdar 
be suspended for ail scheduled work days not worked in excess of the first 
twenty-one {21} calendar clays and.uptil/the <Jay he/she returns to this full 
•* duty assignment. - • ^ : * - s v u.^? :? 
F. Temporary Assignments 0'h 
Foreign Language Iftto^f^^rtFro^^qcy;^!^ Sign^nguagejnterpreter Proficiency 
Program assignments are temporary assignments, hot a separate job classification; 
they do not have ©ivil Service§tatus, and ai-e notsybjepttp;Civil Service selection 
procedures, app^afs,#r seRiority t^h©^ are not a property right and may be revoked 
by Management at any time for jofcKelated reason^ or operational necessity. 
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XXV, FIRE COMMUNICATIONS OPERATORS - LEArWORKER ASSIGNMENT 
Ai Compensation 
Unit employees in the classification of Fire Communication Operator who are 
assigned as a ieadwo/ker shall receive eighty.cents <$0.80) per hour above their 
base hourly rate for each hour worked as a lead worker. 
XXVI. CSO POLICE COMMUNICATIONS OPERATORS- PRISONER SEARCH ASSIGNMENT 
A. Eligibility ^ /^ l l i ; , - - ";•  fi.X, -V \M 
Unit employees in-the classifications of 3SG Communications Operators, CSO 
general employees, and Communications Shift Supervisors who have been trained 
and certified in prisoner search techniques, can be required to search prisoners 
when sworn police employees or jail custodial staff are not available, and when no 
CSO Communications Ojjferatof&i CSO general employees, or Communications 
Shift Supervisors volunteer to uaarch prisot <ers as required by management. 
B. CQfrp^naaiiofr : • 
Any CSO Gdmrrtunicstibhs Oporator; CS© genera! employees, ur Communications 
ShlftSupervisbrs who cohdtiots a prisoner search Of a prisoner as required, shall 
receive fifty dollars ($50.00) above their base pay per each prisoner search but shall 
not exceed more than one hundred dollars ($100.00) per er^dfcyees' work schedule 
per day, regardless of number of searches conducted. 
XXV.I. ACTING ASSIGNMENT 
A. Eligibility -10 Consecutive Calendar Days 
^ 1. A unit employee, snfy after reoeivlii^ i written direction from the division 
head statiny they shall *>e grani^ cTari acting assignment, and after having 
m:
 been performing ihe diiitses of a Vacant position for at least ten (10) 
consecutive calendar days, shall be gi ven an acting assignment. 
2. A vaeant position fo one iii ^ hich the inctimbent is on some form of leave, or 
has terminated, or a newly created position: A vacant position may also be 
when a unit employee has been transferred to another job assignment in a 
different section of the same dt^fei^i^ : U" 
B. < Fulfill Ras^artsibilitios of Vncaiif Position ^ 
Acting assignments may be rnaJe only to fulfill the responsibilities of the vacant 
position Uiilil such" time u& an appoiritrftent^made ohuntif such time as the 
'*'•" incuihb^nt has returned to duty i " " •', n ^ - \ ^ r ,,^,yr ; 
C. Assignment Limitations 
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Upon the approval of the division head and the notification of the Finance Division 
and Personnel Division; acting assignment may be granted for a period not greater 
than ninety (90) calendar days. Extension of acting assignments beyond ninety (90) 
calendar days must be approved by the City Manager. 
D. One Move-Up per Vacancy 
" • ' « ' . • . . ' • 
1. Acting assignments are limited to one (1) move-up per vacancy. Vacant 
positions created by acting assignments shall not be deemed vacancies for 
the purposes of this provision. 
•^ 2. A unit employes who is assigned to fill a vacancy in management or mid-
•'•.•"•'•-•'.•• management shall bfe eligible for Acting Assignment. Such acting 
ai3$igni?fent shall be limited to the first move-up to management or mid-
management vacancies by a unit employee. 
E. Compensation 
Upon assignment of an acting appointment, an employee will begin to earn a salary 
which is equal to Step A of the salary range of the position assigned to, but shall 
receive at Seast a salary five percent (5%) above the current base salary of the 
employee's permanent position, unless the 5% exceeds the M step of the acting 
assignment classification. In this event the acting assignment salary range shall be 
f ths M step of the acting assignment classification. 
l :. Timo Accrues Towards Salary Step Increases 
While working in an acting capacity, an employee will continue to accrue time toward 
'•'*•• -salary step increases in thefr permanent position. 
XXVIII. LIMITATION ON ASSIGNMENTS 
Assignments to extra pay positions are temporary, not a separate classification^ do not 
have Civil Service status and are not subject to Civil Service selection procedures, appeals, 
or seniority. Assignments are nat a property right. 
XXIX. RETIREMENT 
A, PERS 
The City provides unit employee retirement coverage through the PublicEmployees1 
Retirement System (PERS). ' 
B. Employer Contribution Rate 
The City contributes approxijriately;0.0po/o of the employee's salary, exclusive of 
overtime and reimbursement compensation, the contribution rate is established and 
adjusted annually for the employer by PJ5R.S Board of Administration. 
c
- Employee Contribution Rate 
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1. Employees contribute 7:0% of their salary. The contribution rate for the 
employee is governed by State legislation. 
2. It is understood that this total of seven percent (7.0%) added to salaries by 
the City shall be included in all salary and compensation comparisons. 
.... i 
3. Should Federal and State laws and regulations require the withholding of 
personal income taxes, the City will withhold such income taxes which are 
applicable. 
4. The City shall "pick up" the employees1 required PERS contribution. This 
"pick up" shglj be ia accordance with Section 414(h)2 of the Internal 
Revenue Code and Section 20615 of the^^ State^of California Government 
Code whereby employee contributions shall be tax deferred (not subject to 
taxation until time of constructivereceipt^ 
D. Additional Retirement Benefits ^ 
1; "2% at 60" formula as adopted by the City, effective July 1,1971. 
2.
 :: 1959 Survivors Benefit Level Three as adopted by the City, effective 
Novembers, 1994, * r ~ > 
3. Survivors Continuance benefit as adopted by the City, effective July 1,1971. 
4. One time, 5% increase for employees retired prior ta January 1, 1971, 
adopted By the City, effective July 1,1975. 
5. One year highest compensation formula as adopted by the City, effective 
September!, 1976. 
6. One time 15% increase for employees retired prior to July 1,1971, adopted 
, by the City, effective October 1,1977. 
7. Post retirement survivors allowance |o continue after rermgmage, effective 
August 13,1985. 
8. Military buy back effective November 8,1991. 
9. "2% at 55" Formula as adopted by the City effective October 1,1994. 
10. 1959 Survivor's Benefit -Level Four- as adopted |>y the City effective 
October, 1997. 
11. Unused Sick Leave Credits (Giovt & d e ^0965) effective June 30,1998. 
XXX, AGREEMENTS TO M E ^ ANI3dIS^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ V , ^ 
A. Meet and Discuss - PERS Retirement Benefits 
The City and GCEA agree, per the reddest t>f either partyr for the purpose of 
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discussing any existing or new PERS retirement benefit options which are made 
available during the term of this agreement, including but not limited to the PERS 
COLA adjustment. 
Meet and Discuss -Impact cf Sta*s Actions 
The City and GCEA agree to meet and discuss the impact on the City of any actions 
on the part of the State that would significantly impact the City's ability to fund its 
budget during the term of this agreement. 
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WORK PERIODS, SCHEDULES AND OVERTIME 
I. WORK PERIODS 
A. 7-Dav Work Period 
The work hours for unit employees shall be a fixed and regularly recurring period of 
168 consecutive hours consisting of seven (7) consecutive 24-hour periods. 
B. 7-Dav Work Period for Employees On Other Than 9/80 
Work Schedule, Beginning/Ending 
The seven (7) -day work period shall begin on Monday at 12:00 a.m. and end on 
Sunday at 11:59:59 p.m. except as modified by management. 
C. 7-Dav Work Period For Employees on the 9/80 Work Schedule, 
Beginning/Ending 
The seven (7) -day work period shall begin on Friday at 12:00 p.m. and end on 
Friday at 11:59:59 a.m. except as modified by Management. 
D. 7-Dav Work Period - Fixed and Regularly Recurring 
THEREAFTER, the work periods shall be fixed and regularly recurring 7-day work 
periods as set forth in the aforementioned. 
E. 28-Dav Work Period Fixed and Regularly Recurring 
Community Service Officers assigned to 3/36 work schedule shall work a fixed and 
regularly recurring 28-day work period of 168 work hours. 
II. TIME WORKED 
A. Maximum Time Worked - 7-Dav Work Period 
The maximum time worked per each 7 day work period which is paid at the straight 
time rate of pay shall be 40 hours inclusive of breaks and exclusive of time not 
considered work time. 
B. CSO Maximum Time Worked - 28-Dav Work Period 
Community Service Officers working the 3/36 work plan shall work a 28 day work 
period. The maximum time worked per each 28 day work period shall be 168 hours 
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inclusive of breaks and exclusive of time not considered work time. 
TIME NOT CONSIDERED AS WORK TIME 
A. Activities Not Considered Work Time 
The following activities shall not be considered time worked, except as provided for 
in this agreement. 
Mv ; - Meal bieaks; • •••'° •'• ^ - - ' ^ ' ^ • • • *-" . 
2. Leave of absence taken without pay. 
3. Travel time to work and returning home in either personal or City vehicle. 
4. Time m off-duty training assignments (homework, study time, meal time, 
sleep tmru, etc.) ' 
5. Off-duty travel to training sites and returning home. :•• 
6. Off-duty time putting on and taking off uniforms. 
7; Off-duty time for personal preparation and clean-up. 
8. Off-duty time spent in the maintenance of City vehicles or equipment. 
9. Time worked for which unit employees have already been paid at one and 
one -ha'f (1172) tines itieir regular rate of pay within assigned 40 or 42-hour 
work period. t 
10. Off-duty tine spent on court standby time. 
11. Any time not authorized as vvork time. 
12. Any time spent in and related to organized school program of related 
supplemental instruction by apprenticeship employees working under a bona 
fide apprenticeship program. 
13. Any time spent by employees r accomplishing voluntary or mandatory 
Employee Assistance P:1:^ lotion -Program (EAP). 
B. CSO - 3/38 Work Plan -Work Time 
The tofc! of 104 hcurs per year of paid sick leave, holiday, vacation, jury duty, 
bereavement leave and/or compensatory time may be deducted from the work time 
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bereavement leave and/or compensatory time may be deducted from the work time 
of Community Service Officer working the 3/36 plan in order to provide straight time 
overtime for hours worked between 1§1 and 168 in atwenty-eight (28) day work 
period. 
MEALTIME 
A. Meal Time - Non-Work Time 
All unit employees shall be entitled to one meattime for eight or more consecutive 
hours of time worked. One meal break per scheduled work day, exclusive of 
overtime worked. ; ~r 
B. Meal Time schedule 
A!! meal time taken Js ^ considered nojhwork time and to be without pay. The 
schedule for meal breaks shall be determined by management, taking into 
consideration the continuity of services provided to the public, and the convenience 
of the employee; 
C. Meal Time Length - >^ * ?••• 
In no case will meal breaks be permitted to exceed one hour, nor can they be taken 
at the beginning or end of a work schedule. 
D. One Hour Meal Break 
Except for some field and 24^ hour opon tionsi, as specified by City Management, the 
normal unpaid meal break shall be one hour in length - the purpose being to allow 
employees the opportunity to rest from work duties, exercise, socialize with co-
workers and avail themselves of noon-timeinformational and training programs. 
E. Half-Hour Meal Break Exception 
Employees normally assigned a one-hour meal break may request and be granted 
by management, permission to have a one-half (112) hour meal break under certain 
conditions as follows: r y 
1. Service t& the public, accomplishment of the City's operational mission and 
the staffing and vforkiaetis O/the employees, coworkers and supervisor will 
take precedence over any one-half (1/2) -hour lunch requests. 
v ' t i ^ "•- " ' , ' "; ..-. :^ -•• 
2. All such requests when granted, shall be considered temporary in nature and 
subject to revocation* by the supervisor at any tieie, 
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3. Employee personal obligations may be considered in one-half (1/2)-hour 
meal break requests; however, in granting such requests, first consideration 
will be given to those employees who have urgent personal emergency 
concerns such as serious documentable dependant care problems or 
ridesharing obligations. " r 
V. BREAKS - REST PERIODS 
• -A. * • •• Two 15-MiBie Breaks Re^t Periods ; ! 
1. ; U^»^^ 
Jy worked, snd a break-rest period of 15 minutes for each four 
comecuiive hours of overtime worked. 
2. Non-accumulative 
Rest perkx&'are not accumu^tive and shalf hot be added to any meal times, 
vacation, or any other form of authorized absence from work. 
3. These breaks rf;ay not be used at th£ beginning or the end of work shift 
unless authorized by Management, 
:': - B. 3 Benefit - Not flight : 
•••;'•• Break rest periods ere a benefit and not a right; and time must be earned as any 
other benefit and is computed at the rata of fifteen minutes per four hours worked, or 
major fraction thereof. 
G. - ^ Rest Period Procedure : • * ' / * • " 
'
:&J 1. Schedi \ t to imp J r Service 
Rest periods are scheduled or rescheduled by management as job 
•••'
 ;;
-'
:
"'
:
 •—.."" recoil dm^iw-..-Ji^^);v, 
2. Length of Rest Period 
T M test poric$ shall Consist of fifteen minutes cessation of work and will 
include time involved ingoing to and coming from a rest area. 
"
;:
"
;
' Wy" ' ' EmtAmemi '*' x **:•. <"'> 
a. During rest periods, employees may remain and have non-alcoholic 
beverages at their desks or other division approved work areas other 
i V
 than a pubSic counter; 
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b. Civic Center employees* are encouraged to use the City-provided 
break areas 'or rest period when they wish beverages and food. 
WORK SCHEDULES 
A. City Work Schedules 
City work schedules shall bs a§ hepin defimtfex|iipt ns otherwise provided for: 
1. 5/40 Work Schedule: Mwz&IAO soht #tet^al l consist of a forty (40) work 
hour week schedule consisting of five •(% ght (8) paid work hour days in 
seven (7) consecutive calendar day peiitod exclusive of any meal periods 
assigned by management. 
2. 9/80 Schedule: The 9/80 work schedule shall consist of an eighty (80) work 
hour two we®k soh^ljuleoonsisting of eight (8) nfrie (9) hour days and one 
eight (8) hour working day>tn a eighty (80) work hour work period in fourteen 
(14) consecutive calendar days. This schedule shall be divided into two forty 
(40) work hcur work periods segments?exclusive of any meal periods as 
assigned by management ^ -
3. 4/40 Work Schedule: The 4/40 work ^hedute shaj} ^ftsist of n forty (40) 
work hour week schedule consisting of four (4fteh (1 df paid work hour days 
r in a seven consecutive calendar day period exptasive of any meal periods 
assigned by management • .,#*•• ,^ ; i S? ^ : 
4. 3/36 Work Schedule: The 3/36 work schedule shall consist of one hundred 
and sixty eight (168) work hour schedule consisting pf fourteen (14) twelve 
(12) work hour work days in a twenty eight (28f consecutive calendar day 
work period exclysiyg of spy meal R^^i iasspned by management, except 
as otherwise provided Win'ttiis agreement. 
5. 3/36 Work Schedule: Polic^Pevgf M I Traffic Section: Unit employees 
assigned to work in the Police Division Traffic Section shall work a 3/36 work 
schedule as follows:
 v H ?X:% - ^m 
a. The work period shall b&a fjRcad<fng regularly recurring period of time 
consisttag of fourteen (j 4 ) ^ y s v f 
b. In the first seven (7) days of tl^fourtefjgi <14)-day work period, unit 
employees will work three (3) WeWe (12)-hour days, for a total of 
v thirty-six |36) hours. c T ^ 
c. In the second seyen (7) djays of the fourteen (14) -day work period, 
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unit employees will work three (3) twelve (12)-hour days and one (1) 
eight (8) -hour "payback" day for a total of forty-four (44) hours. 
6. Division 9/80 and 3/36 Work Period Schedules Defined 
Fertile purpose of documenting a permanent reference point for the 14 day 
and 28 dny work period involving the 9/80 and/or 3/36 work schedule in the 
Police Division, December 311994 shdl be the end of the preceding work 
period and January 1. 1995 shall be the beginning of the new work period 
which shall establish a period of consecutive 14 and 2(* days works period 
thereafter. 
City employees may be eligible to participate in Telecommuting as part of their work 
schedule upon meeting the requirements of the City's Telecommuting Policy as set 
forth in the AcJmirv trative Policy Manual and approved by Management. 
Work Schedule - Pelfce Cv ^ mynl^atio^s <•• ^ 
The work hours for unit employees assigned to work tha communicationsoperations 
of the Police Division shall consist of the 3/36 work schedule consisting of the 168 
work hours in a twenty eight (28} day work per^dr^Msi^ of any meal period 
assigned by management, except as otherwise provided in this agreement. 
VVc»k Schedule - FaSico Jr'3 
1. Unit employees as^ vg ed to work the Jail operations section of the Police 
Division shall: 
a. Work hours of a 3/36 modified work schedule consisting of 168 work 
hours in a twenty a ritit (28) consecutive calendar days workperiod. 
b. Work a daily work ihift of ^ elve and one-half (12-112) hours per day. 
This includes: (a) a fifteen (15) minutes of briefing time before the 
start of work i %4 fificsn (15) r Jniites after the end of the work shift 
and; (b) one-half (1/2) hour meal period per daily work shift. 
c. If an employee does not receive the one-half (1/2) meal period during 
; their ds!'y work shift, thoy shall be compensated for one-half (1/2) 
houj: paid at pneand pne-h^lf (1-1/2) times their base hourly rate for 
each daily one-half (1/2) hour meal break not received. 
d. Be allowed to take their daily one-half (1/2) hour meal break outside 
of the Police Division Ruiic^a 
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e. Be allowed to eat same food as provided for jail inmates if an 
employee is required to eat their meal in the jail premises. 
2. Only Police Management, Police Jail Shift Supervisors or their designees are 
authorized toschedule meal breaks and to determine if work load precludes 
unit employees;assigned to work in-the jail from taking a one-half (1/2) hour 
meal break: .^
 L;f;..., -:n- - . • 
Work Schedule - Fire Communications ~ 
1. The work schedules, administration of leave benefits, overtime, meal and 
rest periods, and other related provisions epytoagth^uhit employees in the 
Fire Communication 4/42 work schedule are set forth in Article Six of this 
. agreement. : ~ *•.<?- -•>.• -••.<•;.-\:- .
 :^ v---
2. All items covered in Article Six are inclusive for Fire Communications Shift 
Supervisors, Senior Fire Communication Operators and Fire 
Communications; Qporator^^ndan^othfr: included in this 
agreement (MOU) that relate to items in Article Six shall not apply to these 
. -
j
 T< ,, imtt e m p l o y e e s ; z.-rw • -f • • > w. > v ? ,; '• ; - %< • -
WcsRSrfeachalrrfMeter Reader ^:-.:. 
As determined by management, Meter Readers in the Public Service Division may 
be assigned to an incentive work sctedule that is predicated qrrtfte completion of all 
assigned work assignments and tasks and not based on total hours worked per 
week, provided their workweek dc • ?i not exceed 40 hours per work week. 
Work Schedule - 42 Hour Work Week Assignment 
Certain unit employees of thf ^  \olic Service Division may be designated to work a 
work schedule that averages 42 hours per week. Such employees work all holidays 
that occur during this werfc Scfiedule. 
Apprenticeship Tfaenina Proa rr i is 
1. Recognition 
The City and Assdfciation recognise the City of Glendale's apprenticeship 
training prbglflfns coverirtd; certairi? Crafts. 
Apprenticeshte'Standattig 
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Apprenticeship standards for each craft have been adopted and agreed upon 
by both parties. These apprenticeship standards shall govern the 
H employment and training of the apprentices in the crafts. 
3, Apprenticeship Training -Non-work Time 
Both parties agree that time spent in and related to an organized school 
program of related, supplemental instruction by any apprentice employees 
shall not be $ ounted asiime worked, and are hereby declared "exempt" from 
the provisions of the Fair labor Standards Act of 1938, as amended. 
1 K Resident Caretaker Proc :raan ; 
The City and Association, and^alliunit employees serving in the capacity of Parks, 
Recreation and Community Services caretakers agree to the following regarding the 
working conditions and work schedule for resident caretakers: 
A..-, The Parks, Recreation andCommunity Services caretakers agree to perform 
the duties of a resident caretaker per specific "City of Glendale and 
Caretakers Agreement." Typically thirty (30) hours per month are required to 
perform such services in lieu of rental fees for caretaker's residence. 
2. Said compensation is considered by all parties to be full and complete 
compensation for any and all services rendered by employees serving in the 
capacity of Park Caretakers. 
3. In addition to this Memorandum of Understanding, the relationship between 
the caretakers and the City is governed by the separate Caretaker 
Agreement executed by the caretakers and the City. Any conflicts between 
this MOU and the separately executed Caretakers Agreement shall be 
controlled by the Gare^kers Agreement separately executed between the 
~ City and the caretakers.-
J. Work Schedules -Starting/Ending Time 
Unit employees shall be assigned by management daily starting and ending work 
, tim§3. 
K. Daylight Savings Work Schedules 
1. Employees Anr>Snned W^t Shift 
Unit employees who ere aligned and work th^ night shift during which the 
> dayfSght savings change occurs shaUif 
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a. In the spring, when the time is advanced ahead by one (1) hour, 
: i modify their hours worked to begin work one (1) hour earlier. In this 
way the total hoars worked for the normal shift shall remain the same. 
b. In the fall, when, the time is turneOIback, by one (1) hour, those 
individuals who work a full tour of duty of nine (9) hours shall be 
compensated by one (1) hour of overtime. 
2. Employee Assigned Ail Other Shifts 
All other unit employees assigned and working a shift determined by 
management during which th; "Payligfrt S^vings'-timfe ohange occurs (either 
spring or fall) shall work a full eight (8) hour shift regardless whether the 
clock timeHs advanced or set back. 
VII. OVERTIME DEFINITIONS r 
The fcilDws^ g is time worked which shall be oonsidered overtime, except as otherwise 
•i specified ift this agreement. ^ o 
"•• A- Regular Overtime ••- r 
1. Time Worked in Excess of 8 hours 
Overtime for unit employees on the 5/40 work weak schedule is time worked 
in excess of eight (8) paid hours in a work day except as set forth in this 
agreement ^ 
^ 2. Time Worked in Excess of 9 Hogg's 
Overtime fof'ifoit^emffldy^s on a 9/80 work schedule is time worked in 
excess of nine (9) paid hours ir, a work day except for any scheduled eight 
(8) paid hour work day as set forth in this agreement. 
3. Time worked in excess of 10 hours 
Overtime for unit employees on a 4/40 work week schedule is time worked in 
excess of ten (10) paid hours in a work day except as set forth in this 
agreement. *uk* ^ - 1 , . *..\ -l.-'. .,.:,.^  . ; ^ v . ^ • 
4. Time worked fr:Exc^i^^ 
Overtime for aiiit femplo^ees <jh a 3/36 work schedule is time worked in 
excess of twelve (12) paid ttou^s in a moM day,' except as set forth in this 
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agreement. 
5. Time Worked in Excess of 40 hours 
a 5/40 or 4/40 Work Schedule 
Overtime for urn* employees on a 5/40 or 4/40 work week schedule is 
time worked in excess of forty (40) paid hours in a 7 day work week 
period except as set forth in this agreement. 
b. 9/50 Work Schedule 
Overtime for unit employees on a 9/80 work week schedule is time 
v ^worked in $xge$$ 5>f ^ rtv-four (44) paid hours in a 7 day work week 
period or eighty (80) paid hours worked in a 14 day work period as 
set forth in this agreement. 
c. 3/36 Work Schedule 
Overtime for unit employees on a 3/36 work week schedule is time 
worked in excess of fifty six (58) paid hours of seven consecutive 
calendar days/ except as s&t forth in this agreement. 
6. Time Worked - Flexible Work Schedules 
Overtime for unit employees who work flexible (staggered) work schedules 
; by mutual agreement between supervisor and unit employee shall be paid 
overtime only for hours worked in excess of 40 hours per work week. 
7. Time forked an Excess of 42 Hours 
Overtime for unit employees on a 42 hour work schedule is time worked in 
excess offorty^wo (42) paid hours in a 7 day work week period, except as 
set vbirJh in this agreement ; 
8. More Than 12 Hours in Day 
Unit employees working the four (4)-day on / four (4)-day off work schedule 
^ shall b^ paid at one and ohe-h^lf (1-1/2) times the employee's regular rde of 
' p&y for all hours worked in exceed of twelve (12) hours in a work day. 
:;
"•'•^ 9;"-" • Police P?¥i£tort: Coswuunatv o&iYicg Qfyiesrs 3/38 :: 
Work Schedule ^ 
a. Effective July 1,1998, Community Service Officers assigned to the 
3/3B work che^ •'? shall :#ork IBB ^ i d work hours in a 28-day work 
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period. The eight (8) hours worked beginning from 161 to 168 shall 
be straight time overtime. 
b. Effective July 1, 2000, Community Service Officers assigned to this 
schedule shall be compensated for the eight (8) hours at the rate of 
time and one-quarter (1 -4/4)."' 
c. * Community Service Officers working the 3/36 schedule shall be 
reimbursed for hours between 161 and 168 with accumulated 
compensatory4im% or a combination of compensatory time and pay, 
of which up to one-half of such reimbursement may be pay. 
10. Time Worked - Scheduled or Extended Shift Overtime 
a. Unit employees who are required to work either scheduled overtime 
or extended shift overtime are defined as working regular overtime. 
b. The City shall attempt, when feasible, to have 8 hours of rest before 
starting their normal workday: for unit employees required to work 
either extended; shift or scheduled overtime in non-emergency 
situations. It is understood th#t these 8 hours of rest may not always 
be practical due to operational necessity. 
Call Back Overtime (Unscheduled) 
1> Gall back work js unscheduled time worked performed by an off-duty unit 
employee called ba^k to work after they have completed their normal work 
schedule and have left work or are on their day off. Unit employees must 
physically return* to th^ worksite jn^ordor to r?peive caHback pay. Travel time 
to work and returning home shall not Be counted as time worked. 
2. The City shall, when possible, make available to qualified employees an 
equitable distribution of pali back overtime within their assigned section. 
Court Time 
Court t?me is worktime;reqyifedt of agniti employee to attend court in response to a 
"go" subpoena, ^ coroners inquest, #r a hearing or trial in a civil or criminal case, at 
a time other than the employee's assigned work shift schedule, for the purpose of 
testifying ^ , to ; k n ^ l ^ ^ hay^ been acquired by such 
employee^ in the course of empl^me^ time to work and 
returning home shall not be counted as time worked. 
Court Stan^Bv^OftTCair'Tiiwg^s&ionment 
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1. Available Via Phone - Non-Work time Assignment 
v Court stand-by on-call time is non-work time required of an off-duty unit 
employees authorized by the tribunal ordering the affected employee to 
appear or to stand-by on-cali and be available for such purpose at a location 
otherthan the location specified in the subpoena, between the hours of 8:45 
a m and 5:00 p.m., unless other stand-by times are ordered by the court or 
administrative tribunal. 
';\---':-2.-:.v-.^ i^ .Myst-RrovWe..Phone Number 
w - ; Unit employees placed on court stand-by time "on call" during their off duty 
v <
 r time are raqusre^ to be accessible by telephone or other methods approved 
by management. They can appear at court in a reasonable amount of time if 
so ordered by the court or administrative tribunal. 
E. Stand-by Assigns 3/it 
Stand-by assume rt is required of certain off duty Public Service Division unit 
employees c'jsignated by mfenagament. Designated employees are to be 
accessible by phone or other methods approved by management and must reside 
within thirty (30) miles from the Corporate Yard. 
VIII, OVERTIME COMPENSATION RATE 
A. Regular Overtime 
1. Payment 
Overtime shall be paid at one and one-half (1- 1/2) time the employee's 
regular hourly rate of pay. 
2) CompTime in Lieu Qf Pafrment 
a. Unit employees may choose in lieu of cash payment to be 
compensated tor overtime by the accumulation of compensatory 
time, on the ratio of one and one half (1-1/2) hours earned in 
compensatory time for each hour worked; or 
b. Stand-by assignment straight time pay may be converted to straight 
time cbmpeii&atory time on an hour for hour basis. 
r
 c. Restrictibns on accumulation and payment are outlined in this Article. 
B. Call-Back Overtime 
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1. Call-Back - Minimum Hours Granted 
••-;:•; •::•:,:•'• I ^ ? t ..:" '•'•> 
a. Effective July 1,1998, Public Service Division, Public Works 
Division, field and operations, Police Division Identification 
Technicians and Information Services Division - Computer 
Operations uriit employees called back to work who are not 
assigned to standby shall be granted a minimum of four (4) hours 
of overtime except as set forth in Section VIII, B-3. 
b. Parks, Recreation and Community Service Division field and 
operation unit" ^ uplq^es, Ci^^yoity Ptvelopmsnt/Neighborhood 
Services unit employees and Fire and Police Division unit 
employees other than Identifreation Technicians, called back to 
v. ork, who are not assigned to stand-by; shall be granted a 
minimum of two (2) work timehours of overtime. 
c. Effective July 1,1999, Parks, Recreation and Community Services 
Division field and operations uiJt^ploye@s, Community 
Development/Neighborhood Services unit employees and Fire and 
•I.-.-,;.-..- Police Division unit employees)called back to work, who are not 
c assigned to • ^ ndby, shall be gian^fd D minimum of four (4) work 
-; -: • time hours of overtime. ; 
d. Additional hours may be guaranteed by division heads as needed. 
e. All call back overtime shall be paid at one and one-half (1 1/2) 
times the employee's regular hourfy rate cf pay for all hours of call 
back overtime except as otherwise stated in this article. 
2. Call-Back Between 12:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. 
a. Unit employees shall l?e psid double (2 times) the employee's 
regular hourly rate of pay for every hour of call-back overtime 
actually worked bstw^eji 12:0$ #.m. midnight and 8:00 a.m. or the 
beginning of the next work shift, whichever comes first. 
b. Only uqsph^duled time worked between 12:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. 
- canb^^ 
3. Limitations 
Unit employees while on standby assignment, and then given a call back 
assignment shall, upon receiving call back assignment, cease receiving 
stand-by/pay andshel! receive call back assignment compensation as 
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outlined in this Article. 
Court Time * "Go Subpoena" 
1. Payment 
Unit employees shall be compensated for court time at straight time or at one 
and ona half (1^1/2) .--tirr.es the employee's regular hourly rate for time 
actually spent at the location specified in the "go" subpoena and until 
'--'•o released by the court, Lnd exclusive of a one (1) hour break when the court 
adjourns for lunch. The payment of straight time pay or one and one half (1 -
1/2) pay shall be determined by the total hours worked as set forth in Article 
••• j ^ - v v . j ^ T ^ "••• ' 
2. Woffr sshe&ite C^iicliMlej at 7:00 a,m. - Minimum Hours Granted 
Unit employees whose r fork schadulo concludes at 7:00 a.m. and who are in 
receipt of a "go subpoena" which mandatorily requires their attendance in 
court or administrative tribunal within the next seven (7) hours shall be 
compensated a minimum of two (2) work time hours for court time during any 
of these off duty hours. .v 
-Holiday Overtime 
1. Payment - Compensation Time 
Unit empl0yt3S/t,ceptTtl. 3 Police Division and Park Rangers and as 
£ (Dth r^w^e modified ^y this agreemrni, squired to work on a designated 
holiday, at the ^ /nplpyde's option, m&y choose in lieu of cash payment to be 
compensated by the accumulation of compensatory time on the ratio of one 
and one-half (1 1/2) hours earned in compensatory time for each hour 
worked, or portion of hours worked. 
vr 2. Paviar A4rc«Cash ••'< 
All time wc: ked en designated I .olidays shall not exceed pad overtime at two 
and one-half (21/2)"'toes tha smp'oyse's regular hourly rate of pay. This 
paid overtime at two :. id one-half (2-1/2) times consists of the designated 
holiday payment at straight time and any actual time worked on the 
designated holiday paid at one and one-half (1-1/2) times. 
Court Standby Time "On Call" Assignment 
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1. Pavment/Police Division and Park Rangers 
Unit employees of the Police Division and Park Rangers shall be 
compensated for court stand-by "on call" assignment time at the rate of one 
hour paid straight time, or one hour straight time compensatory time for every 
two (2) hours of time spent in the stand-by status, exclusive of a one-half 
hour break when the cowl adjourns for lunch. Unit employees of the Police 
Division and Park Rangers shall; only *be compensated for one (1) "on-call" 
subpoena regardless ef the number of subpoenas received during this same 
. period--of time.-, • \*-. *. ^ T :c- ; K. jn:^-;;-.---
2. Pavment/Minimien Hour, ^rantecl/Atl Other 1Jnit Employees 
&. , All other u n i l ^ p t e ^ or placed on stand-by 
time "on call" on job-related matters, during their assigned off duty 
time between weekly work period&wiN be granted a minimum of four 
(4) hours work time. 
b. ; If the unit employee is placed on court stand-by time "on call" on the 
day they are scheduled to return to duty, the guaranteed minimum 
time will apply only if there is at least a four hour period between the 
time indicated on the subpoena and the.time the person Is required 
to report for duty. 
Recall (Pager) Devices - Standby Assignments .I.D. Technicians. Senior I.D. 
Technicians. Senk>r Co.inr?Mter € aerator Computer Operator. Systems 
Specialist. Commimitations Technicians. and Community Service Officer. 
Administrative Associate to Police Chief ^: 
1. Eligibility ; i :" 
Unit employees in the classifications of Identification Technician, Sr. 
Identification Technicians, Sr./-;GMnp^ Computer Operator, 
Systems Specialist, Communication technician, Community Service Officers 
v and Administrative Associate to. P^ioe Chief assigned recall devices on 
standby -assignment* except "as ^modified by this agreement, shall be 
compensated forsych assignment. o;: 
A.: • r- ' m' >"in -3 ••. r ^ i v y . ; • -^ • . 
2. Payment ,• , ^ t,<v ?•;••;. ;?• • M'v-'*-;,,. 
Any of these eligible unit employees as set forth in F. 1 of this section shall be 
compensated for such assignment if required by Management to serve as 
follows: 
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Weekend (Scheduled Days Offl/Holidav Recall Device Standby 
Assignment 
If assigned to a weekend or holiday, recall device-standby 
assignment, such eligible unit employees shall receive five 
(5) hours of straight pay at the employee's hourly rate or five 
(5) hours of compensatory time for each 24 hours of time on 
scheduled day off/holiday assignment. 
The term "weekend" refers to the unit employee's scheduled 
days ell The term ^holiday" means Saturdays, Sundays, 
holidays and the Fridays the City is closed on the 9/80 Work 
Schedule. 
Unit employees who are not required to observe a mandatory 
holi lay and/or who are norm '^ly scheduled to work on days 
.defined as ''holidays' m ai 2) abovs, shall be compensated for 
KB recall device standby assignment at the "weekday" rate, 
except on those days declared as their "weekend" of 
scheduled days off. 
Weekday (Scheduled Workday) Recall Device - Stand-By 
^ssiffliment 
If assigned to a weekday recdl device-standby assignment such 
eligible unit employees shall receive: -
1) Four (4) h^ f^s of sti iig; jt pay at the employee's hourly rate or 
four (4) hours straight time compensatory time for each 24 
hours on weekday assignment. 
2) Two (2) hours of straight pay at the employee's hourly rate or 
iwo (2) hours straight time compensatory time for each 12 
hours on woekdav assignment; 
3) The term "weekday (scheduled workday)" means Monday 
through Friday excluding the Fridays the City is closed on the 
.•9/80 work schedule. 
4) Should an employee in the future be scheduled off on a 
w^okdj)y and assigned pn that day to a recall device-standby 
assignment, the employee shall be compensated under 2 a 
. • ,(1).ak»ve..-.- .k, ,• .; 
If any of these eligible unit employees are required to respond to 
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work, one (1) hour of straight time pay at the employee's hourly rate 
shall be deducted for evory six (6) hours of straight time pay 
accumulated as compensation work during the recall devicestandby 
assignment. 
3. Limitation 
Unit empbyees on standby assignment or recall device must remain within a 
40-mile radius from the employee's worksite. 
G. Stand-Cv Assignment - Public Service 
1. Payment 
Public Service unit employees assigned to off duty standby assignment, 
excloding Water Sectton employees assigned to Water Stand-By duty shall 
be paid an assignment extra pay equal to 35% of their hourly rate of pay for 
each:hour on standby during the hours between the end of the normal field 
work schedule and the start of the next normal field work schedule. 
2. Public Service - Water Assignment Pay 
Public Service unit employees in the classification of Senior Water System 
Mechanic shall not be entitled to standby pay as defined in this section. In 
lieui erf standby, pay ^ Senior \/Vater System Mechanics shall receive an 
assignment pay; as defined^ Articte Two. 
H. Standby Assignment Limitations v. 
Limitations ?:^.?k .. 
Eligible unit employees shall receive standby pay only for those hours on 
standby assignment duty and shaft not receive standby pay for any overtime 
worked during those assigned standby hours. 
Non-Work Tims 
It is understood that such ttaie oft standby assignment is non-work time for 
the purposes of determining overtime compensation. 
Full and Entire Compensalicr. 
Except as otherwise proved for in this article, this compensation shall 
represent full and entire compensation for stand-by assignment. 
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IX, TIME WORK INCREMENTS 
A. Increments - Less Than One Hour 
All authorized time worked which is beyond the unit employee's work shift schedule 
which is less than on^-hosjr increments shall be compensated in the following 
'<>•.:• manner: 
Time Time Worked 
0-10 minutes -0-
11-20 minutes 174 hour 
21 - 30 minutes 1/2 hour 
r->::-:; ^ Jf:J^ St-SOminijtes •••0: *••'•-,'••' 3/4 hour 
51 - 60 minutes 1 hour 
B;; Incremante Over One Hour ~y< >? 
Any time work increments which are o^er ewe hour shall be compensated in the 
same procedure as mentioned herein. 
X. OVERTIME •"COMPEMgATORY'TLMP' ^ GO^ULATEP AND PAYMENT 
• ••••* A. EilQiliiiitV 
' - Uriit employees may choose, * lieu of overtime payment, to have overtime hours 
worked converted to a cornpansatofy time bank. 
B. Conversion 
* ?.* " Overtime designed for compensatory ts./,3 may be converted and banked at the 
rate of &lrai^it tone, one and one half ti^ie, double time, double time and one half or 
half time at the mutual agreement between #ie Management and the employee. 
Example: Overtime Worked 
:.Ha!f^ima •• - <* 1 hr. 
€iraight Tin: j ? 1 hr. •?,•> 
One & one half 1 hr. 
Double Time 1 hr. 
Accumulation 
1. Total 64 Hours Como Time 
Comp. Time 
Conversion 
0.5 hrs. 
1.0 hrs. 
1.5 hrs. 
2.0 hrs. 
' • • • " • • • • • ' • ' • 
Unit employees may accumulate up to a total of 42.66 overtime hours 
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worked which converts to a total of 64 compensatory hours, unless otherwise 
set forth in this agreement. 
D. Use of Compensatory Time 
Accumulated compensatory time may be utilized as paid leave on a straight time 
hour for hour basis at the mutual convenience of management and employee. All 
compensatory time utilized as paid leave by an employee shall be debited from their 
accrued compensatory time bank. 
E. Pav Out - Compensatory Time 
1. Compensatory Time- in Excess of 64 Hours *• Transfer to RHSP 
a. Unit employees must transfer unused accumulated compensatory 
time over sixty-four (§4) hours, coiripensatory tiriie at the 
employee's current rate of pay to the employee's RHSP account 
subject to the development of procedures that comply with IRS 
regulations. r -^ . 
) :'j}\ v k Unajem^ioye^ haying « ^ j m ^ n ^ t c r y time San5c tods than the 
sixty-four (64) hours, as authorized by this agreement, shall be 
able to transfer any unused accumulated compensatory time in 
excess of their lower compensatory time bank to the employee's 
RHSP.aocount sybjectto the devetepnrient of procedures that 
comply with IRS regulations. 
2. Compensatory Time at Termination 
AH accumulated compensatory time v^ch hasnpt been utilized prior to a 
unit employee's ©mpjpyment termination fre^thf City shall be paid off on a 
n $tr9i§ht time basis fit th^ernpjoyee^ Qurreat hourly rate of pay. 
3. Compensatory Time - Change in Classification 
Any unit employee who changes classification and who has accumulated any 
hours of compensatory time shall have all their accumulated compensatory 
hours paid off at their current hourly rate of pay > 
EMERGENCY OVERTIME REQUIREMENT 
The City reserves the right to require unit employees to work overtime in an emergency as 
set forth in Article Nine. *<*ir. *..iXS&L^.£ i t rm.! 
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ARTICLE FOUR 
FRINGE BENEFITS 
I- FRINGE BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION PROVISION 
A. Administration 
The City reserves the right to select, administer, or fund any fringe benefits programs 
involving insurance that now exist or may exist in the future. 
B. Selection and Funding 
1. in the administration of fringe benefits programs involving insurance, the City 
shall have the right to select any insurance carrier, self insure, or other 
method of providing coverage to fund the benefits provided, as long as the 
benefits of the plan are substantially the same. 
2. The City may choose to exercise its right to select the insurance carrier and 
select Medicare as the City's Retirement Insurance Carrier for eligible unit 
employees and retirees. In such case, employees and retirees will be 
required to enroll in Medicare to be eligible to participate in other City medical 
plans. 
C. Changes 
The City shall meet with the Association prior to any change of insurance carrier or 
method funding coverage for any fringe benefits listed in this article. 
D. Limitations 
1. The City shall not pay any costs for any fringe benefits provided in this 
agreement for any person who is on leave of absence without pay for more 
than 50% of the payroll period unless the affected employee is qualified 
under the Family and Medical Care Leave Policy. 
2. The City shall pay all of its portion of the medical insurance premium from the 
first day of the last month worked by a terminating employee regardless of 
how many days the terminating employee works in their last month of 
employment. 
3. The employee shall be notified and billed for the monthly insurance premium 
by the City. 
4. For an employee qualified under the City's Family and Medical Leave Policy, 
the City shall continue to pay the City's portion of the medical insurance 
premiums as set forth in this article of this agreement, not to exceed that 
required by law. 
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E. Employee Changes in Benefit Coverage 
Where optional choice of fringe benefit plans and/or insurance carriers is available to 
employees, changes in benefit plans and/or insurance carriers may only be made 
during the open enrollment period established by the City. 
MEDICAL INSURANCE 
A. Medical Insurance - Effective August 1. 2000 
Effective August 1, 2000, the employees shall contribute the following amounts 
towards the monthly medical insurance premiums for employees and qualified 
dependents Who elect to enroll in either the group Indemnity PPO medical plan, or 
HMO-IPXv:brMMO-Staffmediralplans.'The City shall pay the remaining portion of 
the monthly medic?! insurance premiums. 
Prudent Buyer Indemnity PPO Plan 
Employee's Monthly 
Contribution 
a. Employee
 ; $7.90 
b. Employee plus one dependent $31.95 
c. Employee plus two or more $48.49 
dependents 
California Care - HMO Plan 
Employee's Monthly 
Contribution 
a. Employee $2742 
b. Employee plus one dependent $69:58 
c. Employee plus two or more $93.15 
dependents 
OIGNAHM&Ptah 
Employee's Monthly 
4-; Contribution 
a. Employee $2528 
b. Employee plus one-dependent $55,55 
c. Employee plus two or more $77.75 
dependents. - v r: ^ • •._ •,;:•,-.-. ;'•'.; ,:-.... ':. ;,, 
KAISER HMO Plan 
Employee's Monthly 
Contribution 
a. Employee $19.17 
b. Employee plus one dependent $38.47 
c. Employee plus two or more $54.23 
• • : 4 9 
City's Monthly 
Contribution 
$160.70 
$397.75 
$563:69 
City's Monthly 
Contribution 
$133.56 
$268.52 
$339.83 
City's Monthly 
Contribution 
$138.54 
$268.51 
$356.45 
City's Monthly 
Contribution 
$134.49 
$268.85 
$380.63 
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B. Medical Insurance.••- Effective August 1, 2001 
Effective August 1, 2001, the employees shall contribute the following amounts 
towards the monthly medical insurance premiums for employees and qualified 
dependents who elect to enroll in either the group indemnity PPO medical plan, or 
HMO medical plans. The City shall pay the remaining portion of the monthly medical 
insurance premiums. 
Prudent Buver Indemnity PPO Plan 
a. Employee 
b. Employee plus one dependent 
c. Employee plus two or more 
dependents 
Employee's Monthly 
Contribution 
$12.16 *• ° 
$42.78 v 
$63.90 
City's Monthly 
Contribution 
$168.53 
$417.87 I 
$592.34 
California Care - HMO Plan 
a. Employee 
b. Employee plus one dependent 
c. Employee plus two or more 
dependents 
Employee's Monthly 
Contribution 
$34;28 
$83,98 
$113174 
1 CIGNA HMO Plan 
City's Monthly 
Contribution 
$143.26 
$288.90 
$418.92 
a ; Ertiplpyee 
b. Employee plus one 
c. Employee plus two 
dependents 
a: Employee 
b. Employee plus one 
c. Employee plus two 
Employee's Monthly City's Monthly 
Contribution Contribution 
$3%00 ~ $144.28 
dependent $6&88 $279.85^ 
or more $92194 $371,65 
KAISER HMO Plan 
EstSpto^e's City's Employee's 
Monthly Monthly Monthly 
Contribution Contribution Contribution 
Eff. S/1i04 Eff. 8/1/01 Eff. 9/1/01 
$2?138 $142.72 $12.92 , 
dependent $6#.90 $286.30 $26.98 
or more $7?48 - $403.93 $36.66 
C. Medical Insurance 50/50 Split - Effective August 1. 2001 
City's 
Monthly 
Contribution 
Eff. 9/1/01 
$142.72 
$286.30 
$403.90 
Effective August 1, 2001, ait unit employees and the City shall each pay for 
50% of the medical premium increases or receive 50% of any premium 
decreases that are effective August 1, 2001 toward the monthly medical 
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insurance premiums. 
2, In the event 50% of any year's premium decrease exceeds the employee 
monthly medical premium such contributions shall be $0.00 until such time 
as medical premium increase?* occur in the future. 
D. Medical Insurance,- Effective August 1. 2002 
1. Effective August 1, 2002, all unit ampbyees and the City shall each pay for 
50% of the medical premium increases or receive 50% of any premium 
dscfeases that are effective August 1, 2002 toward the monthly medical 
insurance premiums. 
2. In th^ event 50% j f sin/ year's premium decrease exceeds the employee 
nor illy mdical pramium such contributions shall be $0.00 until such time 
- % @s medical pre riium incr/^Bes OCCLT in the future. 
E. Medical Insurance-.60/80:-S.ellt-Ef^Sre August 1. 2003 
1. Effective August 1, 2003, all unit employees and the City shall each pay for 
50% of tfcs medico! premium increases or receive 50% of any premium 
decreasesthat a>3 e^^ive August 1, 2003 toward the monthly medical 
insurance premiums. 
2. In the event 50% of any year's premium decrease exceeds the employee 
*•*} . 1 rrpntMy frr die-** prsmium such jentritytions shall be $0.00 until such time 
as medical prei nium increases oc~ur ;n the f lure. 
F. Madic al Insur nee ~ J9/ff^  $rr\ - EEffsctivs August 1. 2004 
1. : Effeot^e Augt ^ 1,. 2004, .r'^^-t ®mp5oyee§ ancHh© City shall each pay for 
50% of the medical premium increases or receive 50% of any premium 
cL :*%aes/Jvat are-effective A rgmt 1, 2904 toward the monthly medical 
inc. lie3premiums. 
2. In the event 50% of any year's premium decrease exceeds the employee 
monthly medical \x: lium such contribr $©ns shall be $0.00 until such time 
as medical premium increases occur in the future. 
>*• ' ^ i r ' \Plar.Pn:i7L.iRats -- - • 
The indemnity plait premium -inclur1^ ty& rate charge for medical insurance 
coverage and is based on (a) the plan's group experience including mental 
•x , i i health ceo; (b) costc? adf^K^tering the d£inu;(c) excess claims stop loss 
^ insurance; m\6 (d) £ost cf Prejcnptlon Dr^g Card Hrogram. 
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2. Coverage 
The indemnity plan coverage shall include the following coverage: 
a. One common plan; 
b. $10,000 stop loss co-insurance; 
c. Deductible of $200 per individual not to exceed aggregate total of 
$400 per employee and dependents, 
d. No deductible is applied to special accident benefits; 
e. Pre authorization,for hospitalization and outpatient services over 
$500. -: ' r* e / ; •;.:>. 
f. 1) A!l charges in thte.design^dPPOiNetwork shall be covered at 
80% subject to the annual deductible; t 
2) All charges outside designated PPO Network shall be covered at 
7Q% suited tothew^^ ; 
g. Maternity benefits for emptoyem an^rdependent spouses; 
h. Mental and neivous (mentai healthcare^benefits shall be included in 
the indemnity insurance plan and paid the same as other illnesses. 
i. Home health care plan; 
, j , ; • R^ ^ ^ 
k. Medial case management; 
I. Nursery care for newborn infante; 
m. Prescription Drag CafxJ Program (five dollars ($5.00) co-pay for 
generic drug pf«^)tions ancfetwenty dollars ($20.00) co-pay for 
non-generic drug prescriptions) 
n. $2,000,000 lifetime plan maximum. 
HMO M<;dicalP[^ns- Irrpaiient and 0uto3ti6nt Psychological Services (Mental 
Health Care) Benefit fw 
Provided per |hef terms ^ j^Mi i | i ac^ |^ the mimical h^rith care plans. 
Medical Insyrande ^ Ininmiitv/HMO Plan Benefits Booklet 
The specific details eftha indemnity and HMD plarimaflical insurance benefits are 
set forth in the Medical Insurance Plan Bansfit^ u^oklet available in the City's 
Personnel Division. All benefit descriptions included herein are subject to the 
individual insurance carriers-benefit provisions as described in the respective 
Explanations B^nefite^ ^ 
Paid Industrial Leave - Medical Insurance Premium 
Unit employees on paid industrial leave absent from duty because of injury or illness 
arising out of and in£h%c€^ p >id portion of 
their monthly insurance premium paid This paid premium shall continue for a period 
up to 2080 work hours and exhaustion o t ;^}% rpai( | leave benefits. 
Meet and Confer? - M&dical Premium Increases <: 
. ,. ,.':-v.>-- r\K?.i ertet?. BO: O \ v fy-.#H- t ,• •»?>».••• • 
The City agrees to meet aa4 confer ovar the incieast of medical premiums with the 
understanding that premium increases on €$stber the indemnity or pre-paid (HMO) 
plans can be modified through benefit modification agreed to by the City and 
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MEDICAL INSURANCE - ^ F H R E P EMPLOYEES 
A. Citv Contribution • Sicl; Leave C^nvfersioi Plan 
1 . Sick Leave Conversion for Citv Employees Retiring Prior to 
ImpleiiKtttation o f th^i Effective Oato of the RHSP 
a. Effective July 1, 2001, wf* n current unit employees retire from the 
City prior to implementation of the effective date of the RHSP, the 
City shall co^itribute up to t m hundred thirty-three dollars and fifty-
five cents ($233.55) per retired unit employee per month toward the 
• moniHiy medical insurance premium for the medical plans they are 
elig!ble for in accordance with the current sick leave conversion 
policy set forth in this article. 
b: Employees who retire prior to the effective date of RHSP and who 
participate in the current sick leave hours conversation plan shall 
have their sickteav® dabbed by eiqht (8) sick leave hours per month 
.7;. for mck monthly medsca! premium contribution, as defined in this 
article, made by City for retired employee. 
2. Retired Citv Employees- One Time Sick Leave Conversion "Catch-up" 
,,' • Provision y " 
Effective July 1,1 P98s all retired unit employees who continue to utilize the 
sick ieave conversion policy towards monthly medical insurance premiums 
shall be eligible to receive up to th§ full one hundred ninety dollars ($190) 
towards monthly medical insurance premiums. This is a one-time catch-up 
provision for retired enrr' ,-3 utilizing the sick leave conversion plan who 
previously received less* than one hundred ninety dollars ($190) towards 
!f ^ monthly medical insurance premiums. 
^Jw 3. Sl&k Lc«we Conversion Amount 
City employees who ra&ed prior to July 1, 2001 shall receive a sick leave 
credit conversion amount in effect at the time of their retirement or one 
hundred ninety dollars ($190.00), whichever is greater. 
* /%: :*- '^ ^ s h - O u t Provision . 
Retired unit employees who retitre prior to implementation of theRHSP and 
A < •* ^tect not tQ participate in the City medical insurance plan may receive 5 0 % 
•u.>•: ®f * e Retired Unit Employee Medical insurance Premium Contribution for 
th$ insurance plan rate they are eligible for (minimum $100.00) and in 
eccprdnnce with the current sick leave conversion policy set forth in this 
agreement. 
B. Retired Medical Insurance Premium Shared Cost Provision Cost Shar ing -
ARTICLE FOUR 
1. Effective August 1,1998, the City shall pay up to 50% of the increase (if any) 
in the medical proriiurtis or receive 50% of any medical premium decreases 
(if any) for retired employees who are participating in the Sick Leave 
ConversatiomPlan, Oigibleretired employees pay the remaining 50% of the 
annual premium increase (if any). 
2. In the eve^t 50% of any premium deceases exceeds the eligible retired 
employee's monthly medical premium, such contribution shall be $0.00 until 
such time medial premium increases occur in the future. 
Covered Under Another GroiroModic^ Insurance Program 
Should retired employe^ b ^ group medical insurance 
program after retiring frp^ ^ty^ t ^ C i t y ^ medical insurance plan shall be 
considered seconda%a^er^e f .*'. * .< H 
All Sick Leave Debited - May Choose to Personally Maintain Medical Plan 
When all accumulated -sick leave hours ASvtHMifen debited, the City's contribution 
shall cease, bul the reWefd errtployee may elect to pay personally the full monthly 
medical premium or terminate the medical plan coverage. 
Eliflibility 
< « 4 ' 
ffiis benefit applies only 10 th636 employee's who arranged to participate in the 
retired employee medical plan prior to the effective date of their retirement. 
Retiree Health Savings Plan (RHSfn- Employees Retiring On or After July 1.2001 
1. Implementation uf r •&:•" & 
A new Rea*S6*He8if ^i^togs Plan pWSP)<Shall be implemented by or 
beforo December 15; 2001 and will be available to all unit employees retiring 
on or after July 1,2001 upon Ihe effective date of the implementation of the 
RHSP, and subject to the development of a process that is consistent with 
IRS regulations fQr*e.enrcllment# su%%re$eees in the RHSP. 
2. Sick Leave Conversion Rate ^ ^ 
a.; Followinjg tlj^ eiectiye iat£j>f(th& ftHSP, retiring City employees 
shall have each eligible hour of accrued unused sick leave hours 
converted at the rate of twenty^dollars ($20.00) per hour which will be 
placed in each employe's individual'Retired Health Savings Plan 
(RH^P) effective the: ^rployee's official date of retirement. 
" b. The twenty dollars ($20.00) per hour RHSP payment at retirement shall 
be trie :6nly compensation for Xinused 'accumulated sick leave for the 
remainder ©fthis' Memorandum of Understanding. All previous cost 
sharing provisions do hot apply except as noted in this Article. 
3. Limitations 
:C a. trheRHSP^ofevefsidh Moniy a^afla&j^lo:^)t^ees who retire on or 
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after July 1, 2001 and on or after the implementation date of the 
RHSP at the time of retirement Employees who terminate prior to 
retirement jige (fifty years of age) or do not retire from the City of 
Glcndale are not eligible to receive or convert any unused 
accumulated sick leave: 
,. b. Unit employees must have their unused accumulated vacation 
leave paid at th# current base rate of pay to the employee's RHSP 
account upon retirement subject tothe development of procedures 
that comply with IRS regulations, 
»€; Unit employees must transfer unused accumulate 
tirifte in excess of the limit set forth in this agreement at the current 
regular rate of pay to the employee's RHSP account, subject to the 
development of procedures that comply with IRS regulations. 
, d The employee is responsible for paying any post retirement RHSP 
T; / service fees and holds the City harmless for any taxes incurred 
;ii 1 i . from their utilization of the RHSP. 
e. EmpJoyeies retiring after July 1,2001 but before the effective date of 
the implementation of the RHSP are eligible to participate in the 
current s*ck leave conversion plan unti! RHSP is implemented. 
f. Upon the effective date of the implementation of the RHSP, any 
r^mainfiig accumulated unused sic^ leave time will be converte 
the ^HSP consistent with the terms of this agreement subject to the 
development of procedures that comply with IRS regulations. 
g. Upon the effective date of the implementation of the RHSP, the 
RHSP shall be the only sick leave conversion benefit available to 
employees. The City's current Sick Leave Conversion Plan and 
associated 50% cash out previsions shall no longer be available to 
retiring employees. 
h. Employees must participate in the RHSP with its effective date of 
Irtipleriieirtatioh. ' 
4. All RHSP Exhi listed - May choose to personally maintain medical plan 
When all RHSP funds have been exhausted, retired employees may elect to 
' pay personally the fuH riwrrthiy medical premium or terminate the medical 
•-•-"••*' plan coverage; ^ ' " , "'."""'"^ 
G. Retiring City Employees - PERS Sick Leave Service Time Conversion 
. 1 . Rel r in j^ City's sick leave medical 
'" iiisuranete conversion plan/or RHSP/^  m apply any portion of their 
remaining accrued unused sick leave hours towards PERS service time 
credit under Section 20965 of the government code and subject to the 
1 +
 development of procedures that conf^ly with 1^ regulations. 
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Any remaining sick leave hours after the PERS sick leave conversion to 
service time deduction may bJ used for the City's Sick Leave Conversion 
Plan consistent with the terms af this agreement and subject to the 
development of procedures that comply with IRS regulations. 
If it is determined that the PERS sick leave to service time conversion is 
excluded as a retirertierit option because it is in conflict with IRS regulations 
related tdRHSiP plans; then th£ PERS sick leave to PERS service time 
conversion! shall rid ibngef be available to unit employees as ofthe effective 
date of the irrtpfementation of the RHSP. 
However, the sum total of altsick leave applied to all conversion in aggregate 
shall not exceed the sym total of unused sick leave hours the employee has 
accrued. 
H. Sick Leave Deduction 
1- Effective July 1, 2001 through June 30; 2002, retiring employees 
partteipatinq in either the sick leave conversion plan or RHSP will first 
deduct 380 sick leave hoisrs fnbm ifteir remaining accrued unused sick 
leave hours. The sick leave hours remaining after the 380-hour deduction 
may be applied to the sick leave con^rsion plan or RHSP consistent with 
the terms of thisltfemdranclum of Understanding and subject to the 
development of a process that is consistent with IRS regulations for the 
enrollment of such retirees in the RHSP. 
2. Effective Jtily 1 / 2002; tliere will Ite no sick hours deducted from the 
retired employee' accumulated sickfeave, and all retiring City employees 
shall convert all remaining accrued unused sick leave to the RHSP 
consistent with the terms of this Memorandum of Understanding. 
MEDICARE T::/; ; ;^^vi^v^ ' v ;C:^:K. 
A. ..- Retired Employees -Eligible for Medicare 
Retired unit employees and/or their qualified dependents who are eligible to be 
covered by Medicare tender Subchapter ^ ( l of Title 42 ofthe United States Code 
(relative to Health Insurance for the Aged) are deemed to be within the Modified and 
Supplemental group insurance coverage. 
B. Retired Employees - Medicare 
1. The r^ii^d unit e m ^ entitled to receive City 
paid Part "A": Medicare shall enroll In Part "A" (Hospital) Medicare upon 
becoming eligible for Medicare coverage. 
2. Retired unit employees and/or their qualified dependants who are not entitled 
to jeoeiveCij^rp^id Part A Medipare benefits may berequired to enroll in Part 
A (l^^pit3l);Medi^re benefits ais a condition of participating in the City's 
j^etii^l employee medical insurance plans. 
3. T H e ^ r ^ u r e d ^ 
for bythe City when they are participating in the City's medical insurance 
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plan and shall continue to pay the City Medical insurance premiums, and 
Part "B" Medical as designated by the City. 
4. Eligible retired City employees and their qualified dependents who fail to 
enroll in Part A Medicare benefits may be barred from participation in Retired 
Employee medical Insurance plans. Th:c Medicare enrollment requirement 
may be modified or rescinded by the City at any time. 
5 Retired City employees participating in the City's medical insurance plan 
shall enroll in Part UB" Medical. 
DENTAL INSURANCE 
A... ^}.&mmmmPayniQnt ....
 /;,: ,.: .. • 
1. Indemnity Dental Plan 
t h e City shsll pay up to a maximum of $89.69 for the indemnity dental plan 
per month per employee for a dental plan for employees and their qualified 
dependents. ^
 i;-:--..•«. ,. -. 
2. DMO Dental Plan 
Effective August 1, 2001, the following aire the City and employee 
contributions for DMO Dental Plans. 
Delta Dental Premier 
a. Employee 
b. Employee plus 
one dependent 
c. Employee plus two / 
••»' or rnore dependents 
DeltaCare (DMO) 
a. Employee 
Jb, Employee plus 
one dependent 
c. Employee pius two 
or more dependents 
1. indemnity. Delta Dental Plans 
Any premium increases on the Indemnity or DMO dental plans which occur 
during the term of this agreement shall be paid by the City. 
:
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Employee 
Monthly 
(Indemnity) 
Contribution 
$0 
$0 ,;. 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
City 
Monthly 
Contribution 
$38.03 
$63.55 
$89.69 
$11.87 
$20.19 
$30.87 
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C. Dental Plans 
The following are the two dental plans which are provided for the unit employee. 
i . Citv of Glendale Indemnity Delta Premier Dental Plan 
Employees covered under the City of Glendale indemnity medical plan may 
enroll in either the Indemnity Plan or the DMO Dental Plan during open 
enrollment only. h*" 
2. DMO Dental Plan ^" ^M-,L^JJ:S.^ 
a. Unit employees covered undeKtl^D&to*^i§af<plan airfe restricted 
to dental coverage under the DMO dental plan. 
•-'• ••;••.'*;., ::'--.-r '^J: l?.' *$£y-:. 
b. Dependents not enrolled in the DMO medical plan shall not be 
eligible for the cover 
3. Unit employees waiving Medical Insurance* may participate in Dental 
Insurance Plans. 
VI. OPTICAL INSURANCE - ASSOCIATION PLAN 
A. Premium Payment r 
Effective July 1,1999, the City shall pay the monthly insurance premium rate for the 
Association's Optical Insurance Plan for the "employee only" category. All premium 
costs for dependents shall be paid for solely by the empldyee. 
B. Mandatory 12/24 Plan 
i •••;•.• • / ' - ' v . . . • •:• 
This Optical Insurance Plan shall be a mandatory plan, Which shall include one (1) 
examination every twelve (12) months and one (1) setbf pr^ription eyeware every 
twenty-four (24) months. Such a plan is commdii$ referred to as a "12/24* Plan. 
C. Premium Increases 'i>& 
Any premium increases on the optical plan which occur during the term of this 
agreement shall be paid 50% by the City and 50% by the empfoyee. Any changes in 
the levels of benefit proposed by the Association, which ftmpact the Optical Insurance 
premiums, must be approved, in advance, by tfie City. \ 
D. Plan Limitations 
The Optical Insurance benefit is only availabfe to Association members, and may 
only be applied to the optical insurance plan selected by the Association and 
approved by the City. 
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VII. LONG-TERM DISABILITY (LTD) INSURANCE - ASSOCIATION PLAN 
A. Premium Payment 
1. Through July 30, 2002, the City shall pay one-half (50%) of the monthly 
insurance premium rates for the Association's Long-Term Disability 
Insurance Plan for unit employees, provided that a minimum of 75% of the 
unit employees enroll in the plan. 
2. Effective August 1, 2002, the City shall pay for one hundred percent (100%) 
of the monthly insurance premium rates for the Coadministered Long-Term 
Disability !nsupance Plan for unit employees who are members of the 
Glendale City Employees' Association, The City has the right to choose the 
insurance carrier.
 ; 
B. Plan Benefits , : u 
1. Said insurance policy shall cover 50% of pre-disability earnings with a 
maximum paid benefit of $2500 p r month find a sixty (60) day elimination 
period, and after all sick leave accrued by the affected unit employees has 
been first utilized. 
2. The benefits provided In the Gity-administered Long-Term Disability Plan 
(LTD) shall be the same that were in effect ss ir^the Association LTD Plan 
July 30, 2002. 
C. Leave Without Pay 
When a unit employee enrplled in The Plan Is not working and files a claim for the 
LTD Benefit, the City and GGEEA shall.--share equally (50/50) in the payment of the 
premium for a period that does not exceed two (2) months of premiums (60 days). 
D. Exceptions - Family mdModlcaiO i.relr.-ave 
Notwithstanding the above;whenever n ynft employee becomes qualified for 
coverage under tha City Fam'y and Medical Care Leave Policy, the City shall 
continue to pay medical premiums as set forth in this article, not to exceed that 
required by law. 
E. Limitations 
1. Plan benefits are provided for m^ *mipioyes^ insured by the Plan up to age 
65 for earnings lost for off the job iHnass or Injury up to age 65 per the 
provisions of the Plan. 
2. Compensation from LTD Insurance Benefits and accrued leaves may not 
exceed the employees &£&* 6dary. 
3. Employees may coordirkie accruedlaaveswith LTD Benefits as pern 
by the LTD Insurance Policy. 
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UNIFORMS 
A. Uniforms Provided 
i. Eleven Sets of Uniforms 
The City shall provide eleven (11) sets of uniforms to the following list of 
classifications: 
Building Repairer (Public Works-Facilities/Public Service-Water) 
• • Carperiter 
Communication Technician 
Custodiifl Worker (Public ^ ^ 
Electrical Mechanic tPower Plant)- : : ^ 
Electrical Mechanic Supervisor I (Power•% larit) -
Electrician 
Equipment Maintenance Supervisor " I f -
Equipment Painter and Body Repairer 
Equipment Welder ; 
HVA€M6char^ 
Maihffenafic§5Worker (Power Plant, Public Works-Signing and Striping) 
Meter Reader 
Painter 
Parkirig Meter CdHector/Repairer «:-
- , PeStfcfd^Applidator v ^ 
Plumber 
Power Plant Mechanic Apprentice 
Power Plant Mechanic Supervisor 
Power Plant Mechanic 
Power Plant Mechafiifc Assistant 
Power Plant W^chiriRirHelper -•• 
Power Plant TechnidariS 
Senior Building Repairer (Public Works, Facility Services) 
Senior Confl^ijk^ion f^a ta i in ? :; 
Senior Survey Technician 
Senior Custodial Worker(Public Works, Radlitl >t) 
Senior Parklng^terCcfliector/Repe:i%r 
Senior Powdr PlanfcTechnieijns 
Senior Traffic Painter 
Sewer Crew Supervisor 
Sewer Maintenance Wbrker -
 w 
Survey Party Chief n 
SurveySuperior •,:••••••-, r*.>l^v:>* w-, 
Survey Technician ;; ->; ^ r 
Traffic Painter/ f r >' : 
Utility Wtelder I i 
2. Twelve Sets of*' k*** 
The Gtty shall pt®. a* / *>*& of uniforms to the following list of 
classifications. 
W GCEA J w ^ 
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Equ^ Mechanic 
Equipment Mechanic Helper >a 
Equipment Service Worker 
Helicopter Mechanic 
Senior Equipment Mechanic 
3. Uniforms bv Assignment 
Unit employees in the classifications of Building Repairer, Carpenter, 
Electrical Mechanic (Power Plant), and Maintenance Worker, or unit 
employees a u T1 to the sewer crew on a regular basis will receive 
uniforms only if ***+>>i$ied -to Public Work^ - Facilities, Mechanical 
Maintenance; Pubic A/orks - Sewers; or Public Service - Power Plant 
Sections. * 
4. Coveralls 
Coveralls are to be made available in the Public Service and Public Works 
garages, Public Service Power Plant, employees assigned to Water Section 
chlorinating duty, and to the unit employees in the classifications of Painters, 
Id^tificatioh Technician arid Sfenior Identification Technician. Quality and 
quantity are to be determined by the City. 
The City shall provide rain boots for the classification of Public Works 
Building Repairer t M Public Service Meter Readers. 
©; F old Employe Safety T-Shirt Program 
a. The Field Employee Orange Safety T-Shirt Policy & Procedure 
became effective January i, 1992. Details of the policy & procedure 
are available in the Personnel Division or in the Association Office. 
b. The City-issued Safety T-Shirts are considered to be a City-issued 
uniform and employees»are required to comply with uniform 
requirements. 
Uniform. Clothing and Equi^ieftfr Allowance In Lieu of Issue 
1. Annual Unifc m AfSowr nfce - Certain Classes 
Unit employees in the classifications of Fire Communications Shift 
Supervisor, Senior Ff e Cofiir^urications Operator, Fire Communications 
Operator, No** Safety Environmental Specialist, Fire Protection Engineering 
^ Associate ' -w r w,^enbc Identification Technician, and 
Identic^., ^'^^»lvev.i*h'\igintiual uniform allowance as 
specified L retuse and maintenance of the required 
uniform er;W ^c y.o*r jiefci purchase in lieu of issue, authorized 
by C;/ision; jiicy. 
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Fire Communications Shift S sor. Senior Fire Communications 
Operator and Fire Communications Operator-$580 Uniform Aliowance 
a. Employees in the classifications of Fire Communications Shift 
Supervisor and Senior Fire Communications Operator and Fire 
Communications Operator shall receive an annual uniform, clothing 
and equipment allowance in lieu of issue of five hundred eighty 
dollars ($580.00) per year. 
b. This uniform and/or clothing and equipment allowance shall be used 
toward the purchase w ^ ^ n t e o a o c e of items including, but not 
limited to the fallowingm*> *' • /., > -i 
Long Sleeve ^ightBlue Shirt*! 
Short Sleeve Light Blue S k i r t s . ... 
Pants 
Belt .
 v i | . -^ 
Skirt 
:-; Sweater. . ;ir:-.r----j 
Shoes > 
?,. .«••'• r < S O C k S v - . - ' . , : • , • > 
v §wea( outfit (regulation) fer nights^ 
Patches * • : - * « • • * ? ; 
Fire Non-Safetv Environmental *8gi(ciaitet and Fire Protection 
Engineering Associate - $580 Uniform Allowance 
a. Employees jn t l ^ clas#iQation^ ofr Fire Non-Safety Environmental 
Specialists, and Fire Protection Engineering Associate shall receive 
an annual uniform clothing gnd §quipmept allowance in lieu of issue 
of five hundred eighty dollars ($580.00) per year. 
b. This un!'3rmarjd/onclo^9 and equipment allowance shall be used 
toward the purchase and maintenance of items including, but not 
limited to the following: 
Qomm^dJacke* .<-• 
r< White Uniform Shirt (SN)!| Sleeve) 
Black Tie 
Silver Tie Bar 
Wool Trousers ((Black) 
^nifpmi ^ l t (t?laicl^0 ?y 
GlShcrateWfe DgpaTthient Belt Buckle 
Uniform Shoes<j(bla.ck) 
, . ;^ ; - jSqq i^^ la^ - . '^r ', 
Jail Shift Suciawhiof<^ Community 
Service Office ^ i l i l 10 tn^ - v ; . / / * ' ^ i i l E S ^ 
a .. « Emptor ifvy;-:.- tatSofls >of Jail Shift Supervisor, 
-'Gomnrn-^vid'ih $mm,?ii$& ? ^ r and Community Service Officer shall 
receive an annual uniform, teathing and equipment allowance in lieu 
of issue of six hundred and thirty dollars ($630). 
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b. This uniform and/or clothing and equipment allowance shall be used 
toward the purchase and maintenance of items including, but not 
limited to the following: 
Long Sleeve Shirt 
Short Sleeve shirt 
Pants 
Belt 
Shoes 
Sweater 
Socks 
Patches 
Field jacket 
Handcuffs 
Hand cuffs1 case 
->.•,.?• i Key flap 
5. Senior Identification Technician and Identification Technician- $325 
Uniform Allowance 
a. Unit employees in the classifications of Senior Identification 
Technician and Identification Technician shall receive an annual 
uniform/clothing and equipment allowance of three hundred and 
twenty - five dollars ($325) per yenr. 
B * b. This uniform and/or clothing and equipment allowance shall be used 
toward the purchase and maintenance of civilian items for office 
and/or field duty in compliance with City and Division dress and 
appearance standard and policies. 
6. Park Ranger and Senior Park Ranger- Uniform Allowance & Equipment 
Replacement 
a. Immediately upon hire; unit employees in the classification of Park 
R^Tiger'and Senior Park -Ranker shall be provided with uniformsand 
e<sjdipment necessary to safely perform the duties of their job, 
ioctodirif but not limited to the items listed in the following sections 
6b and 6c. 
b. Unit employees in the classification of Park Ranger and Senior Park 
Ranger shall receive an annual Uniform/Clothing allowance of six 
hundred and fifty ddfors ($650 ) per year. The allowance shall be 
used towards the purchase and maintenance of clothing items 
^ including but not limitey to th© following: 
Long Sleeve Shirts 
Short Sleeve Shirts 
,:•;-:"-WPintS;; -...:.. .-• :;r. o
 ;Vi H - / " 
Shorts 
Belt, . . . •••;/.. -••,< 
' -V- ;-i; ..,,•• .:.• SbOeS;.:^.-
- : : : ' • • SoCkS ,s- , , . / •> : :;.M;,. 
,. Rsld Jacket : 
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c. The City will provide the following equipment items as needed: 
Bullet-proof vest 
Sam Browne Belt 
Handcuffs 
Handcuff Case 
Firearm 
Holster 
Speed Loaders & Cases 
Smokey Bear Hat 
Baton 
Baton Ring ^ 
Cold Weather Jacket 
d. Employees who fail their probationary period or resign within the first 
year of employment, must pay back all uniform allowance and 
: ^ 
Uniform Allowance Payment 
1. Such uniform allowance shall be paid in two equal installments on the first 
scheduled payday immediately following the fifteenth (15th) day of July and 
the fifteenth (15th) day of January each year. Proration of the 
aforementioned specified allowances shall be done in cases where a new 
employee is hired into the appropriate classification at dates different from 
those shown in this -section: 
2. When a new employee is hired in a month other than January or July, the 
uniform allowance is to be prorated on a 1/6th basis. 
Uniform Requirements 
Unit employees who are required to iv^ar unifyrms or who are provided uniform 
allowance must we^r uniform while on uluiy ynhps permission to do otherwise has 
been received from the immediate supervisor.1Jmployees who are on duty and do 
not comply with uniform requirements elriil be sdDjeqt to disciplinary action. 
Uniform Allowance Limitations 
No unit employee shall beeligible to receive any payment of any allowance if such 
emp'oyei has for any reason baen ahsent from active service or on industrial 
accic3nt or sick leave or? on a leave cf a' *ence v/thout pay for any time in excess of 
one-half (1/2) of the six ^  month paidd immediately prior to the time when an 
installment payment is otherwise due. 
Termination Prior to Completion of F cbation 
1. Any unit employee who voluntary terminates prior to or fails probation prior 
to completion of their probation, shall reimburse the City for all uniforms 
purchased by the employee allowance received, not to exceed the total 
amount of uniform allowance received. 
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X. 
2. Failure to reimburse the City uniform allowance previoi 
provisions of this article shall require the Citytowithhc 
from sums owed to employee by City at time of termi 
SAFETY ITEMS 
Unit employees shall comply with all applicable safety requi 
management. Disciplinary action shall be tal;an for non-coir 
requirements. 
MEALRE^yRSEtTENT 
•' A;" ••• Wteat &\mr *srsemrntePer.-Dtem 
Efferave Dacemb^r 1, 2C00; a par diem rate;*''" 
to unit employoes of the opert&iortal and is* 
(GWP), Public Works/radlittes Services, 
Services Divisions who meet one (1) of t 
supervisor prior to V^fir^nt .nail lapprpve; 
• — • _ 
XI. 
1. Emergency Call Back In excess of four (4) hours and w 
meal rr«v ^ur^omerA shall be p? 
excess cv our (4) hours ^orketf 
2- g l F * ^entsh^ 
less •  -' 
Ms*. 
ofth* 
for 
B. Set 
***** 
Am* 
^ e n a n y u , i i t ^ h \ 
i&^ed to such employe 
a ^payment of one^ han. 
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B. Limitations 
1. However, the aggregate total a unit employee may be reimbursed by the City 
for all their entire educational courses may not exceed $10,000 per each 10 
years of their full-time salaried employment with the City. Beginning with the 
first day of employment, employees are eligible to receive $10,000 for each 
10-year cycle (1-10,11-20, 21-30, and 31-40). 
2. , This benefit is non-accumulative and must be used within each 10 year 
cycle. Kt 
C. Repayment to City if Terminated Within the Y^ar ffi Stviy . 
In the event such reimbursed employee le^as^t^f §m^l||fment of theCity for any 
reason, except layoff, within a period of one year lolibwJrig the completion of such 
c . course of study, the amount patfi by the City for such tuition and books shall be 
* repaid to the City by having the Director of Finance deduct same from the sarerance 
' iv pay or last salary paycheck ofrsuofe employee. , ;< 
XII. HEALTH MAINTENANCE* CLUB REIMBURSEMENT , 
A. Eligibility & I 
selected by the Association, shall, rafter having v^en certified by the Association that 
they have utilized the club for the purpose of .xercise a minimum of fifty (50) visits 
within each fiscal year (July 1 through June 31)^ regeir-e payment of the cost of the 
membership up tot>nehundre4and fifty jbiisls ($1 S0^ o 
B. Limitations 
1. The health maintenance club reimburfff^nt benefit is only available to 
Association memb§i^ a ^ 
• y-ry club selected by the Association. .;/,•.$* w-
2. Unit employees Qualifying for reimbur^ment^shall be reimbursed for all 
covered expenses once per year upon submission of receipts and 
documentation from the Association ^ ^ *? >^  \ ^ 
& Reimbui^ roenfewiM b$ based on f^gste^ ,M&e$ as set forth in this section 
not to exceed one hundred and fifty doit ;^$150) per each fiscal year. 
4. A one-time-only initiation fee w i ^ ^ i f ^ p y the €i*y, n|t to exceed $2000. 
This will cover the entire GCEA Memfe All future nitiation fees will be 
paid only by the individual <?°JEA members enrolled in \ m plan. 
XIII. lyilLEAGE REIMBURSEMENT PLAN .• .,,-,v r nt v ^ tf 
A. Formula . •.*;• •' <•« c-s *'. - ' ..v• <$\n 
Thefollowing p t e n ^ 
vehicles for authorized City business approved by manag&^uit. 
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1. Reimbursement Rate 
The mileage reimbursement shall be thirty cents ($.30) permile for the first 
500 miles and twenty-five cents ($.25) per mile for all miles driven over 500, 
per month. Mileage records shall be maintained on forms approved by 
management. 
2. Limitations 
a. Mileage reimbursement should not be interpreted as being he rate of 
reimbursement received for travel as set forth in the City's 
Administrative Policy Manual. 
b. Any unit employee using their own personal vehicle for City business 
and receives a mileage reimbursement or monthly auto allowance 
- ^ „ roust raairtaio a valid California drivers license and automobile 
insurance on the vehicle they use for City business and must show 
proof of such upon request of supervision or management. 
B. Monthly Auto Allowance 
1 Thefollowing unit classifications are designated by the Ciy Manager and are 
eligible to receive monthly automobile allowance for using their personal 
vehicles for authorized City business as approved by management. 
Classification Monthly Rate 
Meter Reader . v^w..- -.; -r-,.-•«•• >.*•,• m% $325 
; HesourceEfficbrcyAdwhor $325 
;Con^ructbnln^pectCir' , . : $325 
Building "specter , f $325 
.Electrical hspeitor : •• i $325 
- HVAG Inspector $325 
License Investigator $325 
Neighborhood Services Insp. $325 
, y Plumbiry liuipector ^ - $325 
,-"'Sr^ Building Inspector $325 
2. T^fea'low^.iccrwill^ase when any unit employee receiving an auto 
allowance is assigned a City vehicle to conduct his/her City business. 
C. Limitations 
Unit employees r reiving monthly automobile allowance shall not be entitled to such 
allowance wh /er ab^nt from i >rk en a leave of absence without pay or not 
using thur t>i# iial vshkte fcr City business for more than (87 hours) 50% of their 
work scheduf: "?aing &givc?B cruder month. 
XIV. ITMV U3BMSJKG RElJJffitJEr ".TQBJCY., 
A. Purpose 
1. The purposes cf 'he \ v». ^ if to butlin© the' teinibp|e!tient procedures for 
DMV driver's licenses requirements affecting certain classifications, 
positions, and em^by^es ^ the Gity of Glendale. ^ 
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2. Employees who are required to upgrade their driver's license and/or are 
required to get special endorsement tiue to Department of Motor Vehicles 
regulations, will receive reimbursement of fees as set forth in the following. 
Reimbursement for Required New DMV Driver License Requirements: 
1. Employees whose job specifications did not require a commercial drivers 
license or special endorsement to perform fieir driving responsibilities prior 
to DMV regulation changes and, as a result of these changes, now require 
this licensing. 
2. Employees will be reimbursed, on a one-time basis, for fees required by the 
DMV to upgrade their drivers license. 
3. License renawal fess, minus regular Class C licensing fees, will be paid for 
by the City. • i ^: r - ^ 
4. DMV receipts must be submitted for reimbursement. 
5. Addition-*! fees that may ba incurred by an employee as a result of failing a 
test wiEi novbi*vumbursed by the CHy, 
Reimbursement if New DMV Driver's License is Requested bv Management 
1 Employees hired into or promoted to classifications wliXh state in the job 
specifications: "May require s'oommeieialdrivers^lkxase and/or specific 
endorsement", will be reimbursed to DMV feesif «08h a license is requested 
by Management. Employees who obtain commercial driver's licenses and/or 
specific endorsements, whose job specifications^© not require said license 
will be reimbursed for DMV fees if Management utilizes their commercial 
driving abilities on a regular basis. 
2 v Employees in these classifications, who a^e required by Management to 
have a commercial drivers license and/or specia' endorsement, will be 
reimbursed the difference in renewal fees between regular licensing and 
cxmrr.Brcial and/or special endorsementiicensirig. 
No Reimbursement If Promoted/Hired into Position With DMV Driver License 
Requirements K 
1. Empl yees promote or hredWoposr KS whose^ot deifications require 
a coinmeroial and/or special endoreem mrivef's license are excluded from 
this policy iind are resp&sible for thaim -m licensing fr es. 
2. Exceptions are e^pk^ef | tec^(^ired into i^v^ipojttons prior to 
specification changes br< bout by DMV licensing revision. 
Fa's'i re So Oblsiin DMV Licen^ i v RediuiremenU <. 
In the wrytit an incumbers ernpleyee is unable to obtain the commercial license, 
and/or specific certification required, every effort will be made to reassign that 
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individual to a position, not requiring a commercial license and if necessary that 
employee's salary will be "Y" rated until they are able to obtain their commercial 
license or transfer to another classification/position which does not require a 
commercial license or special certification. 
F. Compliance Standards 
Compliance to DMV commercial driver's license for all City of Glendale employees 
must be in keeping the Oi^V California Commercial River Standards Handbook, 
Section One, Commercial Driver License Program Qualifications and Sanctions. 
XV. EMPLOYEE DRIVERS LICENSE REQUIREMENTS 
A. Driver's License Requirements 
•••x:i••:.:;^ -,i unit employees who are in a classification which requires the possession and 
?c rrtSintenahce of a valid California driver's licence artd/or are required to drive a 
vehicle for the City are required to inform their division management on the first 
working day after official notification of a conviction which results in a restriction, 
suspension, or revocation of their said driver's license. 
B. Vehicle Code Violations 
Any unit employee covered in "A" above shaft be required, when convicted of driving 
under the influence of alcohol or drags or receives a license restriction, suspension 
or revocation of their said dfiver*s license on or after 7/1/87, shall meet at least once 
with the City empioyees' assistance counselor for substance abuse counseling. EAP 
counseling sessions are further defined in Article Seven, Section 1-D. 
C. Consequence off Non-compliance 
R' r;'/ ''-''5?:;- i *•¥&. JL . ' '• 
Failure by unit employees to comply with any of the provisions set forth in this 
Section (XVI, A, B) shall be |^dufrids%r disciplinary action up to and including 
'•••' y-- rembvaSl-;•• •''-•'-"' ' ; ":~h 
XVi, AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT (AQMPV REGULATIONS 
It is acknowledged that both parties understand that the City must comply with the 
regulations issued by the Air Quality Maha^mant OL act (AQMD). It is further understood 
the City must meet and confer with the GCEA before implementing any necessary changes 
':';\/ to meet these regulations. '••-' "\'J" •; •" -r^1 < - ' 
XVII. MISUSE OF BENEFITS 
Unit employees who fraudulently gain or fraudulently attempt to gain for themselves or 
others % decep*i6h, omission, or fraud the benefits of tiie City's Workers' Compensation, 
retirement, medical, dental, or'psycholdgical insurance pcSides or any other benefit which 
they would not otherwise be entities to shaii be subject to: a) denial of requested benefits; 
and/or b) disciplinary action up to and including removal. 
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LEAVE POLICY 
HOLIDAYS 
A. Holiday Leave Hours 
Each January lst,4ull-tim« unit employees, excluding unit employees who receive 
holiday-in*?ieu pay, upon becoming eligible^are eligible for up to 106 hours of paid 
holiday leave per calendar year to be used for ten (10) City designated holidays as 
they occur and Floating Holiday hours and $ ^ /v 
B. City Designated Holidays w:-<# •-*• '-vV£* :? "•••'•• ^ — w 
The following are designated holidays which holiday leave time hours are deducted 
from employee's holiday leave time as they occur except as otherwise specified by 
this article., • , ••/•li . - -, .;i / y * 
New Year's Day (first day of January), : 
Martin Luther King, Jr. (third Monday of January) 
Washington's Birthday (third Monday in February) 
Memorial Day (last Monday in May) 
; v, A Independency Day (fourth dgy £f July), -, , -t>: 
i Lrbor Day (first Monday in September) > m 
Veteran's Day (eleventh.day of November) v , > 
tfemksgiving Pay (fourth J^ridayJn November) ^ 
FHday following Thanksgiving I)ay, 
Christmas Day (twenty-fifth day of December) 
C. Use of Designated Holidays Leave Hours 
Unit employees wjic recaive holiday leave for city designated leave holidays shall 
use holiday leave from their holiday leave hours as the City, designated holiday 
occurs in amounts appropriate to their regular scheduled work shift. For example 8 
hour? on a 8 hour shift, 9 hours or\ s © hour shift, 10 hoMp on-a 10 hour^hift ^pd 12 
hours on a 12 hotir shift. ^ 
D. Floating Holiday ^eave H^jrs -v ,,:,: v r '^ ..-7 V,v-.:'" 
Any remaining holiday leave hours not used for these designated^City holidays shall 
be used in a manner consistent with floating leave policy as set forth in this article. 
E. Friday After Thanksgiving Day 
1. , yyhen^i^ 
; teave for upe of ^^ ing leave, providing that their rioqpal vyprk schedule 
ARTICLE FIVE 
includes this Friday as a holiday and they are also normally scheduled to be 
off this Friday. 
2. Unit employees, excluding unit employees in the Police Division, scheduled 
to work on the Friday after Thanksgiving Day shall receive holiday overtime 
unless employee requests to take time worked on said day to be earned as 
compensatory time as set forth in this agreement. 
F« PMblic Wor^s P in ion Integrated Waste Section 
Designated Integrated Waste unit employees will work all designated holidays 
exqept Qhristmas as outlined irvthis Article, Section l-B, and receive holiday 
overtime. 
G. Christmas/New Years Day - Public Works Integrated Waste and Mechanical 
Maintenance Sections 
1. When Christmas or New Years Day holiday does not fall on a weekend, both 
the Public Works Integrated Waste and Mechanteal Maintenance employees 
shall not work that day, except on emergency. The work load would then be 
rrade up en the -following Saturday. 
2. On that Saturday, the regular Mechanical Maintenance staffing level which is 
required to service and repair refuse trucks on Saturdays and holidays shall 
continue to be worked and staffed. The other holidays shall be worked as 
scheduled, .»>• 
H. Floating Holiday Leave Utilization 
1. Floating holiday leave time not expended for the nine city designated 
, holidays shell ba floating holiday leave. Floating leave shall be approved at 
such time as f$ mutually agreeable lo the employee and the employee's 
division head. Leave payment shall be charged against employee available 
holiday leave hours accrued. 
2. A new unit employee muttbe employed sixty (60) calendar days in a 
calendar year and must be evaluated to be receiving at least meeting 
standards of performance before becoming eligible for floating holiday leave. 
3. Unit employees who terminate their employment with the City may utilize any 
floating holidays up to their last day of employment with the City. 
4. The appropriate use of floating holiday leave shall be the employees 
responsibility to monitor. Any employee using so much floating leave that 
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insufficient leave remains to cover the nine city designated holidays shall be 
required to utilize vacation, compensatory time orunpaid leave of absence to 
cover the designated holiday. 
Floating Holiday Cashout 
1. The City shall pay unit employees up co eighteen (18) hours of floating 
holiday leave when management is unable to allow unit employees to take 
their floating holiday lea#s be«atis£ of; ;^ia* jftal h&^r$jty or other related 
reasons before December 31 of each calendar year. 
2. This cashout is limited to eighteen (18) hems of floating holiday leave at the 
base rate of pay in effect on such day. 
3. This excludes Police D;vision unit er^ploya^. L 
Holiday Occurrence on Saturday or Sunday 
1; :..^ F/;dav Holiday ^ 
The Friday immediately preceding a*/ 'regufcsr holiday that falls on a 
Saturday shall be deemed to be a holiday. 
2. Kondav Holiday 
The Monday immediately following any regular hdiday that falls on a Sunday 
shall be deemed to be a holiday. 
Holiday Policy on Scheduled Dav Off 
1. When a holiday falls ohtf.day wHcliis part of ift<* employees scheduled days 
off, employees shall not be required to use holiday leave time from their 
' holiday 'eave bank. * 
2. When a holiday occurs on a day on which an employee is scheduled to work, 
the employee shall te!.3 sujh I.oiiday leave as is appropriate to their work 
schedule. "
 :'
:
-"' '-•'•'•'••"' 
Holiday Scheduling 
The Ciiy res&rt/es ths right io require 3. i^p^^ej tc work on designated holidays. 
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POLICE DIVISION AND PARK RANGER PROGRAM 
1. Holiday Bank 
a. 1)On January first of each year, unit employees currently employed 
shall be granted a holiday time bank of one hundred and six (106) 
hours holiday leave for the current calendar year. 2) Such holiday 
tlm§ off shall be taken with the approval of Management. 
^ o i}., r The parties iojhis memorandum, including the unit employees, will 
endeavor, in good faith* to avoid accumulation of holiday time which 
x may result in scheduling problems and/or loss of holiday time if not 
taken during the calendar year. 
c. Un?t employees shall ulilfce holiday time when taking time off on a 
City designated hclidny an rj 
the hoMday time bank shall be debited for the numberof hoursintheir 
scheduled work shift. 
d. Unit emp'o: *e j in the Police DMsion nsigned io the Operations, 
Jail, and Records sections and Part, Recreation and Community 
Services Park Ranger Program who are required to work on a 
designated holiday sh J not be debited their holiday leave time bank 
nor shall they receive any additional compensation for working the 
designated holiday. The use of th:s holiday time bank will be 
scheduled by Management and the affected unit employee, taking 
into consideration the staffing needs of the Division. 
2- Police Division P signaled Mandatory Holidays 
a. All other unit employees in the Police Division required to work the 
following seven (7) designated mandatory holidays 1)first day of 
January (%w Year's Day); 2) third Monday of January (Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Hpliday); 3) last Monday of May (Memorial Day); 4) fourth of 
July (Independence Day); 5) first Monday in September (Labor Day); 
8) fot'fih Thursday in^T/embpr (Thanksgiving D^y); and 7) 25th day 
of December (Christmas Day) shall receive one-and-one-half time 
overtime pay. , ,.-
b. Affected unit efBplc;^©sl holiday time bank shall not be debited as 
-ax follows! v-
1) When required to work on any of these designated 
mandatory holidays ^r; 
'Jfe 
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2) While on IOD status and not administratively assigned. 
c. If the IOD status is projected to exceed the next full pay period, the 
unit employee will be administratively assigned and subject to 
Designated Mandatory Holiday debit. 
d. 1) Police Division employees assigned to the Support Services 
Division, Traffic Bureau, Parking Enforcement Detail, shall 
observs those mandatory holidays identified by Glendale 
Municipal Cbde Section 3.08.010 A with the exception of the 
Friday after Thanksgiving which shall not be a mandatory 
holiday for theieemployees. 
2) Section £.08.010 C, referring to designation of Friday or 
Monday as a holiday, when actual holiday falls on Saturday or 
Sunday, Shall specifically not apply to these same unit 
employees. 
3. R % e Division frni Pari^Rariaep Program New Unit Employees-
HciiidavBank ^*">• * ew:^-:>:: 
New unit employee^ hired In the PoHce Division or Park Ranger Program 
after Janu&ty 1 of eaclt calendar yearishall receive a proportion of the 
holiday bank based on the following schedule: 
Month of TomiHre. Month of Total Hrs. 
Hjre Banked Hire Banked 
January 10§ .L •'***. 4§ly 54 
February 97 August 45 
March 90 September 36 
April 81 GiStdber 27 
May 72 • •**•-' November* 18 
3une 63 December 9 
4. Holiday Compensation • Poftee Division and Park Ranger Program Only 
a. On December 31st of each year, the City shall pay Police Division unit 
employees and employees in the Park Ranger Program up to but not to 
exceed thirty 4Mb {32} hburi of Unused holiday time at the base rate of pay in 
effect on such day. Any unused holiday time in excess of thirty-two (32) 
hours shall be forfeited. 
b. All hcSidays earned are based upon the occurrence of the holidays 
recognized by the City which have occurred during the current calendar year 
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prior to the employees last day of employment with the City. 
c. All holidays earned but not taken up to and including the last day of 
employment with the City shall be forfeited. 
N. Twenty-Fourth of December 
1; City Offices Qaan 
a. When December 24th occurs on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or 
Thursday, or Friday whenri City offices are scheduled to be opened, all 
City offices including Libraries, shall close at 12:00 p.m. 
b: ^ Only unit employees working ort this day as part of a daytime work 
>^ - schedule starting on or aflter 6:00 a.m. and ending not later than 6:00 
* -'•••*••' pirn; or 6:30 p.m. for employees assigned to the Police Division, 
Traffic Section 3/36' work schedule, shall be considered eligible for 
this holiday prevision. Unit employees in the PublicWorks Custodial 
Settioft who are normally assigned to the evening shift may request 
to flex4heir work schedule^ oh December 24th which would enable 
- ^ therli tb meef the eligibility for this half-day holiday subject to 
management approval. 
c. Unit employees eligible for this holiday leave shall work onehalf (1/2) 
of their normally scheduled work shift on this day. This leave shall 
amount to fcur^ (4) hours for employees on a 5/40 work schedule; four 
"*v ^ - and one^half (4-4/2) hours for employees on a 9/80 work schedule; 
five (5) hours for employees on a 4/40 work schedule or six (6) hours 
for employees assigned to the Police Division, Traffic Section 3/36 
work schedule. 
• • ^ x &$£-• Limitations ..*>»•• : 
a. - That part Of December 24th from 12:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. shall be 
-«' and 16 h^bydesignated a holiday; provided, however, that said 
holiday shall not apply to the unit employees in the operation of the 
Fire and Police Div4!0n: .vtosa functions are essential to the public 
welfare as designated by management. 
b. Integrated Waste Se<tfic«; employees who work the irregularly 
scheduled 9/80 shift on December 24th should be eligible for four 
and one-half (4 1/2) hours of compensatory time to be taken at 
another time mutually agreed to by the employee and management. 
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c. Those unit employees receiving December 24 holiday time off shall work 
no later than 12:00 p.m. Employees receiving this benefit shall not 
receive a meal break on this day. 
3. Non-Cumulative 
a. This twenty-fourth day of December holiday provision is non-
cumulative, and if not utUiz^ d for any^ reason as set forth in this 
section, it may not be taken at a liter time except as provided herein. 
b. Only unit employees actually scheduled to work on December 24th 
are eligible for the holiday, 
c. Unitemployees eligible Jo receive the December 24th holiday leave, 
with the approval of management, may combine a maximum of four 
(4)tjpur&orva 5/40, four and one-half (4-1/2) hours on a 9/80, five (5) 
hQM!$ on a 4/40, or six j6) hours on the Police Traffic 3/36 schedule 
af December 24th leave with compensatory time or vacation or 
floating hdictey leave or sick leave to receive a full shift off on 
Qacember ?#h. Leaves of absence without pay or temporary 
disability may not be combinH with the December 24th holiday 
leave. 
Holt day Leave Limitation 
•" .• • • -'-?ii -.'••'Si " ' -r ' .'•"'•.• '"'•' • • ' : • ' . ' • • • ' 
1. No unit employee shall receive any holiday pay if they use more than four 
hours (4) of leave of absence without pp.y either the work day before or the 
work day after the holiday except as set forth in City Family and Medical 
Leave Policy. 
2. Unit employees who terminate employment before the end of the calendar 
year shall only be eligible to receive hQlidqyteave hours covering those 
holidays chronologically occurring prior to their termination and shall also 
receive UR to 18 hours cashout of itnused floating holiday leave. All 
mandatory holidays occurring after termination shall be forfeited. 
Holiday Leave Hourly Utilization 
Accumulated holiday leave time may be taken in increments of one (1) hour or more 
as approved fey management. 
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SPECIAL DAYS OF OBSERVANCE 
A* Definition 
A special day of observance, day of mourning, or a like day of participation, when so 
declared by Council by resolution, shall have the same legal effect as a holiday, and 
during such day or portion thereof so declared, City offices shall be closed, except 
those offices providing services essential to the public welfare. 
B^  Schedule 
Unless specifically declared otherwise by the City Council, such day shall be 
between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. 
C; Eliaibilitir ' —" " '--••;•-
Only unit employees working on a special day of observance and not rendering 
essential services shall have the day off with pay. 
T>. Compensation 
1. Employees whose services are declared essential by the City Manager shall 
work during such day, br portion thereof, and shall be compensated therefor 
as by this section specifically provided as follows: 
2. Unit employees working in the Integrated Waste Section shall receive 
straight time in addition to regular pay for each hour worked during such day 
or period specified by the City. 
3. W to perform essential services on such a day 
between the hours of 7:30 am. and 5:30 p.m., or such other period as 
specified by the City, shaft receive straight time pay in addition to regular pay 
for emti hour worked dufing such day or period as declared by the City 
"
 :
 Council.' '" "! ••'' : :v,.. ' ' : U : V^ / - " 
VACATION 
A. : / ' Vacation Earned 
Unit employees compensated on a monthly basis snail be provided with vacation 
earnings to be based on the following schedule: 
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Year 1 through 4 
(start through 48 months) 
Beginning year 5 
(49 months through 168 months) 
Beginning year 15 (169 months and after) 
Limitations 
Years of 
Full-Time 
Service 
1-4 
4-14 
) • • • ' ' 
14 
Annual No. of 
Hours Eligible 
to Earn 
8Q hours 
120 hours 
160 hours ; u • 
Monthly Acciual 
# of Hours Per 
Month 
6.667 hours 
10.000 hours 
. ' 13.333 hours 
1. Effective October 1,1994 vacation will be earned and awarded monthly and 
will be computed on the basis of the annual hours divided by the number of 
months peciyear. *, , 
2. No vacation hours shall be credited for a month in which the employee has 
been on a leave of absence without pay, excluding disciplinary suspensions 
without pay, during the majority (50%+) of the month. 
3. All vacations shall betaken at such time as approved by the division head for 
which the^emoloyee works,; ^ \ 
4. Vacation leave may be taken in increments of one-half (1/2) hour or more 
approved by mianagemerit. 
5. New unit employee Will accrue vacation time commencing with the firtt day of 
employment as a salaried unit employee but this vacation time is not vested 
nor may it be taken or cashed-out unless the unit employee completes one 
(1) year of service withthe City, This means pn the thirteenth (13th) month 
of salaried full-lime service with the City the eligible new unit employee will 
have accumulated and be eligible to use BCfhrs. and accrue vacation time on 
a monthly basis thereafter. 
6. Any unit employee who is laid off during their first year of employment and is 
then rehired within a one (1) year time period, shall have their prior service 
time earned prior to their lay off apply towardlheir service time eligibility for 
., vacation benefits earned.
 f 
7. Unit employees working any schedule, including other than a regular 40hour 
schedule, shall be subject to the exact same vacation policy as all other unit 
employees. 
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8. Vacation leave .balance shall be the employee's responsibility to monitor. 
Any employee using vacation leave in excess of the employee's accrued 
leave shall be required to utilize floating holiday leave, compensatory time or 
unpaid leave of absence to cover excessive vacation leave taken. 
Prior Service 
For the purpose ofeccmputing additional vacations allowed after five years, "total 
service" means arid includes all full-time service with the City prior to any resignation 
&>
 f or retirement a$ well as the service of a unit employee following reemployment. 
»v^ Vaeatfon.. Acft:imutLtiogi • 
All unit employees shall sccumu!a*o and uia vacation time earned as follows: 
Unit employees may accrue a maximum of two (2) years of vacation leave 
without Division Head approval: Vacatfoin leave earned in excess of the two 
(2) years af accumulated vacation feave must be used monthly as earned. 
A unit employee who is unable tc take a vacation in accordance with the first 
proM3icitt.<rf^ fact-/that such employee's continued 
service is in the best Interest of the C'.%•> shall, with the approval of the 
employee's Division Head, be entitled to accrue a maximum total of three (3) 
years of vacation tirns. Vacation leave earned in excess of the three (3) 
years of accumulated vacation leave must be used monthly as accrued. 
Once three (3) yerrs of accumulated vacation leave is accrued, the unit 
employee stops accruing additional vacation time until the leave is utilized 
and the accural ilated tim's is reduce to below the maximum accrual limits. 
This accrual stops when the unit employee reaches maximum accrual limits 
pf either 240 hours (1 to 4 years of full time service)* 3@0 hours (5 to 14 
years of foil time service), or 480 hours {15 or more years of full time 
service). 
A unit employee who is unable to return to work due to a serious and 
prolonged illness or injury which prevents such person from taking earned 
vacation time during the calendar year and the limits set forth in this Section 
D1 and 2 above, may, with the approval of th$ City Manager, carry over such 
vacation time to the next succeeding calendar year. 
Accumulation asjd use of vacation leave beyond any succeeding calendar 
year and the limits set forth in this Section D land 2 above, may be granted 
at the discretion of tfie City Manager in special or unusual circumstances. 
A unit employee who has been >n military leave of absence for a least thirty 
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(30) consecutive days during the calendar year in which such person would 
otherwise be entitled and required to take a Vacation, may take said vacation 
during the twelve calendar months immediately following the calendar month 
of termination of said military leave but in no way shall such unit employee be 
entitled to take said vacation or receive any compensation for same after this 
last stated time. ':*';•• 
E. Vacation Cash-Out at Termination / Retirement - RHSP 
1. Any unit employee who has completed at least bite year of service with 
the City prior to termination shall be paid at the base hourly rate then 
being received for the vacation to;#hichJfe& i&^toyfee would otherwise be 
entitled and also for vacation days earned by reason of months worked in 
the cuirent calendar fear, provided saki Vacation days have not been 
taken at or prior to the date of separation. 
2. Unit employees who plan to retire mast notify the Finance Division / 
Payroll Section six (6) morffhs prior to their Official retirement date if they 
wish to have any or all of their accumulated vacation time cashed-out 
* upon their retirement fnJm the City: Employees who do NOT put in a 
requast to Finance fe^vacittdn timfecaSh-<M asset forth above, will have 
ai: of thiir aecumul^d^adationliours placed ;rtto their RHSP account 
f
 upon their r&tirementsubject tb the development of procedures that 
comply with IRS regulations. 
3. Further details on unused accumulated vacation leave and RHSP are set 
forth in Article Four of this agreement. 
>,J:> 
LEAVE 01 ABSENCE - SWEARING-IN CEREMONY -U.S. CITIZENSHIP 
In recogn.tion of unit employees receiving their Unuod States citizenship, the City proudly 
recognizes their new citizenship status and efigible emplcyoes shall be granted leave of 
absence with pay to attend the Swearing-in Ceremonies' 
SICK LEAVE :; ^  
A. Sick Leave Benefit 
1. Sick leave is a bene ,, right and is to be utilized by employees who 
are unable to work ause of an injury or illness not arising out of the 
course df th&ir emp< itenti ex6^>t ssfcro i^cted otherwise in this article. 
. /..'• :.< *"."•• • '..-,->v:y-,. &''\-\ ->T'oi - . <y •" :.y • y. 
2. the oitk leave benefit shquiti be thought of as an insurance policy; it insures 
and protects employees from a loss in wages when they are unable to work 
becauseoif an Wfte&£ or injury? 
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3. The City considers good attendance to be a very important part of a unit 
employ* fe overall perfomiance. Absenteeism creates a hardship on City 
operations and co-workers, resulting in work schedule disruptions and added 
costs. 
B. Sick Leave Accumulation Plan 
1. Empicyees shall accrue eight (8) hours sick leave for each major portion of a 
2. The maximum sick leave hours which can be accumulated each calendar 
year shall be ninety-six (96) hours. 
3. For each month, or more than 50% portion thereof, during which a full time 
unit employee is compensated on a monthly basis, said unit employee shall 
be a!!;^ 
(10), or twelve (12) hours, depending upon sucla employee's assigned work 
schedule to be taken cnly when employee is unable to work on account of 
illness or injury, including pregnancy. Said amount of sick leave hours shall 
be debited in ftil from the affected employee's sick leave accrual bank. 
C Service time prior to any resignation, retirement, or removal from 
employment of the City shall not thereafter be considered for any leave 
accumulation (credits) except in the case of a unit employee reinstated. Unit 
employees reinstated subsequent to resignation shall have reinstated to heir 
credit any accumulated sick leave hours lost because of such resignation. 
C. • - Limitation . v* •• 
1. No such leave of absence shall be credited for time during which unit 
^ »•' employee is oh leave of absence from duty without pay. 
2. Sick leave shall be approved by management based on the sick leave 
--• v ^pol ic ies oMhe City, 
3. A unit employee w' ?ble to work on account of illness or injury shall 
abide by the sick l< < and procedure estab'^ sh. J by the City. A unit 
employee shall \ . nitted to return to duty until examination by 
employed He^lf > a^ut t& physteian approved by the City and must be 
found to be sufficia ^isn iarad ftom such illness ar injury. The City may 
.xv v v v deny a re^^se frc a "xr&n and send employee to a City approved 
•-'•"•• physician: The C y itis &JBS i!ie ng^t to Bend a unit employee for 
'examinationto ve&L* "'tfiet»OtJi rc iJ^ i v;ier to authorizing the employee to 
return to work. 
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4. A unit employee with anabsence of five (5) full working days or less may 
return to duty without such examinaion, approval, and finding when 
permitted by management as outlined in this section. 
5. Any illness or injury extending more than five (5) full working days for unit 
employees must be verified by a physician or Employee Health Services. 
6. Unit employees reemployed froma lay-off list established after July 1,1978, 
shall have all previously accrued sick leave credit added to their accumulated 
sick leave balance. 
Division Notification 
L Unit employees who are absent fromv>work due to illness or injury shall 
promptly notify their supervisor or division head daily of this fact, in advance. 
E-Qch: division may Nave further requirements regarding the reporting of 
> absences from work due to illness or injury This may include requiring the 
employee to provide proof of illness or injury to Employee Health Services, 
based on the sick leave policies crftho City. 
2. Management shall exempt employees xrom tbace requirements providing the 
unit employee: 
a. is in a medical facility; or •; > -
b. has an industrial disability which has been determined 
to be permanent and stationary by a rpensed medical physician and 
prohibits return to duty; or 
. * ''•• ••••• • .••. \r> V : . • - . : , . r ' - '•>"'.. >.' ' -r .•. Ci)/*. 
c. other arrar^emtnts, locations, or conditions have been authorized 
by management. 
3. Failure to comply with the requirements of this article shall be grounds for 
disciplinary action, which <^ <4ld include dismissal from the City. 
. .•: . ,,r.«. .„:• ••: :r •; ' V "ft, v ; - . . . . . :; 
HSistise cf Sick Leav^ :••& r;i .v'"\! ;? *z -c••• • 
No unit employee ^i f i ' ln i ; beer % ^ m^or misrepresent any illness or injury or 
deceive amy other emptoy&toym t ;m?or any representative of the City as to their 
veMconditiooforthepurpoiF ^ e r ^ ^ 
Should this mtsuse^feigni^^ar n i^tepresentatiorfcof illness or injury be proven, 
disciplinary actio v^iiit.3 taken, vvhfefecould indude dismissal from the City. 
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Use of Accumulated Sick Leave 
In addition to illness or injury, accumulated unused sick leave may be used by a unit 
employee for: 
, 1.. Temporary disability as outlined in this agreement. 
2. Medical insurance premiums upon retirement as outlined in this agreement. 
3. A cash payment upon retirement of fifty per certt (50%) of the value of the 
retired medical insurance premiums as outlined in this agreement, for 
accumulated sick leave days in excess of 800 hours (or 760 hours, effective 
rJuly 1,2000). 
4. Family csjre leave as outlined in this agreement. 
5. At retirement, accumulated sick leave hours will be transferred to the RHSP 
account as set forth in Article Four. 
Family Care leave with Pay -Utilize Sick Leave 
1. Definition 
Family care leave shall be defined as whenever the unit employee's 
presence with the family is needed because of illness or medical conditions 
wittftheir spouse or family. 
2. Sick Leave With Pav 
a. Unit employees n&y up: n request be granted in eachcalendar year 
up to a maximum of thirty-six (§6) sick leave hours. 
b. Unit employees may, upon request, be granted in each calendar year 
up to a maximum of forty-eight (48) sick leave hours. 
c. ' Family illness leave and such time taken shall be charged against the 
unit employee's accumulated sick leave. 
3. Facts Justifying Absence 
Management must b^furnfehod reasonable evidence of the illness. 
"4. iFamiiv":: v• . ; .•';;!'• ;;.r. 
Family shall mean spouse, employee's child or stepchild, parent or any other 
relative residing in the same household as employee. 
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H Additional Leave Without Pav 
Additional leaves of absence without pay on account of illness or injury may be 
granted in the same manner and for such period of time as is provided in the case of 
other leaves of absence without pay, as set forth in this article or as provided by the 
City's Family and Medical Care Leave Policy. 
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 
A. 'K Definition l; . 
Bereavement leave shall be defined as whenever any unit employee has 
experienced a death, or critical illness where death appears to be imminent in the 
immediate family, defined as the spouse, the employee's or employee's spouse's 
mother or father, stepmother or stepfather, brother or sister, child, grandparents, 
grandchildren, son-in-law, daughteMn-iaw, brdther-in-law, sister-in-law, "step" 
relatives as described above, or any other relative of the employee or employee's 
spouse residing in the same household or who has resided with the employee in the 
same household for thrc:>out of the last f3ve(5) y &br& 
B. Leave With Pav 
Such unit employee maytie grantedi^reavement leave with full pay not to exceed a 
total of three working days per occurrence as approved,by division management. 
C. Facts Justifying Absence 
The unit employee must submitan approved declaration or other evidence 
acceptable to division management justifying such absence. 
D. -Wot Apply 1/ on Sick Leave 
Bereavement leave shall not apply to unit employees on sick leave at the time of the 
incident. 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
/ • • ' 
A
- Workers' Compensation I aave-Fffeclive July 1,1999 
Effective July 1,1999, unit employees compelled to be absent from duty because of 
injury or illness arising out of and in the course of employment occurring on or after 
July 15 1999, shall r§cejve 9 paid leave of absence not to exceed three hundred 
twenty (3^^ 
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B. Temporary Disability 
1. If a unit employee is entitled to receive temporary disability indemnity under 
Division 4 of the California Labor Code, such unit employee may elect to 
supplement statutory disability payments with any accumulated sick leave, 
compensation time and/or vacation leave benefits when added to the 
temporary disability indemnity will result in a payment equal to full salary and 
City paid Deferred Compensation. 
2. This full salary shall not exceed the employee's base earnings and City paid 
Deferred Compensation that were in effect as of the da 
3. Whon a unit employee usei paid leaver to augment full salary paid leave 
benefits, including sick leave, vacation leave, compensation time, holiday 
leave time, continue*o accrue, consistent with these leave policies. 
C. Additional Temporary Disability Benefit 
1. After a unit employee exhausts all the benefits they are eligible for in Article 
Five, Sections VII, A and B, and th-s employee continues to be temporarily 
disabled, he/she shall receive, for a period not to exceed six months, 
additional compensation which whon added to the statutory disability rate 
c c results in a payment equal to two-thirds of full base salary and City paid 
/• v v Deferred Compensation fipr such period. 
2. This full salary shall not exseed the employee's base earnings and City paid 
Deferred Compensation that were in effect as of the date of illness or injury. 
Unit employe^ may elect to not use, all of their accrued vacation time up to 
eighty (80) tcipl hours before being eligible for this benefit. 
D. Statutory Benefits Follow Additional Benefits 
Ifa unit ^ mployeah^s exhausted his/he/ benefits under Article Five, Sections VI. A,B 
and C, and! if the employee is stiS! temporarily or permanently disabled, he/she shall 
receive statutory temporary disability benefits in effect at the date of illness or injury. 
E. Outside Employment and Medical Limitations 
1. All outside err ploy m^^t pust bs approve^ by management pursuant to City 
and divisional rules and n stations. 
2. During convalescence and
 s , lodified work assignment, it shall be expressly 
n ; forbidden for L unit emf!c; ^ engage iriany outside employment that 
woy!d interfere with their conv* , sscence^: 
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F. Sick Leave Augmentation of Temporary Disability 
1. When a unit employee uses sick leave credit tc augment temporary disability 
indemnity because of an injury compensable under the State Labor Code 
and the City is reimbursed by a third p f^son for its damages by reason of 
such use, there shall be credited to thro employee's sick leave account, sick 
leave equivalent to the amount so used or proportionately, if reimbursement 
is only in part. 
2. If the City does not collect fro^^ 
compensation paid and other damages to which it is entitled, and if the 
amount collected is mt itemized so that there may be ascertained the 
amount collected in reimbursement for the sick leave used, the sick leave to 
be credited shall be in the same ratio to the sick leave used as the total 
amount collected bears to the total amount of the City's damages. 
VH1. JURY DUTY 
A. Notification/Summoned .,-* 
Any unit employee v^o is summoned to Serve oh jury duty shall immediately notify 
theh supervisor and provide Written evidence oflhcstice or of summons. The 
employee shall receive their regular salary limited to ten (10) working days annually. 
B. Accommodation of Jury Leave < 
The unit employee's Division Management will attempt to accommodate their 
employee's work schedule while assigned Ao Jury Buty, such as being assigned to 
day shift (Monday through Friday - 6:30 ai^ft - 6r30 p.m.). 
C. Jury Duty Call-In ,,"'• '-L'^!,:}'.•.„. -1: J - : : 
Unit employees participating in the juror telephoi-re call-in system shall immediately 
notify thiir suj5©rvisor of tileir n&cWay jiiFy di!rty? obligation whgn known and make 
appropriate mutually agreed io work schedule changes. 
D. Jury Duty Stand-bv 
Unit employees placed on jury duty stand-by will immediately notify supervisors of 
"''*••• stand-by ^ tafug%oa6c©^ 
E. Return of Jury Fees 
The City will Withhold ef fflWtfW fees rdbeWe* by* Una employees as jurors, in 
exchange for thefr regufa" p^y, excluding mileage fees, in the second pay period 
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following reported completion of jury duty service. In the event of employee 
termination, all amounts not yet withheld will be collected from affected unit 
employee. 
F. Jury Time Extension 
This jury time may only be extended should a formal request be submitted to the City 
Manager by the Jury Commissioner. 
; / T . ? ^ y .•:••••• <U, ... M-y • i r , I .'.•••• :.";^..-" <• : 
MILITARY LEAVE 
A, Eiteibffltv 
1. Military leave of absence with f^ ayi shall be granted to permanent unit 
employees who have been employed with the City for one year or more when 
called to active military duty. l" .^  t r 
2. Unit employees with (ess than* one year shall receive military leave of 
absence without pay. 
3. Military leavs with pay shall not fee granted to unit employees on weekend 
assignment or advance party on ^weekend assignment and inactive duty 
training. 
B. Length of Military Leave with Pav 
£Hgiate unit employees shall be entitted to military feave of absence with pay forthe 
first thirty (30) days of active military duty. r 
OTHER LEAVER-¥OTE IT PAY - ,. ^ lu-.tf- V J 
-A.^ >y Leavedf^fosi l fceW^ •• 
Division head may grant a leave of absence without pay to unit employees for 
periods up to seven (7) calendar days in any month. 
B. Leave of Absence Without Pav - Excess of 7 Days 
Division head may grant leaves of absence without pay to unit employees in excess 
of seven (7) calendar days in any month, with the approval of City Manager. 
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C. Leave of Absence Without Pay - Early Return 
Any unit employee granted a leave of absence without pay n.ay, with the approval of 
the division head and the City Manager, return to duty prior to the time fixed for the 
expiration of such leave. 
D. Leave of Absence - Excess of 6 Months 
Any unit employee returning to work from any leave of absence in excess of six (6) 
months shall not be permitted to return to work until completing a physical 
examination and being released by the City Medical Examiner and the Personnel 
Division, Workers1 Compensation Section, to return to work. 
E. Limitations 
Unit employee shall first utilize all of their accrued vacation, holiday, and 
compensatory time before a leave of absence without pay is granted, except as 
approved by division t" a& 
ELIGIBLE LEAVE BENEFITS 
A. Avcr-iat fUsaci 3 ef Leuvu Banefsts 
All leave benefits (vacation, holidays, sick leave, bereavements or any other leaves 
shattbe accrued and tdfcen m hourly (hou oarned, hour taken) increments based on 
current benefit accryJ rates. v^c 
B. Example 
A unit employee who works a 12-hour shift work schedule accrues sick leave time at 
the rate cf oiQht (3) h.urs p jf month, and if they take ® siek feave day, they shall be 
debited 12 hours from thair sick leave accrua!. < 
C. Leave of Absence - Family and Medical (fQM') ^av3 r 
Unit employees re, *sA!S ^ " i ^ i ^ m N ^ andK^dfcil Gars Leave wili be granted 
leave pursuant to the City's Family and Medical Care Leave! Policy. 
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7-DAY WORK PERIOD -12 HOUR WORK SCHEDULE 
VERDUGO FIRE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER 
WORK SCHEDULE - FIRE COMMUNICATIONS 
This Article describes the work schedule, administration of leave benefits, overtime, meal 
and rest periods, and other related provisions covering the unit employees in the Verdugo 
Fire Communications Center, and is in lieu of other such provisions as set forth in this 
agreement. 
A. 7-Dav Work Period - Beginning/Ending 
The seven (7) day work period shall begin on Sunday at 0630 hours and end on the 
following Sunday at 06299 hours, subject to changes by management, after prior 
notification, based on operation needs of the Fire Division. 
B. 7-Dav work Period - Fixed and Regularly Recurring 
The work period shall be a fixed and regularly recurring period of 168 consecutive 
hours consisting of seven (7) consecutive 24-hour periods. 
C. Fortv-Two (42) Hour Work Week Schedule 
1. ROTATING SCHEDULE - Fire Communications Operators, Senior Fire 
Communications Operators and Fire Communication Shift Supervisors 
assigned to work the rotating forty-two (42) hour work week schedule shall 
work a rotation consisting of two (2) consecutive day shifts (0630-1830) with 
24 hours off, and two (2) consecutive night shifts (1830-0630) with four days 
off. 
2. NON-ROTATING SCHEDULE- Fire Communications Operators, Senior Fire 
Communications Operators and Fire Communication Shift Supervisors 
assigned to work the non-rotating forty-two (42) hour work week schedule 
may work four (4) consecutive day shifts such as, but not limited to 0630-
1830, with four (4) days off or three (3) consecutive day shifts such as, but 
not limited to 0630-1830 one (1) work week with four (4) days off and four (4) 
consecutive day shifts such as, but not limited to 0630-1830 the following 
work week with three (3) days off. 
3. EIGHT WEEK PERIOD - This work schedule over an eight (8) week period 
equals four (4) thirty-six (36) hour weeks and four (4) forty-eight (48) hour 
weeks. 
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D. Forty (40) -Hour Work Week Schedule 
Those Fire Communications Operators, Senior Fire Communications Operators and 
•' Fire Communication Shift Supervisors not assigned to work the forty-two (42) hour 
work week schedule may be assigned to a forty ;(40) hour work week schedule 
either five (5) days, eight (8) hours per day or four (4) days, ten (10) hours per day in 
any seven (7) consecutive day work period. The scheduled days and times of the 
forty (40) hour work schedule are subject to change by management, after prior 
notification, "hmmd &n operational needs of the Fire Division.-
I I . ' OVERTIME 
A. 48-Hour Work Week 
1. A unit employee assigned to work the four (4) -day cycle (48-hour work 
week) shall be compensated at one and brie-half (1-1/2) times their regular 
rate of pay for alt hours worked in excess bf forty-eight (48) hours within the 
seven (7) day work period. 
2. The eight (S) hours worked beyoftd 40 hours in the 48-hour work week shall 
be compensated at straight time and included in the employee's base salary. 
B; 38-Hour Work Week 
1. A unit employee assigned to work the three (3) day cycle (36 hour work 
• week) sha!i be compensated at straight time at their regular rate of pay for all 
hours worked up to a total of forty (40) hours worked in that seven (7) day 
work period. 
v
 -
;
 ^2. Ail hours worked in excess or forty (40) in that seven (7)-day work period 
^
 r
 shail be considered overtime and be compensated at time and one half (1-
6 }
 1/2) their regular rate of pay. 
C. Additional Compensation In-Lieu of Guaranteed Overtime 
Effective July 1,1996, unit employees in the classification of Fire Communications 
Operator (42 hr. wk.), Senior Fire ^Communications Operator and Fire 
Communications Shift Supervisor will receive a one-time base salary increase 
M
 equivalent to the amount of tiornpenisatioh previously earned as guaranteed 
overtime. The former "guaranteed overtiftie" provedfon referred to the time worked in 
excess of 40 hours in the four (4)-day (48-hour work week), which amounted to eight 
(8) hours per week, or sixteen (16) hours per month. For p&rposas othis agreement, 
this eight (8) hours worked above forty (40) during the 48-hour work week will no 
longer be considered overtinie, dnd shall be compensated at straight time. 
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D. More Than 12 Hours Worked in Pav
 v * 
Unit employees working the four (4) day on, four (4) day of£-12-hour work schedule 
shall be paid at one and one-half (11/2) tim$sjhe employee's regular rate of pay for 
all hours worked in expess of 12 hours in a work d§y. 
.Ill, SALARY ADJUSTMENT
 L J " 
A. Salary Inequity Adjustment - Fire Communications Operator 
It is understood that the classification of Fire Communications^perator. will receive a 
4.0% salary inequity adjustment effective July 1,1996. 
' /#€.>*•{ <UnV.« •.^•.•.*:V -V- .,:• 
B. Salary Increase In-Lieu of Guaranteed Overtifhe "~" 
,~ 1. It is understood by the, City |ind the Association that effective July 1,1996 
unit employees in theftessj^c^tiorj of Fife Communications Operator (42 hr 
wk), Senior Fire Communications, Operator and Fire Communications Shift 
Supervisor will receive a one-time base salary increase equivalent to the 
,.v
 f amount of compensation,previously earned as guaranteed overtime. 
2. This former "guaranteed overtime1' provision referred to the time worked in 
excess of 40 hours in the four (4)-day^48 hojur work week), whiph amounted 
to eight (8) hours per week, or sixteefi {16) Hdtirs per month. 
,-. " 3. For purposes of thisfagrQeHrvp^ (&) jiours worked above forty (40) 
during the 48rhour.work week wilj nq Ipnger be considered overtime, and 
shall be compensated at straight time. , 
4. This salary adjustment in-H$y pf^Jar^nteed overtime shall be added to the 
sala^ranq&pfthe^^ 
adjustment of 4.0% ha§ been^pg|ied, as $ft forth in Article Six, Section A 
above. 
IV. HOLIDAYS ^ 
A. Holiday Leave Hours 
Unit employeesjwo^ 
• v hours per palqndar ye?r,, ,^: 
This holidayjirne shalLbf gran^4^^ 0 , ' o w n : 
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1. Holidav-in-Lieu Pav 
Fire Communications Operators shall be paid eighty-two (82) hours annually 
at straight time at the employee's regular rate of pay prorated per calendar 
nfiontti, in lieu of t^lidoy time off. 
2. Floating Holiday Leave 
Twenty-four (24) hours annually shall be gran ed as floating holidays. 
3. Total Heyday Leave 
Total Holiday Leave time including holiday in iieu pay and floating holiday 
leave shall not exceed 97 hours and effective January 1,1995, shall increase 
to10@hours. 
a. Ten-Hour Employees 
For ten-hour employees, three (3) eight-hour floating holidays are 
granted to provide two ten (10)-hou;- days with a balance of four (4) 
hours, which shall be taken in increments of two ten (10)-hour 
holidays and jne four-hour segment to betaJcenby itself or combined 
\dtfr vacation &me to constitute one ten-hour dayC 
b. Eight-Hour Employees 
For eight (8) hour employees, three (3) eight-hour holidays are 
•''•'•• • •• g r a t e d . " v . 
C. APPROVAL OF FLOAT^G HOLIDAYS 
1. Floating hoi? teys $f as m afc proved '.at such time as is mutually agreeable to 
the employee and e Management. All other provisions of the 
Memorandum of Undi v ar ling &n loating holidays shall continue to g>vern. 
' - £. All dii ?provis:on3 of this agreement on floating holidays shall continue to 
be gruited to Fire €ommunicatbn Opei^tors. 
V. TRADES 
A. Maximum (Two) 2 Trades Per Month 
& '*••% Qualified unit employed frtay requost to innate a maximum of two (2) trades per 
month with another qualified unit employee. This request shall be made to Fire 
management, who shall have the authority to approve or deny trades based on 
operational necessity or staffing needs of the Fire Communication Center. 
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B. Trades Repaid 
Trades must be repaid within a one (1) calendar year period from the date the trade 
was executed. Each trade and payback is the sole responsibility of the affected 
employees. The City and Fire Management are not responsible nor liable for any 
non-payback trades. 
C. Limitation 
1. Trades can only be made be|yya$p th^gnit employees who work the same 
hourly schedule: 12-hour with 12-hoiir unit employee; 10-hour with 10-hour 
unit smployoo; 8rbogr/w|h-^-hoununjfe9mplo^ee:' 
2. Trades can only be made between unjt,er.;p!oyees who share the same 
classification series, unless approved by management. 
VI. COMPENSATORY TIME 
A> ^annfc,-36hours ,-
 5 .^<,->- -iryr;;: 
-1 £ t0tei of thirty si* (36) hpure mgy^ fof fc&nk®d as compensatory time. This thirty-six 
hour block cf time is gQod fpr one;calendar year ^ nd may not be replenished during 
that year. This time shall be used in no less than one-hour increments. 
B. Requests to use Comp Time ' 
Requests for the use of compensatory time shaJI be made to Fire Management, who 
shall have the authority to approve or deny its use based on operational 
consideration and the ntfdsnpfjthfi Qenter. ;:_ •* 
VII, LEAVE BENEFIT -12 HOUR BHIF^W^fM SCHEDULE 
A. Accrual/Usage of leave Be i e A ••-
All leave benefits^sick* vaoatton^Jiolidiyf J^r^ayqi^ent, or any other taves, shall be 
accrued and takervinliQyriyihouf^ar^ increments based on current 
benefit accrual rates as for all other unit employees. 
B. Example 
A unit employee accrues sick leave time at the rate of 8Tk>ursper month, and if they 
take a sick leave day, they^ghall bf^ebjted 12 *ioufs,frQjri their sick leave accrual. 
".* y.th :-ijt:. 
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vm
- MEAL OR BREAK PERIODS 
Meal or break periods are not scheduled or guaranteed, but they may be taken when 
workloads permit. When meal or breaks are taken, the employee may not leave Fire Station 
21, except with the permission of management. 
IX. BENEFIT ELIGIBILITY 
A. Unless modified • limited or excluded b^ this agreement, including Article Six, Fire 
f
" Communications Shift Supervisors, Senior Fire Communication Operators and Fire 
Communication Operators are eligible for the same benefits as other unit employees. 
B. All items covered in this Artlcli apply only for Fire Communications Shift Supervisors, 
Senior Fire Communication Operators and Fire Communication Operators and any 
x
 other benefits that are ihcluded in tMs agreement (MOU) that relate to items in this 
Article s^^ 
X. CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS TO SCHEDULE 
Jt is understood that management reserves the right to change and/or modify work hours, 
work schedules and assignments, subject tb the terms and conditions of this agreement. 
ARTICLE SEVEN 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
I. ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
A. Mutual Agreement 
pity and Association agree to mutually work together for the prevention of alcohol 
and substance atfusejn the workplace forthe benefit of the emjployees, City, and its 
, "citizens, ,., •:,/,.'i. .... » :/^- ;-r. ^\".. .r^, ;,,.>^"\/ ;-r'';-/• 
B.,.- Determent Detection and Treatment . v 
The City and Association ^so wilLyvork together to support the City programs, 
policies, and procedures currently implemented to deter, detect and treat the 
problems of alcohol and substance abuse in the workplace, provided that such 
programs are consistent with the law. Such policies, programs, and procedures 
include but are not limited to the City's Employee Assistance Program, Medical 
.S tandards, Drug and Alcohol Educational aj>d Training programs, Policy of 
Con^umfrflon of Alcoholic Beverages ajri$ Illegal or Controlled Sulbstances, Drug 
Screening for pre-placement candidates, promotional candidates, employee renewal 
of Class "A" and "B" Driver's licenses, and reasonable suspicion of employees under 
the influence on work time. 
C. Support of EAP 
The City and Association agree to encourage and support the rehabilitation of 
employees with alcohol and substance abuse problems through the constructive use 
of the Employee Assistance Program. 
D. EAP Counseling 
It is understood Voluntary EAP counseling sessions are confidential. Records kept 
under the Mandatory EAP Rehabilitation program shall be available only to those 
persons who administer the program or monitor and/or manage employees 
participating in the program. 
H. TEMPORARY MODIFIED WORK PROGRAM 
A. Eligibility 
The City has a Temporary Modified Work Program for temporarily disabled and 
convalescing unit employees. Any unit employee who is temporarily incapable of 
performing his/her normal assigned duties because of an illness or injury may 
request assignment or be required by City management to participate in the 
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temporary modified work program. 
Bl; Limitations 
Participation in the program is limited to unit employees who shall not: 
1. Have an industrial disabling injury, disease, or sickness that exceeds a 
projected recovery date of 26 weeks from the date such temporary modified 
work program is scheduled to commence; or 
2. Have a non-industrial disabling injury, disease, or sickness that exceeds a 
projected recovery date of 13 weeks from the date such temporary modified 
work program is scheduled to commence; or 
3. Be in a Vocational Rehabilitation Plan approved by the City. 
C. Application and Acceptance 
Application for the program shall be in writing by the unit employee when 
consideration is requested for the work program and by written direction when 
management requires the employee to participate. City management shall make a 
determination of admission to the program based upon such factors as: 
1. The attending physician's release to temporary modified work program; 
2. Availability of City-wide work stations suitable to accommodate the 
employee's specific limitations; and 
3. The employee's ability to perform satisfactorily in a selected temporary 
assignment. 
D. Outside Employment 
During convalescence and/or modified work assignment, it shall be expressly 
forbidden for the employee to engage in any outside employment that would interferem 
with their convalescence. 
E. Final Decision 
The division head shall make the final decision based upon stated criteria, and the 
affected unit employee shall be notified in writing. 
'«'• PERMANENT MODIFIED WORK PROGRAM 
The City offers a permanent modified work program, calling for either voluntary or mandtory 
program participation, for unit employees who have incurred job related illness or injury that 
has rendered them medically incapable of performing the full range of duties within their 
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classification. This program is contingent upon employees meeting the minimum 
requirements for alternative positions. The program provicjes an opportunity for unit 
employees to continue employment within the City when alternate positions are determined 
by the Personnel Division to be available. 
IV. PERSONAL APPEARANCE/DRESS STANDARDS 
The City reserves the right to establish and/or modify personal appearance standards for 
City employees. -
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GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
I- CITTS GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE - REPRINTING 
Unit employees who need to resolve a dispute relating to work related matters may utilize 
the City's grievance procedure, provided that the subject matter of that grievancefalls within 
the definition of a grievance, provided in the following section. The City's Grievance 
Procedure is reprinted from the City's Employer-Employee Relations Ordinance here solely 
for the convenience of unit employees and management. 
II. GRIEVANCES 
A. Definition 
A grievance is any dispute concerning the interpretation or application of this 
Memorandum of Understanding or of rules or regulations governing personnel 
practices or working conditions. 
B. Grievance - Informal - Verbal 
When an employee feels he/she has been unfairly treated or does not agree with 
his/her supervisor on policy interpretation, he/she may initiate formal action to secure 
review of the grievance by top management. Such action should be used, however, 
only after informal appeal through discussion with the immediate supervisor has not 
been successful. It is the spirit and intent of this procedure that all grievances be 
settled quickly and fairly, without any subsequent discrimination against employees 
who may seek to adjust a grievance, real or imagined. 
C. Grievance - Formal - Written 
If the informal answer given by the employee's supervisor is not satisfactory, the 
employee may appeal his/her grievance in the following manner: 
1. Step I - Supervisor 
Within fourteen (14) calendar days following the occurrence of the alleged 
grievance, the employee will present his/her views to his/her supervisor on a 
grievance form, in duplicate, obtainable from the Personnel Division. The 
supervisor will, within seven (7) calendar days, enter his/her decision and the 
reasons for it and return it to the employee. If the employee is not satisfied 
with the answer given, he/she may appeal as follows: 
2. Step II - Division Head 
Within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of the supervisor's answer, the 
employee will forward the grievance to his/her division head. The division 
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head will, within seven (7) calendar days, enter his/her decision, the reasons 
for it and return it to the grievant. If the employee is not satisfied with the 
decision, he/she may appeal as follows: 
3. Step III - Citv Manager 
Within sQvan (7) calendar days of receipt of the division head's answer, the 
employee will forward the grievance to the City Manager. The City Manager 
wil!, within s$ven (7) calendar days, enter his/her decision, the reasons for it 
and return ft to the employee. The decision of the City Manager is final and 
binding ^n all parties^ 
General 
1. Time Limits 
if the time limit at any step should elapse, the decision rendered at the 
previous step will b3 understood to hav§ been accepted. For example, if an 
employe does not forward a Step I decision to Step II within seven (7) 
calendar d^'s, it is understood that he/she has accepted the Step I decision 
and the matter is dc^sd. Time limits may be extended by mutual consent. 
2. Grievance Settled - Form Distribution 
When a grievance is settled, the employee will keep the duplicate of the form 
and the original will b i j*>:'jed in the grievance file in the Personnel Division. 
3. Representation 
An employee utifehg th5s procedure may be represented or assisted by, not 
to exceed three, authorized representatives in the preparation, presentation 
and hearing of a grievance. The supervisor, division head and City Manager 
may also be accompanied by other persons in conferences or hearings. 
Witnesses may be called and questioned by both parties. 
4. Time of Hoarinc* 
All grievances wii! be heard during working hour^ if practicable. Aggrieved 
employees, their representatives, and all witnesses will be given reasonable 
time off without loss of pay, vapa*ion or other time credits for the purpose of 
presenting grievances. 
5. Grievances- Non-Appeatabte to CivH Service Commission 
The grievance procedure is not intended as a means of appealing actions 
, under the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission. 
ARTICLE NINE 
ARTICLE NINE 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
I. WAIVER PROVISION ON BARGAINING DURING TERM AGREEMENT 
Except as specifically provided for irt this Agreement or>by mutual agreement in writing 
during the terms of this Agreement, the Association hereby agrees not to seek to negotiate 
or bargain with respect to any matters pertairtlrtg to rates, wages, hours, and terms and 
conditions of employment covered by this Memorandum of Understanding. 
EMERGENCY WAIVER PROVISIONS 
In the event of circumstances beyond the control of the City, such as acts of God, fire, flood, 
* insurrection, civil disorder; national emergency, or similar circumstances as determined by 
management, the provisions of this memorandurrtoMr^e^ianding which restrict the City's 
ability to respond to these emergencies shall be suspended for the duration of such 
emergency. After the emergency §v£r**lfte Assertion shafi have the right to meet with 
the City regarding thfe impact on employee of thfcrifcispensibn of these provisions in this 
Memorandum of Understanding. 
SEVERABILITY PROVISION ~™ 
A. MOU Remains in Full Force **Bfti fffefct 
Should any article, section, subsection, subdivide n, ^ontence, clause, phrase or 
provision of this Memorandum of Understanding be found to be inoperative, void, or 
invalid by a court of competent jurisdictien, all other provisions of this Memorandum 
of Understanding shall reitfaln IH f^till^ fcrcje i^nd effefei for the duration of this 
Memorandum of UndefBtahdingr^1^ 
B. Successor Provision * 
In the event any provision shall have betln found to he inoperative, void or invalid as 
aforementioned, the City and the Association shall, upon the request of either party, 
meet and confer in &n effort to agree upon a successor provision. 
IV. l PROVISIONS OF MEMORANDUM -
A. Sole and Entire Memorandum of Understanding 
It is the intent of the parties hereto that the provisions of this Memorandum of 
Understanding shatlj supersede ail prior agreements and Memorandums of 
Understanding, orai or written, expressed or implied, between the parties, and shall 
govern their entire relationship of any and all rights or claims which may be asserted 
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hereunder or otherwise. This Memorandum of Understanding is not intended to 
cover any matters preempted by Federal or State law or City Charter. 
B. Civil Service and Departmental Rules and Regulations 
1. It is undorstood and agreed that there exist within the City, in written form, 
^ Civil Servile® and Departmental Rules and Regulations. 
2. Except as specifically modified by this Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU), these rules and regulations and any subsequent amendments 
thereto, shall be in full force and effect. 
3. Before any new or subsequent amendments to these Civil Service and/or 
• departmental rules and regulations which, directly affect wages, or 
significantly alter hours, and terms "and conditions of employment, are 
implemented, the City shall meet and confer with the Association regarding 
such changes. 
4. Nothing provided herein shall prevent the City from implementing such rules 
and regulations provided it has met with the Association as required. 
V. AMENDMENTS TO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
The provisions of this Memorandum of Understanding can be amended, supplemented, 
rescinded or otherwise altered only by mutual agreement in writing, hereafter signed by the 
designated representatives of the City and the Association. 
VI. RESOLUTION OF IMPASSE 
Should disagreement over the interpretation or application of this Agreement occur between 
the City and Association, and should there be a failure to resolve the disagreement, the City 
and Association shall meet and confer to establish an impasse procedure to resolve the 
disagreement. 
VII. TERM OF MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
The term of this Memorandum of Understanding shall be for the period of four years 
commencing on July 1, 2001, and terminating after June 30, 2005. 
VIII. RATIFICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Acknowledgment 
The City and Association acknowledge that this Memorandum of Understanding 
shall not be in full force and effect until ratified by those Association members voting 
who are in classifications represented by the Association set forth in this Agreement 
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and adopted in the form of a resolution by the City Council. 
B. Mutual Recommendation 
This Agreement constitutes a mutual recommendation by the parties hereto, to the 
City Council, that one or more ordinances and/at resolutions be adopted accepting 
its provisions and effecting the changes enumerated herein relating to wages, hours, 
fringe benefits, and other terms and conditions of employment for unit employees 
represented by the Association. -
C. Ratification •>^-
Subject to the foregoing, this M&irsorandam of Understanding is hereby ratified by 
r - the authorized rspiaseniatives of the City and Association and entered into on this 
firstday of July, 2001 >"* 
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PARTIES TO THE AGREEMENT 
GLENDALE CITY EMPLOYEES 
ASSOCIATION (GCEA) 
'rank A. Coronado, President 
CITY OF GLENDALE^CALIFORNIA 
alph E. DeSimone, GCEA Business 
Representative 
Sandra J. Kephrr, GCEA^ice President 
Dwaine E. Mackey, GCEA FtejJ«£seritative 
M. Moore, 
Myrna E 
X^LmA k 
Joseph F. Wilke Jr., GCEA 
Representative 
tor of Personnel & 
CitylManager 
Jpiin A. Vos, Pu! 
Services Admini 
blit Works, Maintenance 
strator 
4r)TW k ik^ 
Yasmin Kamria, Deputy City Manager 
Matthew E. Doyle, 
Analyst 
r Personnel 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed this 
Seventeenth fay
 0f Ju|y> 2001 . 
GLENDALE CITY EMPLOYEES 
ASSOCIATION (GCEA) 
By/ Frank A. Coronado, President GCEA 
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APPENDIX "A" 
CITYOFGLENDALE 
GENERAL SERVICE CLASSIFICATIONS 
As of July 2001 
A. DESIGNATED CLASSIFICATIONS 
The following are the City of Glendale's general service classifications: 
Accountant 
Accounting Services Specialist 
Accounting Technician 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrative Associate 
Administrative Intern (full time) 
Administrative Trainee 
Arborist Crew Supervisor 
Assistant Construction Inspector 
Assistant Engineering Technician 
Assistant Programmer Analyst 
Assistant Project Coordinator 
Auditorium Coordinator 
Auditorium Specialist 
Bookmobile Operator 
Broadcast Production Assistant 
Broadcast Production Associate 
Building Inspector 
Building Repairer 
Building Repair Crew Supervisor 
Business Account Representative 
Buyer 
Carpenter 
Cement Worker Finisher 
Civil Engineer I 
Civil Engineering Assistant 
Civil Engineering Associate 
Communication Technician 
Community Outreach Assistant 
Community Outreach Associate 
Community Service Officer 
Community Ser pordinator 
Community Sf \ecialist 
Computer Op 
Construction t 
Custodial W< 
Customer .-Souse* Assistant 
Customer Service Field Technician 
Customer Services Field Representative 
Customer Services Representative 
Customer Services Utility Representative I 
Customer Services Utility Representative II 
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Customer Services Utility Representative III 
Data Entry Operator 
Display Artist 
Duplicating Machine Operator 
Duplicating Shop Operator 
Electrical Conduit Mechanic 
Electrical Conduit Mechanic Supervisor 
Electrical Engineer I 
Electrical Engineering Assistant 
Electrical Engineering Associate 
Electrical Helper 
Electrical Inspector 
Electrical Lin$ Mechanic 
Electrical Lhe f Sachanic Apprentice 
Electrical LineiKscfaanic Supervisor I 
Electrical Mechanic 
Electrical Mechanic & ^ prentice 
Electrical Mechanic Assistant 
Electrical Mechanic Supervisor I 
Electrical Service Planner 
Electrical System Dispatcher 
Electrical Test Assistt^t 
Electrical Test Technician I 
Electrical Test Technician II 
Electrician 
Engineering Aid** 
Engineering Technician 
Environmental Inspector 
Environmental Te^hnidan 
Equipment Mediate I 
Equipment Me^antc II 
Equipment Met Hemic Apprentice 
Equipment Mechanic Helper 
Equipment Operator I 
Equipment Operator II 
Equipment Painter & Body Repairer 
Equipment Service Worker 
* Equipment Welder 
Ereeutfve S^cret^ry 
Executive Secretary (Stan©) 
Fire Co^Q is* Operator 
Fire Cc A W Shift Supervisor 
Fire/Ef qO i^!ist -. ; 
Fire Pi £, 1nter-:"; 
FireProte* ftsr 
Fire Prot^^fe^-^^^'&jiris Assistant 
Fire Protect? V..Er; ?Kc.^ ering Associate 
Gardener 
Graphics Illustrator 
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Hazardous Materials Specialist 
Heavy Equipment Mechanic 
HVAC Inspector 
HVAC Mechanic 
Helicopter Mechanic 
Housing Technician 
Identification Technician 
Industrial Waste Inspector 
Information Services Associate 
Instrument Technician 
Integrated Waste Truck Operator 
Integrated Wasfe#/ofkar 
Internal Audit Ate^iate ^ • 
Jail Shift Sup irvisor-
Laborer *- «•;.' .^'~*••*<•• *• ** .^. ^; i 
Legal Exe^tive'Secretary * 
Legal Secretary * 
Legal System&Assoclate 
librarian^ M 
Library Assistant > 
Library Technician 
License Investigator ^ 
Machinist * . J - V ^ 
Mail Services Specialist 
Maintenance \Aterkers 
Mechanical £nginetf I 
Mechanical Engind r^iWg Assistant 
Mechanical Engineering Associate 
Meter Reader ^: " > ^tt.r 
Motor Sweeper Operator ?v 
NeighborhoocftServiees Ffeld Representative 
Neighborhood Ser i^ees Field Technician 
Neighborhood ^ #rvic^ Inspector 
Network Specialist5 v i 
Network Specialist Assistant 
Office SfJeciaKst I -v v 
Office Specialist H o 
Office Op®^m%>S%mmisor 
Office Semm^- WMt. '• 
:
'
?
-. Office §er^v.^rv^§i,t::|int..t;t- • • 
Office Servteii^ecritary^ 
Office Services Secretary (Steno) 
Painter 
Park Maintenance Supervisor 
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Park Ranger 
Parking Meter Collector/Repairer 
PC Specialist 
PC Specialist Assistant 
Permit Service Technician 
Personnel Assistant 
Personnel /^sociate 
Personnel Technician 
Pesticide Applicator 
Plan Checker 
Plan Check Supervisor 
Planning Assistant 
Planning Associate 
Plumber \ '%•?'.;: <'•' 
Plumbing inspector 
-Police Cbrfimunicatfons Shift Sypervisor 
Police Custody Shift Supervisor 
Police Records specialist 
Police Records Shift Supervisor 
Power Una Apprentice 
Pcwer Line Mechanic 
Power Line Supervisor V 
Power Line Truck Operator 
Power Plant Auxiliary Operator 
Power Plant Control Operator 
Power Plant Mechanic ; 
Power Plant Mechanic Apprentice 
Power Plan! Mechanic Assistant 
Power Plant Mechanic He!per r 
Power Plant Operator 
Power Rant Operator Apprentice 
Power Plant Technician 
Power Scheduler 
Principal Engineering Technician 
Principal Instrument Technician 
Production Artist 
Principal ¥\feter< Quality Specialist 
Program Coordinator ^ 
Program Specialist o 
Programmer Analyst 
Publfe Educutb^ Coordirtafor 
Real Properly Agent f 
Recreation ^ Community Services Coordinator 
Resource EeSci^cy. Advisors 
Safety Assistant ^ ^  
Secretary I «; M ^ 
Secretary to City Cteric i:? 
Secretary t^City Clerk (Steno) A 
Senior Accounting Services Specialist 
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Senior Accounting Technician 
Senior Building Inspector 
Senior Building Repairer 
Senior Buyer 
Senior Communication Technician 
Senior Computer Operator 
Senior Construction Injector 
Senior Custodial Worker 
Senior Customer Service Field Rep. 
Senior Customer Service Field Technician 
Senior Customer Service Rep. 
Senior Customer Service Utifsty-Rep. 
Senior Data Entry Operator 
Senior Electrical Service Planner! 
Senior Electrical Systems Control Specialist 
Senior EtectricakSysterris Dispatcher 
Senior Electrical Test Technician 
Senior Engineering Technician!* 
Senior Environmental Technician 
Senior Equipment Mechanic : 
Senior Fire Communications Operator 
Senior Gardener t • . ^ 
Senior Identification Technician 
Senior industrial Waste tositector 
Senior Information Services Associate 
Senior Instrument Technician* v 
Senior Meter Reader *• *c 
Senior Neighborhood Services Inspector 
Senior Network Specialist - .v.-
Senior Office Specialist 
Senior Office Benaces Specialist 
Senior Parking Meter Collettor/Repairer 
Senior Park Ranger 
Senior PC Specialist ^ * 
Senior Power Pte^Techniciao 
Senior Survey Technician 
Sensor Telecommunications Technician 
Senior Traffic Painter 
Senior Tree Trimmer < 
Senior Wastewater Technician 
Senior Water FaciHtiet Operator 
Senior Water Meter Repairer 
Senior Water Quality Specialist 
Senior Water System Peehainic 
Sewer Crew S u p ^ ^ ^ i 
Sewer Maintenance Worker 
Sign Painter 
Special Collections Librarian 
Station Electrician o 
Station Electrician Supervisor I 
< Stor:k&eper s 
GCEA _ 
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Storm Water Specialist 
Stores Clark 
Streat Crew Supervisor 
Street Maintenance Worker 
Structural Engineer I 
Structural Engineering Assistant 
Structural Engineering Associate 
Survey Party Chief 
Survey Technician 
Systems Specialist 
Technical Staff Assistant 
Technical Staff Associate * > •= 
Telecommunications Technician 
Traffic Engineer I 
Traffic Engineering Assistant 
Traffic Engineering Associate 
Traffic Painter 
Traffic Signal Maintenance Technician 
Transformer Shop Technician 
Transit Field Inspector 
Tree Trimmer 
Utility Welder 
Wastewater Technician 
Water Engineering Supervisor 
Water Facilities Operator 
Water Meter Repairer 
Water Facilities Operator 
Water Quality Specialist 
Water System Apprentice 
Water System Equipment Operator 
Water System Helper 
Water System Mechanic 
Water System Supervisor I 
Workers Comp. Adjuster I 
Yard Attendant 
Youth Outreach Service Worker 
B. CONFIDENTIAL EMPLOYEE RELATIONS CLASSIFICATIONS/POSITIONS 
The following general service classifications/positions designated as confidential for 
employee relations purposes per the City's Employer-Employee Relations Ordinance. 
Administrative Assistant - Personnel Division 
Administrative Assistant/Benefits - Personnel Division 
Executive Secretary (Steno) - Finance & Administrative Services Division 
Executive Secretary - City Manager's Office ; 
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Executive Secretary (Steno) - Personnel Division 
Office Operations Supervisor - Personnel Division 
Office Services Secretary - City Manager's Office 
Senior Accounting Technician (Payroll Assigtwnent) - Finance & Administrative 
Services Division 
Senior Office Services Specialist - (Benefits) ? Personnel Division 
C DESIGNATING CONFIDENTIAL CLASS^ICAHONS/POSITIONS 
In addition, to the classifications/positions listed in MB,f above, other positions within 
certain classifications may later be designated as Employee Relations confidential per 
the City's Employer-Employee Relations Ordinance should finding be made their 
positions are confidential for employee .relations purposes. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
BETWEEN THE CITY OF GLENDALE 
AND THE GLENDALE CITY EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION 
REGARDING AGENCY SHOP 
PREAMBLE 
This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is entered into by the City of Glendale 
(hereinafter "City") and the Glendale Employees1 Association (hereinafter "Association") 
as a mutual agreement regarding the procedures for the initial implementation and 
subsequent administration of any agency shop arrangement entered into by the parties 
as authorized by Government Code Section 3502.5 (a), (c), (d), (e) and (f) (Meyers-
Milias-Brown Act) through amendments effective January 1, 2001 by Senate Bill 739. 
PURPOSE 
The City and the Association mutually understand and agree that all affected employees 
have the right to join or not join the Association. It is the purpose of this MOU to 
establish fair and equitable procedures for the determination of any agency shop 
arrangements that may be properly approved by the City employees in eligible job 
classifications in the unit represented by the Association and the City. 
ELIGIBLE AND EXCLUDED EMPLOYEES 
A. Excluded Employees 
Pursuant to G. C. 3502.5 (e), an agency shop arrangement shall not apply to 
management, confidential or supervisory employees. Therefore, the supervisory 
employees who are not designated as a mid-management supervisory 
classification or designated "Employee Relations Confidential": employees, in the 
unit are excluded from any requirement to participate in an agency shop 
arrangement. 
B. Identification of Included and Excluded Classes 
Employees in classifications in the unit are eligible for inclusion in any agency 
shop arrangement except for employees in current and future classifications that 
are supervisory who are not designated as a mid-management supervisory 
classification or designated "Employee Relations Confidential" employees as 
determined by the City. 
ASSOCIATION AND EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
A. Prior Notification to Employees 
Prior to the implementation of an agency shop provision agreement pursuant to 
G. C. Sec. 3502.5 (a), the parties shall notify all employees in the applicable unit 
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of the Agency Shop agreement and shall provide sufficient information to fully 
inform all affected employees of the purpose of the agreement. This notice shall 
include a full disclosure of the amount of potential Association fees and service 
fees that will be deducted from each employees pay as a result of the 
implementation of an agency shop agreement. 
B. Employees'Responsibilities 
Sixty (60) calendar days following the commencement of an agency shop 
arrangement pursuant to an agreement, employees shall have the choice of 
either becoming a membenof the Association, or being a non-member and 
paying a service fee. 
C. Implementation of Agency Shop 
1; Notice to Employees a. M^-
Within sixty (60) catendar days of the agreement for an agency shop 
arrangement, the City will'prdvide employees in the unit, and any 
employees hired thereafter into classes in the affected unit, with an 
authorizaticn notice advising them that aft agreement lias resulted in an 
r
 Agency Shop arrangement andthat all employees must either join the 
Association, pay a service fee^d lite Association? eraicecute a written 
declaration claiming a religious »emption from this fectuirement. Such 
notice shall include a form for the employee's signature authorizing 
payroll dedu^ion of Asi^giationfe^ 
contribution equal to the smioe fee. Affected employees shall have 
thirty (30) calendar days froiti the date they receive the form to fully 
execute and return it to the City. 
2. New Hires 
Once the agency ^hop agreement has been implemented, each newly 
hired unit employees ihall ttave thirty (30) calendar days to decide 
whether they Will pay the Association membership fee or pay a service 
fee only. 
••$. T3tifffoieney df Employee' Earnings 
c
 The ertiployee's^ earnings must b* Sufficient, after all other legal and 
required deductions we madSy t® cover the amount of the dues or fees 
authorized. Wneh an employ^ fe in ^ unpaid status for an entire pay 
~ period, no wftbt folding wi!i be made to eover the pay period from future 
earnings Irfthisicase of &n empk^ee in i n unpaid status during part of a 
pay period^ 
?c>; cfeduction shall be m&*>W Ail othef legal and required deductions, 
' including haaltiicljredeductiGn^, Shafthave prio&ity^overdues and 
;-:
 s.^ - ;.::.;.,;:C:;:L^ .s^ ids^ fees.H;; : l /r i > ^ ^-r •••••••-'•.. $y: 5: k~ •> .• 
D. Employees' Rights of Conscientious Objection 
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An employee who is a member of a bona fide religion, body or "sect" that has 
historically held conscientious objections to joining or financially supporting public 
employee organizations shall not be required to join or financially support any 
public employee organization as a condition of employment. ("Sect" shall mean 
a party or body of persons who unite in holding certain special doctrines or 
opinions concerning religion, which distinguish them from others holding the 
same general religious belief) The employee shall be required,Jh linu of periodic 
dues, initiation fees, or service fees, to pay sums equal to the service fees to a 
non-religicus, non-labor charitable fund exempt from taxation under Section 501 
.(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code chosen by the employee from a list of at 
least three (3) cf these funds as designated in this agreement, Section III E. 
E. Designation of Non-Religious, Non-Labor Charitable Funds 
Employees covered by IV. D. (above) may designate one (1) of the following 
three (3) non-religious, non-labor I R C . 501(c)(3) qfcaritable funds to which 
his/her applicable payments will be paid: (1) United Way, (2) Glendale 
Community Foundation pr (3) SrJvafjon Army, Charitable contributions shall be 
made by regular payroll Eductions only. 
Decorations of, or^ applications fer religious exemption and any other supporting 
documentation shall be forwarded to tNe Association within fourteen (14) 
csbrdar dgys of raceipt by the City. The Association; shall have fourteen (14) 
calendar cteys after receipt of $ request for religious exemption to challenge any 
? exemption granted by the City. If challenged, the deduction to the charity of the 
employee's choice ^ ha!l cc;mmenog but $*jall be held in escrow by the City 
pending resolution of the ^^Jlenge. The challenge shall be resolved by 
procedures established by the Association. 
F. Association Membership or Service Fee 
Employees shall not be required, as a condition of continued employment, to join 
the Association. Instead, an agency shop arrangement requires the employee, 
as a condition of continued employment, either to join the Association, or to pay a 
service fee in an amount noi to exceed the standard initiation fee, periodic dues, 
and general assessments of the Association. 
G. Permissible Uses of Ser ficr-Fee / C^argesbSe Expenses 
The service fees charged -bythe Association's npn-members covered by an 
agency shop arrangement may or?ly encompass expenditures that are 
necessarily or reisonr&ly incurred for Htm purpose cf performing the duties of the 
Association in its dealings with thf er)ptey3r on labor management issues. 
Under^his standard, non-meo?berv5gency fee payers may be compelled to pay 
their fair share of the direct costs Qf negotiating and administering a collective 
bargaining agreement and ^ ettfeg; grievances, and the expenses of activities 
reasonably ^mpNy^d to elfecluate the>As^^iation;s duties in representing the 
bargaining unit employees. Expenses associated ivHth the following activities 
are chargeable: 
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1. Gathering information in preparation for the negotiation of 
bargaining agreements, including gathering information from 
employees concerning bargaining positions. 
2. Negotiating Memorandum of Understandings covering wages, 
hours, terms and conditions of employment. 
3. Administration of ballot procedures on the ratification of negotiated 
agreements. 
4. Public advertising of GCEA positions on the negotiation, 
ratification, or implementation of Memorandum of Understandings. 
5. Adjusting grievances pursuant to the provisions of Memorandum 
of Understandings; enforcing these agreements, and representing 
empbyeesi?i proceedings under civil service laws or regulations. 
G. p-'rcterng publications used in negotiating and administering 
Memorandum of Understandings. 
7. Paying specialists in labor law,-economics, and other subjects for 
services used in negotiating and administering Memorandum of 
Understandings* 
8. Membership meetings and conferences held at least in part to 
determine the positions of the employees on bargaining issues, 
contact administration, and other matters affecting wages, hours, 
terms and conditions oiemployment, including the cost of sending 
representatives to such meet-rgs and conferences. 
9. Internal communications which concern bargaining issues, 
contract administration, public employment generally, employee 
development, unemployment, job opportunities, award programs, 
and other matters affecting wages, hours, and terms and 
conditions of employment. 
10. Impasse procedures over provisions of collective bargaining 
agreements and the administration thereof, so long as they are 
legal yndor s^te lew. -
11. Lobbying for thei^gottaiion, ratif cation or implementation of a 
bargaining agreement. 
12. The prosecution or delete* litigaion, or charges to obtain 
ratification, :oterpretation$ implementation, or enforcement of 
. negotiated Mcj^orirK^imiof Understanding and any other 
litig&ion: before; agencte^ § | m the courts which concerns 
bargaining unit employees and is normally conducted by an 
exclusive sBpre^nteiive.
 v 
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13. Other expenses that may be incurred for printing services related 
to employer/employee labor management issues. 
Expenses associated with the following activities are chargeabie to the 
extent that thev are germane to collective bargaining activity: 
1. Purchasing books, reports, and advance sheets used in activities 
-
:
 or for purposes other than negotiating Memorandum of 
Understanding agreements «nd processing grievances. 
2. Paying specialists in labor !aw^  economics, and other subjects for 
services used in activities other than negotiating and administering 
Memorandum of Understandings, and processing grievances. 
3. Membership meetings and conferences held for purposes other 
than to determine the positions of the employees on bargaining 
issues, contract administration, and other matters affecting wages, 
hours, and terms and conditions of employment, including the cost 
of sending representatives to such meetings and conferences. 
4. Infernal communications which cor icern subjects other than 
collective barga.nng issues, contract administration, public 
employment generally, employee development, unemployment, 
job opportunities, award programs, and other matters affecting 
wages, hours, teircs and conditions of employment. 
5. Prosecution or defense of arbitration, litigation, or charges 
[evolving natters other than the ratification, interpretation, 
implementation or enforcement of Memorandum of Understanding 
or which relates to the maintenance of the Associations' 
institutional existence. 
6; Social and recreational activities. 
7. Payments for Insurance, medic&E care, retirement, and related 
benefits for Association employees. 
8. Administratis activttfcs and exper-ses allocable to Association 
activities and ex;; tnsG ) for vhicb agency fee payers are charged. 
H. Prohibited Uses of Str ' . i pegs I Non»C!iargeabla Expenses 
The amounts of service fees collected by the Association from non-members 
shall not include any e;:pm$$$ incunedioi political action, social activities, 
organizing o ^ i s a s or any other exfsenses not directly related to Association 
astivitiss of representing tko btjrg>i^ :?ig 'unit employees. Expenses associated 
with the f o i l i n g ac^vfci&s-me not c( ara^afrle: 
1. Training in votej: Tcgte'raSicn, ge!:-out-the-vote, and political 
campaign techniques. 
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2. Supporting and contributing to charitable organizations, political 
organization, candidates for public office and initiative measures, 
ideological causes, and international affairs. 
3. Public advertising of Associations1 positions on issues other than 
negotiation, ratification, or implementation of Memorandum of 
Understandings. 
4. Lobbying for purposes other than the negotiation, ratification, or 
implementation of a Memorandum of Understanding agreement. 
5. Organizing bargaining units of employees whose wages, hours, 
and terms and conditions of employment have no impact, direct or 
indirect, upon the wages, hours, and terms and conditions of 
employment of employees represented by the Association. 
6. Any other activities that are considered political, social or 
unrelated to the representation of employees by the bargaining 
unit. 
Procedure for Challenging Amount of Service F c 
The Association agrees to assume* fuil responsibility to ^ ensure full compliance 
with the requirement laid C'*m by the United States Supreme Court in Chicago 
Teachers Union v. Hudson, 106.Ct. 1066 (1986), and any other applicable legal 
authority, with r^pect to the constitutional fights of non-member service fee 
payers. Accordingly, the Association agrees to do the following: 
1. Give sixty (60) calendar days advance notice to non-member service fee 
payers of the amount of the fee and a .ftiII explanation of the basis for the fee, 
inducing the major categories of expenses, as well as verification of same. 
2. Advise non-member service fee payers of an expeditious and impartial 
decision-making process before an impartial decision-maker mutually 
selected by the parties, whereby non-member service fee payers can object 
to the amount of the service fee. 
3. Place the amount in dispute htc trn escrow account pending resolution of any 
objections raised by non-member service fee payers to the amount of the 
isrvicefee. ••...-- -.-.-.:• 
Any dispute concerning the amount of the service fee and/or the responsibilities 
of the Association with respect to service fee payers s.-had not be subject to 
'appeals t£> the Civil Service Commission or the grievance procedures contained 
in a comprehensive Memorandum of /^reement between the parties. 
City Responsibilities for Cc'Jectkn' -.cf-FeM 
1 .•••' TheFinance and Administrative Services Division shall cause the amount of 
the membership fee or service fee to be deducted from semi-monthly payroll 
checks of each unit employee as specified by the Association under the 
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terms contained herein. "Membership fee" as distinct from "service fee" shall 
be the result of voluntary consent in the form of a payroll deduction card 
signed by the individual employee, 
2. Remittance of the aggregate amount of all dues, fees and other proper 
deductions made from the salaries of employees hereunder shall be made to 
the Association by the Finance and Administrative Services Division within 
thirty (30) working days after the conclusion of the month in which said dues, 
fees &nti/or deductions were deducted. 
3. The Finance and Administrative Services Division shall also apply this 
provision to every permanent employee who becomes an employee of this 
representation unit through? reassignment or transfer within sixty (60) calendar 
days of the effective date of sard reassignment or transfer. Such deduction 
shall be a condition of continued employment. 
4. The Finance and Administrative.Services Division will provide to the 
Association quarterly the name, home address, and employee number of 
each unit employee. 
5. The Finaate andiAdmintstrative Services Division s'^ alJ notify the Association 
within sixty (60) calendar days of any unit employee who, because of a 
change in employment states* is not longera memb^ of the representation 
unit or subject to the provisions ^ h i s article* r 
K. Financial Reporting Requirements trf the Association 
The Association shall keep an adequate itemized record of its financial 
transactions and shall make available, anm sally to the City, the employees who 
are covered by an agency shop arrangement within sixty (60) calendar days 
after the end of its fiscal year, a detailed written financial report thereof in the 
form of a balance sheet and an operating statement, certified as to accuracy by a 
certified public accountant. x ^ - ^ 
L. Process for Rescinding Agency Shop 
An agency shop arrangement may be rescinded by a majority vote of all the 
employees in the unit, provided that: 
1. A request fer^uGh a voters supported by a petition filed with the City 
Employee Relations' Officer containing tf *e signatures of at laast thirty 
percent (30%) of thei'employ^sinihe applicable unit* and : < 
2. The vote is by iffetdallotfand) A -
3. The Mote may be teken fct amyitime during the term of the Memorandum of 
Agreement, but imnot event shall there be more than on vote taken during 
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any one consecutive one-year period during the term of that Memorandum of 
Agreement. 
ASSOCIATION INDEMNIFICATION 
The Association shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the City and its officers, 
managers and employees from and against any and all claims, demands, suits, causes 
of action, costs, injunctions, writs or other liability that may arise relating to the City's 
compliance with the agency fee obligation. 
ASSOCIATION DUTY OF FAIR REPRESENTATION 
An employee who pays a service fee shall be entitled to fair and impartial representation 
by the Association. A breach of this duty shall be deemed to have occurred if the 
Association's conduct in representation is arbitrary, discriminatory, or in bad faith. 
Allegations by an employee or group of employees of a failure by the Association to 
carry out its duty of fair representation shall be filed with the Public Employees' Relations 
Board (PERB). 
EFFECT OF LEGISLATIVE OR JUDICIAL REVISION, REVERSAL OR 
INTERPRETATION 
In the event that the agency fee provisions contained in Govt Code Sec. 3502.5 are 
reinterpreted, revised or reversed by action of the California Legislature or by Judicial 
determinations pursuant to legal challenges, this MOU shall be revised or nullified 
accordingly in whole or in part. 
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